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Preface 
In this Thesis we study finite networks of deterministic and 
random resistors by means of the concept of the discrete Green's 
function of networks. 
The material is presented in four Parts,each largely self-contained 
and preceded by a comprehensive introduction, with the main new 
results as follows: 
Part I 
Part II 
Part III 
Part IV 
formulae for the mean and variance of node potentials 
and of joint resistance in arbitrary finite networks 
of independent random resistors in terms of their discrete 
Green's functions; 
general formula for the explicit forms of the discrete 
Green!s functions of a wide class of networks covering 
all known cases and giving new ones; 
explicit expressions for the mean and variance of node 
potentials and of joint resistance in finite cylindrical 
networks of independent random resistors as an 
application of the general results from Part I and an 
explicit expression from Part II; 
characterization of electrical resistance as a distance 
function : a general network's distance function 
introduced through the network's discrete Green's function 
coincides for the case of resistive network with joint 
resistance. 
The Parts are divided into Chapters .which are in turn organized 
into Paragraphs. The Chapters are numbered within each Part, and the 
Paragraphs are numbered within each Chapter. For example, 'Paragraph 
2.3.4.' is the 4th Paragraph in the 3rd Chapter of the 2nd Part. 
Formulae are referenced consecutively within each Part. For example, 
'(1.5)' denotes the 5th formula in the 1st Part. Appendices pertinent 
to a given Part immediately follow that Part. 
1 . 
PART ONE 
RANVOM RESISTIVE NETWORKS 
Chapter 1.1 Introductory Remarks 
In Part 1 of the present Thesis we investigate fini te networks 
of resistors with the resistances considered as random variables. 
We call such networks random resistive networks in contrast with 
networks of resistors with exact resistances which we refer to as 
deterministic resistive networks or simply ·r esistive networks . In 
particular, explicit formulae are given for the mean and variance of 
node potentials and of joint resistance between nodes 
nodes)in random resistive networks. 
( sets of 
The necessity of random treatment of resistive networks arises 
naturally in real life situations when the resistors comprising 
resistive networks are subject to various random factors like material 
impurities, production errors, influence of randomly varying working 
environment (temperature,etc). Investigation into the probabilistic 
properties of random resistive networks would be interesting also 
from a purely theoretical point of view. 
Networks with randomly varying resistors fall under the scope of 
the sensitivity (tolerance ) analysis from the general theory of 
systems which aims at determining the influence of component 
2 . 
perturbations on the global performance of the system containing those 
components (Cruz[1973J; Frank[1978J). Originally the sensitivity 
analysis concerned the systems with specified deterministic perturl:xi.tions 
to some components but later random perturbations have been included 
and stochastic sensitivity measures have been introduced ( Rosenblum 
and Ghausi[l9 71 ]; Laker and Ghausi[1974]; Acar and Ghausi[1975], etc). 
Another area where networks with random resistors are also 
investigated is per colation theor y . typical probl em there is to 
consider a network of resistors chosen randomly to have conductance b 
(with probability p) or conductance a (with probability 1-p), a< b, 
and to determine the average bulk conductivity in such a network 
For example, when a=O, b<00 ,(a resistive network with some of the 
resistors randomly deleted) the percolation theory determines a 
percolation concentration pc such that for p<pc the network 
cannot conduct, while for p>p it can (Shante and Kirkpatrick[1971]; 
C 
Kirkpatrick[1973]). 
From the point of view of sensitivity analysis th e results 
of this study (explicit formulae for the variance of potentials and 
resistance) can be considered as giving the explicit s ensitivity 
analysis of a class of electrical systems - the random resistive 
networks. This -illustrates the general formulae for stochastic 
sensitivity measures (Barbini et al[1978]) because the variance of 
a global performance function of a system (here for example of the 
joint resistance) is a practical measure of sensitivity of this 
system (Hanneman and Linssen[1972]). No such classes of networks have 
been explicitly treated in the literature involving stochastic 
sensitivity. 
Our results are less relevant from the point of view of the 
percolation theory and the differences between the proposed approach 
and the percolation theory methodology c~n be brought out by 
comparing our argument with the paper Bergman and Kantor [1981] 
in which the authors set out similar objectives but in the framework 
of the percolation theory. 
Random resistive networks can be also considered in relation 
solely to the theory of deterministic resistive networks. The 
latter is of considerab le importance in its own right. One of its 
main tasks is to study joint resistance between nodes (sets of nodes) 
in resistive network s . , Indeed, it is a classical problem which goes 
back to Kirchhoff[1847] and Maxwell[l891] and has a very extensive 
3. 
literature. The current trends are: the theory of infinite resistive 
networks . (the network's graph is infinite), and the theory 
of non-linear resistive networks (the resistors are no longer 
required to obey Ohm's law). It is hoped that the investigations into 
the random resistive networks might signal another such trend. 
4. 
A natural problem arising in the stochastic context of random 
resistive networks, which is a counterpart of the above-mentioned 
classical problem of the theory of resistive networks, is to investigate 
the probability distribution of random joint resistance given the 
probability distributions of random resistors, or failing this, to 
study its moments given some moments of random resistors (Moran and 
Rennie[1978]; a series of private communications between Professors P.A.P. 
Moran and B.C. Rennie kindly disclosed by Professor Moran). 
Since the first such moment (the expectation) corresponds 
to the deterministic context, and of all the higher moments the second one 
(the variance) is the most useful one, it follows that our objective 
should be finding the mean and variance of random joint resistance 
in terms of the means and variances of random resistors. The expectation 
relates to joint resistance under idealized conditions (all 
resistors assume their expected values), while the variance measures 
the departure from the idealized value of joint resistance due to the 
departures of the resistances of random resistors from their 
idealized values in turn measured by the resistor variances. 
Motivated by the above, in this Part we shall find the mean and 
variance of the random joint resistance between two nodes (sets of nodes), 
called the terminals, in a network of resistors with given means 
and variances of their resistances. 
Another interesting problem associated with random resistive 
networks would be to 'randomiz e ' Ohm's law. For example, we would be 
interested in calculating some probabilistic characteristics of node 
5. 
potentials in a random resistive network. Again, the mean and variance 
of the random node potentials would suffice for want of their 
probability distribution. Consequently, we shall also determine 
such means and variances of the random potentials. 
The proposed subsequent argument for random resistive networks 
is carried out using the concept of the discrete Green 's function. 
In the process also the deterministic resistive networks are treated 
through the discrete Green's functions approach which appears to be an 
unreported method in the case of general finite resistive networks. Only 
specific ladder networks were studied with the aid of discrete Green's 
functions (Gruner[l973]). The obtained explicit results for general 
random resistive networks also appear to be new. 
A possibility of an alternative line of attack on random 
resistive networks using Wang algebra (Wang[l934]; Duffin[1959]) is 
also briefly mentioned. 
Introduction of the random element to resistive networks might be 
further exploited in a number of directions. For example, resistance 
might be studied in continuous random media (random environment, 
Ziman[1979]) by applying suitable limiting processes to random 
resistive networks; also the electrical analogues of general flows in 
networks (Dennis[1959]; Ford and Fulkerso~[1962]; Frank and Frisch[l971]; 
Potts and Oliver[1972]) might be formulated in the stochastic setting 
leading to the possibility of their treatment along the lines pres ented 
in this Part. 
6. 
Chapter 1.2 Resistive Networks 
In this Chapter after discussing in Paragraph 1.2.1 the 
motivation and definitions associated first with the finite networks 
in general and then with the finite resistive networks in particular, 
we introduce in Paragraph 1.2.2 the discrete Green's functions again 
first of the finite networks in general and then of the finite 
resistive networks in particular. With all the definitions completed, 
we proceed in Paragraph 1.2.3 to the main result of this Chapter 
which is expressing joint resistance in a resistive network through 
the network's discrete Green's function. 
Thus we solve the problem of explicitly finding joint resistance 
in resistive networks for which the explicit forms of the discrete 
Green 's functions are known, while for the resistive networks without 
known discrete Green's functions appropriate approximations are made 
in the next Chapter 1.3. 
In the literature the discrete Green's functions approach to 
f inite resistive networks was used in the specific case of the l a dder 
resistive networks ( Gruner[1973]) . Here we apply the concept of 
the discrete Green's function in the general case, which seems to be 
an unreported method of calculating joint resistance in finite 
resistive networks although similar ideas must have occurred to 
researchers before. Joint resistance via the discrete Green's functions 
in the i n i nite square grid of identical resistors was discussed in 
Duffin[1953]; Flanders[1972]. Later in Part 3 we treat finite square 
grids of resistors which are extensions of the ladder r es istive networks 
through their explicit discrete Green's functions found in the next 
Part 2. 
7. 
1.2.1 Networks and Resistive Networks 
Below we outline definitions associated with the networks 
investigated in this Thesis. We do not endeavour to produce any 
graph-theoretical argument and the purpose of the present Paragraph 
is to clarify the meaning of the graph-related terms used in this 
Thesis. 
When discussing networks we shall distinguish between the 
topologieai.. ~:tJw..c;tuJr.e of a network and the (phy~ieai..) in.teAp~e;ta;tion 
imposed on that structure. 
For the purposes of this Thesis we denine the netl~o~R as an 
ordered pair cn,r), n being an un~eeted ninite and eonneeted 
g~aph, and r being a po~itive ~eai.. 6unc;tion on the ~et on b~aneh~ 
of n . We call n the n~o~R'~ g~aph and r the ne.,tL0o~R'~ inteAp~e;ta;tion 
nunc;tion. 
We shall specify the graph n by giving its diagram where 
circles will represent the nodes and lines the branches o The 
function r will be specified by listing all the values of r on 
the branches of n and including them in the diagram of n. For 
example, the diagram below specifies a network 
8 . 
with a, b, c, •oo being the values of the function r. As a particular 
physical· interpretation the numbers a, b, c, . . . . may be taken to 
mean the values of the electrical resistance of resistors identified 
with the corresponding branches, in which case the above network 
becomes an example of the resistive network. 
Nodes will be denoted with the capital letters A, B, ... etc. 
Two nodes A and B will be called neighbouJW (A being a neighbour 
of B,and B being a neighbour of A) if there exists a branch, denoted 
by AB or BA, linking A and B. The set of all neighbours of a node, 
say A, will be indicated by the corresponding script letter, here by A. 
To facilitate the notation during the subsequent analytical 
argument, we make a simplifying assumption that inn any two neighbours 
have exactly one branch linking them. This assumption 1s not 
essential to the proposed argument, but it allows us to uniquely 
identify branches by listing pairs of nodes they link without 
resorting to a more cumbersome notation. Later in Chapter 1.5, 
where we present a different computer-aided argument, examples are 
considered of networks explicitly not satisfying the above 
simplifying assumption. 
Let IT 1 , IT 2 , ... , ITt be distinct nodes inn such that for all 
i=l, ... , t-1 the nodes IT. and IT. 1 are neighbours. Then, a paxh l 1+ . 
tracking the nodes ITl, IT2, o • ., ITt is defined to be a sequence of 
nodes and branches of the form 
IT 1 'IT lIT 2 , IT 2 , ... , IT . 1 'IT. lIT . , IT. , ... , ITt 1 'IT l rr , IT 1- 1- l l - t- t t 
For brevity the above sequence of nodes and branches will be referred 
to as the path {rr 1 , rr 2 , ... , rrt}. We say that the path {rr 1, IT 2 , ... , ITt} 
unlu the nodes n1 and IT t which are cal led the e..nd- node..l.) of that 
path. 
For any two distinct nodes A and B the set of all paths linking 
them inn is non-empty. A path in this set containing the smallest 
number of branches will be called the minimal pax.h linking A and B. 
The numb·er of branches in the minimal path 1 inking A and B wil 1 be 
denoted by d(A,B). 
A path {TI 1, rr 2 , . o., Tit} is said to 2e.ad a.way 6nom a node_ 
P if for all j = 1, ... , t-1 there 1s 
d(P,TI. 1) > d(P,TI.) J+ J 
and it is said to lead a.way nnom .t.he_ nodu P1 , .. o, Pk if for all 
i=l, ... , k and j=l, ..• , t-1 there is 
d(P.,TI. 1) > d(P.,TI.). 1 J + 1 J 
A path {rr 1, rr 2, .oo, Tit} is called a ma~al pax.h le.a.ding away 
6nom a node_ P if it leads away from P and also 1s such that there 
1s no neighbour Q of the end-node rrt such that 
d(P,Q) > d(P,ITt) 
The collection of the end-nodes TI of all maximal paths leading 
t 
away from the node P is called the bou..ndMy 06 St nef..a.tive_ .t.o .t.he_ 
node_ P. The bou..nd~y 06 n , denoted by an, is defined as the union 
over all nodes inn of the boundaries of n relative to those nodes. 
The in.t.vu_on on n, denoted by intn, is defined as the complement 
of an in the set of all nodes inn. 
A branch inn is called an in.t.e.nna.l bna.nQh if it links a pair 
of nodes in intn , else it 1s termed a bou..nd~y bna.nQh. 
To Lf!.1..1.U).t_na,te_ all .t.he_ above_ QOnQe.p.t.h we consider, as an 
example, the following graph n 
R S 
L 5J M 0 N 
H J I 1'! J 
D l E j :) F 
T7 0 A 
Thus, for example, inn we have that: 
- the nodes Land D cur.e neighbouJL.6 linked by the branch LD; 
the nodes 1 and E cur.e not neighboWl.,6 
- the nodes G, L, I and D cur.e .the element.-6 06 the ~et H 06 
a.£1. neighbouJL.6 on H 
10. 
the pa.th {B,C,D,H,L,K} is the sequence of nodes and branches: 
B,BC,C,CD,D,DH,H,HL,L,LK,K; the sequences of nodes and 
branches: B,BC,C,CD,D,DH,H,K and B,BC,C,CD,D,DH,H,HG,G,GB,B 
Me not pa.tM 
- the pax.h {B,C,D,H,L,K} link.I.:, Band K; Band Kare the 
end-nod~ of that path 
- the paths {B,G,H,I,M}, {B,G,H,L,M}, {B,G,K,L,M} and {B,C,D,L,M} 
cur.e rniru.mal.. pa.tM linking Band M, d(B,M) = 4; the path 
{B,C,D,E,I,M} AA not a miru.mai.. path linking Band M 
- the paths {C,B,A}, {I,H,G,K}, {E,D,H,G,K,P,O} lead away nfLom 
;the node E;the paths {I,M,L,H}, {E,T,C,D} and {K,P,R,S} do not 
lead ai,1Jay 61tom the node E 
- the paths {K,G,B,A}, {P,O} and {M,I,E} lead away 61tom the 
nod~ Rand N; the paths {M,I,E,D}, {R,P} and {H,L,M} do not 
lead OJJJay 61tom the nod~ R and N 
- the paths {E,F}, {E,I,J} and {E,T,C,B,A} aJte max,,lmal.. patM 
lut~ng auny 6Jtom E 
- the nodes F,J,N,S,O,A are the boundaJty 06 n 1tel.,a;t,ive to E 
- the nodes F,Y,N,S,O,A,T,R,S,Q are the boundaJty on n 
- the no.des B,P,H belong to the intWofL 06 r2 
- the branches BC, KP and HI Me inteJtnai.. bJtanch~ 
- the branches AB, PO and EF cur.e bounda!Ly b1tan.ch~ 
Throughout this Thesis we adopt the convention of indicating th e 
boundcur.y nod~ ltUX.'1 null cbi.c.1.~ and the inteJtnai. nod~ with open. 
11. 
eJAc.ie1:,, as no~ ~xampl~, in the graphs below 
• u----0--....-..... --• 
The above are also examples of the graphs of a specific class of 
networks considered in detail in Part 2 of this Thesis, For that 
class of networks a simpler definition of the boundary can be made 
which gives the same boundary nodes as the general definition 
applied to that class. Namely, a node belongs to the boundary of 
the graph of a network from that class if it has exactly one 
neighbour. 
Having discussed the gnaph n of the network (n,r) we now 
consider the network's int.~pne...;ta;t,i_on nuncxion r. 
Any physical meaning attached to the values of the network's 
interpretation function r endows the whole network (n,r) with 
the corresponding physical meaning . 
12. 
For example, an important class of networks are the ne,6,th;ti,ve 
netwonkh· defined as those networks (n,r) for which r assigns to 
each branch of n a real positive number taken to be equal to the 
value of the electrical resistance of the resistor identified with 
that branch. We denote the value of the eleetJueal ne).),<,htanee 06 
the ne).)J.Aton identified with the branch AB by r(A,B), and the 
interpretation function r 1s in the context of resistive networks 
referred to as the bnaneh ne).),<,htanee 6unc.x.ion r. 
If some or all the values of the branch resistance function 
rare random, then (n,r) is called the nandom ne,6,th;ti,ve netwonQ. 
In resistive networks the following laws hold 
Ohm'~ Law (Voltage= Current x Resistance, Ohm [1827]) 
KJ.Jr.ehho66'~ C~eVLt Law (Algebraic sum of all currents 
entering and leaving a node vanishes, Kirchhoff [1847]) 
KJ.Jr.ehhon6'~ Vo-ltage Law (Algebraic sum ~f voltages along 
any closed system of branches vanishes, Kirchhoff [1847]). 
In this Thesis we consider the resistive networks for which 
the above laws guarantee the eX,t.6tenee and uvu.quene).)~ of all currents 
and potentials resulting from application of external current and 
potential sources. Only such resistive networks are of practical 
importance (Chen [1976]) . 
Finally, we define a la.t;tiee to be the network (n,r) for which 
the interpretation function r assigns to each branch the distance 
between the nodes it links. Such a distance is called the length 
of this branch in the lattice. 
13. 
1.2.2 Discrete Green's Functions of Networks 
The concept of the Green's function plays a fundamental role in 
the classical continuous potential theory and its applications 
(Kellogg[1953] ;Greenberg [1971]; Stakgold[1979]). 
To illustrate this point we take the Poisson equation in the 
simplest case of a finite plain region R with the boundary 8R 
on which the homogeneous Dirichlet bounda.ry conditions are assumed 
forming the following potential problem 
L[VJ =Von R; 
with L being the . Laplacian 
32 32 
L = 3x2 + 3y2 
V = 0 on 3R 
operating on an unknown function V = V(x,y) and with 
v = v(x,y) being a given function, (x,y) f R. Such a potential 
problem is solved for arbitrary function v on the region R 
with the boundary 3R once the Gr een 's function of the 
region R with the bounda.ry 3R has been found. More precisely, 
it is shown in the classical potential theory that under suitable 
regularity conditions there exists,and is unique,a function 
G(x,y;x' ,y'); (x,y) f: R, (x' ,y') f: R; depending on R and 3R 
but not on v such that the solution of the above potential problem 
can be written as 
V(x,y) = f JG(x,y;x' ,y')v(x' ,y')dx'dy' 
R 
If the region R is infinite then no boundary conditions apply. 
In practice finding the explicit form of the Green's functions 
for various regions turns out to be exceedingly difficult and involved, 
nevertheless general pToperties and important chaTacterizations 
of the Green's functions can be derived which are very usefu l 
in the general analysis of different types of potential problems 
(Courant and Hilbert[l953} } . 
14. 
The Green ' s function of the region R with the boundary 8R 
is itself the solution of the potential problem 
L[V] = -o(x,y;x',y') on R; V = 0 on 8R 
with o being the Kronecker delta of the two points (x,y) t R 
and ( x ' , y ' ) t R . 
It has been an objective of many scholars to develop a discrete 
analogue of the classical continuous potential theory. Historically 
it originated from two directions : the theory of difference 
equations (Courant [1928]; Courant et al [1 928 J;and others), and 
_._, _ _ J..:---- 4 ~,.... ......... ..; __ + -..r,,. kY'\..; ,., ,, ac ,,earl ~c +Anlc ;TI t-hf::l f'An1-;n,1n11c:: 
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CORRIGENDA: 
page 
9 
10 
13 
19 
21 
44 
53 
168 
190 
line 
+l 
+2 
+16 
+6 
+15 
-3 
+13 
following 
+13 
+12 
reads 
... the minimal path ... 
... the minimal path ... 
... {K,P,R,S} ... 
... plain region ... 
... analitically treated ... 
i 1 l 
= = R(A,B) r(A,B) 1\2:..{AB} 
... d' = {Q.Q~,£.L •• l. l. l. l. 
the last line insert: 
... th- discrete ... 
.. . Randal. .. 
should read 
• •• a minimal path •.• 
• •• a minimal path ••• 
. . . {K,P,R,S,Q} ... 
• •• plane region ••• 
• •• analytically treated ••• 
1 
--:c 
_R(A,B) l + r(A,B) 
l 
1\2-{AB} 
• •• d. = { Q' Q'; £. }. •• 
l. l. l. . l. 
'Equation (1.27) has been omitted 
and is never referenced. The 
next equation following (1.26) is 
(1.,28) . ' 
. .. the discrete ... 
. . . Randall. .. 
The ~ CJl_e;t_e_ GJr..e.e.n I -6 nu.nc:u..o n G LX 'y; X. 'y' J U.L ::, UCJl .ld LL _u __ c; .::, 
was defined (Deeter and Gray [1974]) as the solution of the fuCJl.e;t e. 
pote.n;u,al p1r..oblem 
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The Green's function of the region R with the boundary 3R 
is itself the solution of the potential problem 
L[V] = -o(x,y;x' ,y') on R; V = 0 on 3R 
with o being the Kronecker delta of the two points (x,y) e R 
and (x' ,y') e R. 
It has been an objective of many scholars to develop a discrete 
analogue of the classical continuous potential theory. Historically 
it originated from two directions : the theory of difference 
equations (Courant [1928]; Courant et al [1928J;and others), and 
the discretization techniques used as tools in the continuous 
potential theory (for example,Gerschgorin [1930]; Forsythe and Wasow 
[1960]), but was quickly recognised as the discrete potential theory 
in its own right with major contributions, among others, by J. Ferrand, 
R.J. Duffin and C.R. Deeter (references in Duffin [1968a]; Deeter 
and Gray [1974] ) . 
A common feature of the above investigations was that the 
discrete analogues of concepts like the Laplacian or the Green's 
function were considered on a restricted class of finite or infinite 
'square' lattices, and apparently the only generalization of this 
situation was given in Duffin [1968b] where the discrete potential 
theory was developed on infinite ~hombi~ la;t;ti_~v.:, . Thus, for example, 
the ~~e.,t_e_ Lapla.~an for the unit grid square and linear lattices 
R of integer points was defined (Duffin [1953]) respectively as 
L[V(x,y)] = V(x+l,y)+V(x-1,y)+V(x,y+l)+V(x,y-1)-4V(x,y) 
and 
L[V(x)] = V(x+l)+V(x-1)-2V(x) o 
The cli.A~e.,t_e_ G~e_e.n'~ 6unc_tion G(x , y;x ' ,y') of such lattices 
was defined (Deeter and Gray (1974]) as the solution of the fuMUe. 
pote.n.;t;,al p~oblem 
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L[V] = -o(x,y;x' ,y') on R; V=O on a suitably defined 
set of integer points forming 
the boundary of R for finite 
R, (no boundary condition for 
infinite R). 
To illustrate the above we consider the simple case of a 6in,Lte 
A B C D E 
~. 
and find the values of its discrete Green's function Go For 
example,the value of G(C,B) is given by the solution for V(C) of 
the matrix equation 
-2 1 0 
1 -2 1 
0 1 -2 
V (B) 
V(C) 
V(D) 
= 
-1 
0 
0 
which already incorporates tte zero boundary conditions V(A) = V(E) = 0 
stipulated by the definition of the discrete Green's function. 
The above matrix equation is formed by using the definition of 
the discrete Laplacian for all the internal nodes where the value 
of Vis to be determined: 
L[V(B)J = V(C) + 0 
L [V(C)] = V(D) + V(B) 
L[V(D)] = 0 + V(C) 
2V (B) 
2V(C) 
2V(D) 
and equating each of the above expressions to zero or to minus one 
as required by the choice of the second node in G through the 
Kronecker delta in the definition of G. 
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Obtaining the values of the discrete Green's function of the 
lattice ·in question at the internal nodes requires inverting the 
above tri-diagonal matrix . Because the matrix is small this can 
be done directly to obtain the numerical values. However, it is 
important to obtain an analytic formula for G, and so, we quote 
a special case of the result from Part 2 of this Thesis that the 
(s,t)-th element of the inverse is given by 
if s,t=l,2,3 
- \t(4 -s) 
The values of the discrete Green's function are the negatives of 
the corresponding values a 5 t of the elements of the inverse of the 
tri-diagonal matrix. This, in conjunction with the fact that the 
value of the discrete Green's function is zero if at least one of 
its arguments is a boundary node, gives the following table of 
values of G for the lattice under consideration: 
A B C D E 
A 0 0 0 0 0 
B 0 3 2 Y. 0 4 4 4 
C 0 2 4 2 0 4 4 4 
D 0 Y. 2 3 0 ~ 4 4 4 
E 0 0 0 0 0 
In this study we do not make use of any of the results from 
the discrete potential theory developed in the above-mentioned 
literature. On the other hand neither do we endeavour to systematically 
extend the analytical results obtained in the literature on square 
grid and rhombic lattices to the case of more complex lattices or 
networks. Our objective is to study the resistive networks, and 
consequently, we take and extend to the general network case covering 
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the resistive networks only those concepts from the discrete 
potentiil theory which are directly relevant. For the purposes 
of this Part 1 it will be sufficient to extend the notions of the 
discrete Laplacian and the discrete Green's function from the 
above to the general network context. However, in Part 4 of this 
Thesis other concepts from the discrete potential theory are 
extended and some new observations added o 
Now we introduce the concepts of the ~c.JLe;te Lapiac_ian and 
of the ~CJLe;te GJr.een'J.> ,6unc:tion o,6 an a.1r..bi;t,r__a.1r..y ne;twoJr.k. (ril,r) 
satisfying the requirements from the previous Paragraph 1.2.1. 
The ~CJLe.x.e Laplac_ian o,6 the netwoJr.k. (ril,r) is defined as 
(1.1) L[V(P)] = ~ V(Pn)-V(P) W r(P ,P) 
p f p n 
n 
which incorporates both the topological structure through the 
graph Q and the values of the interpretation function r. In (1.1) 
the notation is used from Paragraph 1.2 . 1 in which Pis any node; 
Pis the set of all neighbours of P; P stands for such a neighbour; 
n 
and r(P ,P)>O is the value of the interpretation function r assigned n 
to the branch PP 
n 
We define the ci0.,CJLe;te GJr.een',6 ,6une.L{,on G(P,Q) 06 the ne;twoJr.k. 
(ril,r) as the solution of the discrete potential problem 
(1.2) L [V (P)] = -o (P, Q) on Q · V=O 
' 
on 
with L being the discrete Laplacian of the network (ril,r); o the 
Kronecker delta function of the two arguments; and an the boundary 
of Q defined in the previous Paragraph 1.2.1. 
As an ,ll[UJ.>tfr.ation we consider the network (Q,r) represented 
by the diagram below 
D F 
r • 
A B C~<~ 7
•----<->----- -
1 3 E G 
9 
11 
with the nodes A,B, oo•,G and the values of the interpretation 
function as indicated, for example r(C,E)=9. 
The definition (1.1) gives the following expressions for 
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the unknown values of the discrete Laplacian of en, r) at all the 
internal nodes 
L [V(B)] = V(A)-V(B) + V (C) -V (13) 1 3 
L[V(C)J = V(B)-V(C) + V(D)-V(C) + V(E)-V(C) 3 5 9 
L[V(D)] = V(C)-V(D) + V(F)-V(D) 5 7 
L[V(E)] = V(C)-V(E) + V(G)-V(E) 9 11 
Taking into account the bound~ry condition 
V(A) = V(F) = V(G) = 0 
from the definition (1.2), grouping the above expressions together, 
and equating each of them to zero or minus one according as the 
Kronecker delta in (l o2) is zero or one, we obtain, for example, 
for the choice of Q=C in (l a2) the following matrix equation 
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1 0 0 V(B) 3 0 
- ( l+l+!-) 1 1 V(C) 3 5 9 5 9 -1 
= 
0 
1 1 1 0 V(D) 5 - (-t--) 7 5 0 
1 1 1 
9 0 -(-+-) V(E) 11 9 0 0 
Solving it for V(B), V(C), V(D) and V(E) will yield the values of 
G(B,C), G(C,C), G(D,C) and G(E,C) respecively. 
Fixing, for example, Q=D would result in the right hand side 
becoming [0,0,-1,0]T, and the values G(· ,D) being obtained as above 
by solving the matrix equation with the new right hand side. Hence, 
the values of the -discrete Green's function of (Q,r) are all given 
by the negatives of the corresponding elements of the inverse of 
the matrix of the above equation. 
It is apparent that an analytical formula for the inverse of 
the matrix corresponding to the network (Q,r) has to be known 
before (Q,r) can be analitically treated with the aid of its discrete 
Green's function. Part 2 of this Thesis considers whole classes of 
networks for which explicit expressions giving their discrete 
Green's functions can be found. Later, in Part 3 the obtained 
formulae from Part 2 are utilized in examining some properties of 
those networks. However, in the present Part 1 the discrete Green's 
functions are considered in general and their explicit forms are 
not required. 
We speak of the discrete Green's function Ot) the. ne.twollk. 
(Q,r), or simply of Q when r is fixed, in order to identify the 
network which gave rise to (1.1) and then to (1 . 2) . This was not 
necessary in the literature because only one such network, in our 
terminology a 'lattice ', was considered there. We note that also 
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the set of nodes an determines the solution of (1 .2 ) but since the 
choice of an is for each n fixed we do not refer to it explicitly. 
Now we present an important interpretation of the discrete 
Green's function of the network (n,r) which is essential for the 
subsequent argument. 
For resistive network n the function V(P) gives the value 
of the electrical potential at the node P; the boundary condition 
V=O on an means keeping all the boundary nodes at the zero 
potential, i . e . earthing them; and the clLoCJr..e.;t.e G~een'~ nuncxion 
G (P, Q) giv~ -the value on -the po-tenlial a.t. -the node P ~~ulung 
n~om a uni-t ~~en-t inje~ed in-ton a.t. -the node Q and ta.Qen away 
a.t. -the eaJLthed bounda.Jr..y . 
The above interpretation of the discrete Green's function 
can be deduced from (1 . 2) since the discrete Laplacian (1.1) of 
the resistive network may be thought to express the total current 
entering the node P from all its neighbours (van der Pol [1959]). 
This is so because from Ohm's law the current across any resistor 
linking to Pis equal to the potential difference at the ends of 
that resistor divided by its resistance, and from Kirchhoff's 
current law the total current into Pis equal to the algebraic sum 
of the currents entering P from all its neighbours. Such a sum 
is, again by Kirchhoff's network current law, equal to zero or 
to minus any external current entering P from without the network. 
In (1.2) there is only one such current which has a unit magnitude 
and is injected into n at a fixed node Q. It produces the potentials 
G(P,Q) at nodes P , and 1s drained at the nodes in an after 
spreading through the whole n . 
A network for which the discrete Green's function G is known 
explicitly will be referred to as a G-ne.-two~Q . We also call a 
network (Q,r') which is constructed through small perturbations 
to some branch values of the interpretation function r of the 
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network (Q,r) a pe.JdWLbed G-ne;twonk w,<;th the paAent ne;twonk (Q,r). 
In the remainder of this Part 1 we consider only the resistive 
or random resistive networks, and so, without any ambiguity we can 
refer to them simply as networks or random networks. 
1. 2. 3 Resistance via Discrete Green's Function of Resistive Networks 
In this Paragraph we are concerned with e.£eet}u_c.ai_ ne.oi.ota.nc.e ,<..n 
ne.oi.o;t{._ve ne;twonk.-6. In particular, we derive formulae expressing 
ne.oi.ota.nc.e in resistive networks ,<..n teJUn6 o{j the fuc.nete Gneen'-6 
{junc.tlon-6 of those networks. We start by discussing the ne.oi.otanc.e 
between a p(U}t o{j node.o, and later we proceed to define and 
determine the ne.oi.ota.nc.e be;tween two J.Set-6 o{j node.o in a resistive 
network. 
It is natural to consider the resistance between two nodes 
A and Bin a resistive network Q. To underline the fact that the 
value of such resistance depends not only on the nodes A and B but 
also on the entire resistive network, it will be called the joint 
ne.oi.otanc.e on the ne;twonk Q b e;tween the no de.o A and B , and it wi 11 
be denoted R(A,B). 
Clearly, the joint resistance of Q-even between the two 
neighbours A and Bis different from the resistance r(A,B) of the 
resistor linking them. Indeed, from the formula for the effective 
resistance of two resistors in parallel we have that the value of 
the joint resistance R(A,B) is given from the equation 
1 1 1 
= ---= R(A, B) r(A,B) RQ-{AB} 
where RQ-{AB} is the joint resistance measured between and Bin 
the network obtained by deleting from Q the resistor AB. Sc.he.ma;tic.al..ly, 
this can be illustrated as follows 
R(A,B) 
0- -n 
A B 
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Rrl - [ A,B} 
Q 
A B 
Below we derive a 6oJunui.a 60~ ~he joivd. ~v.i,0.,~nQe R(A,B) of 
the network n with the earthed boundary bejJ,,veen ~b~y ~tin~ 
iY1,,,t~nal no dv.i A and B in ~~m6 o 6 ~he., 
n. 
We base the derivation on the observation following from Ohm's 
law (Potential Difference= Current x Resistance) that the value of 
and B resulting from a unit current flowing between A and B. We express 
such a potential difference through the network's discrete Green's function ( 
Take any two distinct internal nodes in the network Q with the 
earthed boundary. Suppose that a unit external current is fed into 
Q at the node A and is taken away from n at the node B. The resulting 
potential at an arbitrary internal node Pis given by the solution 
of the following equation in intQ 
-1 for P=A 
L[V(P)] = +1 for P=B 
0 elsewhere 
with the boundary condition 
V=O at an 
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From the definition (1 .2 ) of the discrete Green's function 
of nit is clear that the required value of that potential at the 
node Pis equal to 
G(P,A) - G(P,B) 
To find the joint resistance R(A,B) we need to determine the 
difference between the values of the above potential at the nodes 
P=A and P=B 
(1.3) R(A,B) = G(A,A) - G(A,B) - G(B,A) + G(B,B). 
The above formula (1.3) is a general expression for the joint resistance 
of the resistive network n with the earthed boundary between a pair 
of distinct internal nodes A and B. It can be trivially extended 
to the case of coinciding internal nodes A=B giving for any A 
R(A,A) = 0 
which is in agreement with the obvious requirement that the resistance 
between a node and itself be always zero. 
When deriving the formula (1.3) it was convenient to calculate 
the potentials inn through the discrete Green's function G of n. 
However, to do so all the boundary nodes inn had to be earthed, and 
so, identified into a single earthed node. 'Electrically speaking' 
there is only one earth. 
The fact that collecting all the earthed nodes in 8D into one 
earthed node does not alter potentials in intn is clear because 
before and after such lumping of the boundary nodes each internal 
node has the same number of neighbours each with the same potential . 
The identification of all boundary nodes forced by the direct application 
of the discrete Green's function is also seen from the formula (1 . 3) 
by taking both A and B to be boundary nodes . Then the joint resistance 
between A and Bis equal to zero 
R(A,B) = 0-0-0+0 
which implies that A and B coincide. 
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We can speak of the joint resistance of n between any internal 
node A and the boundary an understanding by that the joint resistance 
between A and the single node created by collecting the boundary 
nodes 
R(A,an) = G(A,A)-0-0+0 
To ~Lv!).:tJw..;te the above and to show a simple appt£c.ation 06 the 
6o~mu£a. (1.3) we return to the network n of unit resistors 
A B C D E 
for which the values of its discrete Green's function have already 
been found in one of the previous examples . 
Suppose that we want to calculate the joint resistance of 
n between the nodes C and D when the boundary nodes A and E are 
earthed. Such a network is electrically equivalent to the network 
B C D 
From (1.3) we have that 
R(C,D) = G(C,C) - G(C,D) - G(D,C) + G(D,D) 
which on using the numerical values of G calcul ated in a previous 
example gives 
4 R(C,D) = 
4 
2 
- - -
4 
2 
4 
3 
+ 
4 = 
3 
4 
This result can immediately be QheQQed by applying the formula 
for the effective resistance of two resistors connected in parallel 
the first resistor consisting of a single 1 Ohm resistor linking C 
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and D; and the second resistor consisting of three 1 Ohm resistors 1n 
series finking respectively C and B, Band A, and A and D. The first 
of those two resistors in parallel has the resistance 1 Ohm, and 
the second 3 Ohms 
l+l~l=J 
Hence, we have that the resistance R(C,D) between C and D satisfies 
1 1 1 4 
R(C,D) = - + = 1 3 3 
which confirms the result obtained from the general formula (1.3) 
based on the discrete Green's functions. 
In the same way we also get that, for example 
R(C,A) = G(C,C) G(C,A) G(A,C) + G(A,A) 
4 0 0 + 0 = 4 
= 1 
which is again confirmed from the relationship 
1 1 1 
R(C,A) = - + 2 2 
The method leading to the formula (1.3) required identifying 
all the boundary nodes in Q and earthing the single resulting node 
before calculating the joint resistance. Consequently, it could not 
be applied to the problem of finding the joint resistance in Q 
between distinct boundary nodes of the network Q. Such a problem 
falls into an important category of problems involving the determination 
of the joint resistance in a resistive network Q between two 
complementary groups of nodes in an called the terminals. This is 
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realized by collecting the nodes in each terminal into a single 
node and· then determining the joint resistance between those two 
single nodes. For example, the joint resistance in the network~ 
below 
between the two terminals : one consisting of all the left hand side 
boundary nodes and the other of all the right hand side boundary nodes 
is determined as the joint resistance of the network Q* below between 
the two single nodes A and B 
A B 
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In general, let for the resistive network n its bou.nclaJLy be 
pa.Jt:tLtio·ne.d int.a ;two non-e.mp.ty c.omple.me.n.ta.Jr.y f.lu.bf.leM 06 nodu 
{A1 , ... ,As} and {B1 , ... ,Bt}. We call those two sets of nodes the 
.te.Jmu_na.£6. Let S"t* be the network obtained from n by collecting into 
the single node A all the nodes A1 , . . . ,As, and into the single node 
Ball the nodes B1 , . . . ,Bt. Then, the joint. ~ui,6.tanc.e. 06 .the. ne..two~h 
n be..twe.e.n.the..teAmi.na.£6 {A1 , . . . ,As} and {B1 , ... ,Bt} is defined as 
the joint resistance of the network S"t* between the nodes A and B. 
To simplify the terminology we speak of the joint resistance 
of n between the terminals A= {A1 , ... ,As} and B = {B1 , ... ,Bt}' 
meaning the above . 
For the purposes of the proposed subsequent argument we also 
make a simplifying assumption that all the boundary resistors in 
n (those linking at least one boundary node) are equal, say to 
1 Ohm . This assumption will be dropped in Chapter 1.s · where a 
different computer-aided argument is presented and exemplified on 
resistive networks explicitly not fulfilling the above simplifying 
assumption . 
In the rest of this Paragraph we derive a 6ofl1nu.la 60~ .the. joint. 
~ui,6.tanc.e. o 6 n be..twe.e.n .the. .teJUnina.£6 A and B in .teAmf.l o 6 .the. 
.the. di,6~e..te. G~e.e.n'h 6u.nc..tion 06 .the. ne;two~h n, that is, we 
calculate the joint resistance of S"t* between the nodes A and B 
in terms of the discrete Green's function G of n. 
We denote the joint resistance of n between the terminals 
A and B by R(A,B). To find R(A,B) we again ,6~ 6~om Ohm'f.l law 
(Potential Difference= Current x Resistance) but this time we 
note that R(A,B) i,6 nu.m~c.aily e.qu.al .to .the. value. o!) .the. ~e.c.ip~oc.a.l 
o 6 .the. c.~e.n.t &lowing in n * b wve.e.n A and B du.e. .to a u.ni.t po.te.nt.i.a.l 
d<_66eAe.nc.e. imposed in S"t* bwve.e.n A and B. 
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To determine R(A,B) we impose inn* a unit potential difference 
between A and B, for example, by setting V(A) = 1 Volt and V(B) = 0 Volt, 
and calculate the reciprocal of the resulting current inn* between 
A and Bin terms of the discrete Green's function G of the network n. 
We proceed in the following stages : 
(i) find the non-ze.Jto boundary potentials at an which produce 
in intn the same potentials as the assumed non-ze.Jto boundary 
potentials V(A) = 1 and V(B) = 0 produce in intn*, 
(intn = intn*) 
(ii) find an external ~uJULent exc);ta;tion into intn which 
together with the zvr.o boundary potentials at an produce 
the same potentials in intn as the non-zvr.o boundary 
potentials at an found in stage (i) 
(iii) express 1n terms of the discrete Green's function G of 
Q the potentials 1n intn produced by the zero boundary 
potentials at an and the current excitation into intn 
from stage (ii) 
(iv) express the total current 1n n* flowing into Bin terms 
of the discrete Green's function G of n via the potentials 
1n n from stage (iii) 
(v) determine the reciprocal of the current from stage (iv) 
which gives the required value of the joint resistance. 
The procedure in the stage (i) above is trivial because the 
condition V(A) = 1 inn* implies that 1n n for all i=l, ... ,s there 
is V(Ai) = 1. Similarily V(B) = 0 1n n* implies that in n for all 
j=l, ... ,t there 1s V(B.) = 0 
J 
V(A . )• l 
.i 
A . 
.i 
V(A ) '" l 
s 
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ints-2* 
s-2* 
ints-2 = intSt * 
ints-2 
Naturally, from the definition of the boundary of Q it is possible 
for a single boundary node in 8S"2 to have two or more neighbours in 
intQ. This is exemplified by indicating the two neighbours of A
2 
in intQ and the two neighbours of B
1 
in ints-2. 
The stage (i) has been completed. 
To begin the stage (ii) we first take the simplest case. 
amely, we show that in Q, for any i =l, ... ,s the boundary potentials 
0 
V(A. ) = 
lo 1, V(A.) = 0, l ifi ' 0 i=l, ... ,s 
j=l, ... ,t 
produce the same potentials in ints-2 as the boundary potentials 
V(A.) = 0, 
l 
V(B.) = 0, 
J 
i=l, ... ,s 
j = 1 , . . . , t 
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acting ~n ~onjunc.;tlon wi,th the external ~UJUt~nt ~xc{;tatA.on consisting 
of unit .currents fed into n at all the neighbours in intn of the 
boundary node A. 
l 
0 
potentials below 
V(A . )= 0 
J. 
A. 
J. 
V(A )= 0 
s 
For example, when i =2 the non-zero boundary 
0 
V(B )=O 
t 
V(B . )=O 
J 
produce at the internal nodes the same potentials as those resulting 
from the zero boundary potentials and non-zero external current 
excitation below 
l 
V(A . ) .. 0 
l 
V(A ).r 0 
s V(B ) •O 
~ 
The above observation is 'electrically' obvious because of 
the assumption that all boundary resistors are 1 Ohm. An algebraic 
proof may follow the lines of the matrix ,{ll£L6 ,VLa,t)_on given below. 
We again take the network n of unit resistors 
A B C D E 
..--0--0--0-.. 
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and show that for Q the problem(*) 
L[V(P)] = 0, P 't. intQ 
(*) 
V(A) = 1 , V(E) = 0 
A B C D E 
~· V(/\) = l V(E) =-0 
is equivalent to the problem(**) 
(**) 
{ 
-1 for P=B , (Bis the only neighbour of A) 
L[V(P)J = O 
for PfB 
V(A)=V(E)=O 
A CB C D E 
~
V(A)=O V(E)=O 
To show that (*) and(**) result in the same values of V(B), 
V(C) and V(D) we consider the most general situation(***) involving 
the examined network, namely the case of arbitrary Dirichlet boundary 
conditions V(A) and V(E), and arbitrary external currents I 8 , IC and 
I 0 into B, C, and D, respectively, as depicted below 
-IB for P=B 
L [V (P) ] = 
-IC for P=C 
(***) 
-I D for P=D 
V(A), V(E) arbitrary specified 
V(A) V ( [;) 
The above problem(***) is described by the matrix equation 
-2 1 0 V(B) - V(A) 
1 -2 1 V(C) = () 
0 1 -2J V(D) -V(E) 
which incorporates both the boundary 
The case (*) arises when V(A) = 
-I B 
+ -I C 
-I D 
conditions 
1, V(E) = 
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and the equation. 
0, I = I = ID = 0, B C 
while the case (**) when V(A) = V(E) = 0, I = 1, I = I = 0. Both B C D 
(*) and (**) are seen to result in the same right hand side of the 
above equation for the unknown potentials V(B), B(C) and V(D). 
In a general network Q the stipulated value of potential V(P) at 
a boundary node P will enter into the right hand side vector of 
the matrix equation like the one above at the same position as a 
possible external current Ip into Q at a neighbour of P. Hence, 
the values of V(P) and IP can be interchanged without affecting 
the equation for the unknown potentials in intQ. 
The simplest case of the stage (ii) has been discussed. 
Now we take the general case from the stage (ii). 
Before in the stage (i) we have seen that the imposition of 
V(A) = 1 and V(B) = 0 in Q* is equivalent to setting in Q 
V(A.) = 1 
i 
V(B.) = 0 
J 
' 
i=l, ... ,s 
' 
j=l, ... ,t 
From the already discussed simplest case of the stage (ii) it follows 
that the above boundary conditions in Qare equivalent (give the 
same potentials in intQ) to earthing all nodes in 3Q and feeding 
external unit currents into intQ at all the neighbours of all the 
boundary nodes ., i=l , ... ,s. 
i 
solution of the problem below 
-1 for all 
-1 for all 
L [V (P) J = 
-1 for all 
0 for all 
V(P) = 0 at 3Q 
Such potentials are given by the 
p c A1 
p c A 2 
p f A 
s 
p elsewhere in into 
where according to the earlier convention A., i=l, . . . ,s, 
l 
de_noi.el> the_ !.)e,i. of) a.l£. nughbouJlJ.) o{j .t.he_ node_ A .. 
l 
The general case of the stage (ii) has been completed. 
Now we proceed to the stage (iii). 
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We denote the solution of the above problem at an arbitrary 
node P by G(A,P). From the definition (1.2) of the discrete Green's 
function G of nit is seen that 
s 
G(A,P) = L L 
i=l At A. 
l 
G (A, P) 
This completes the stage (iii). 
Now we proceed to the stage (iv). 
Using the above expression for potential at an arbitrary node 
Pinn we will calculate the current inn entering any of the nodes 
B., j=l, ... ,t. Then we add up the currents into all those nodes 
J 
B. inn in order to obtain the current inn* into the node B. The 
J 
reciprocal of this current is the required R(A,B). 
Any resistor linking inn to the node B., j=l, ... ,t, has been 
J 
assumed to be 1 Ohm, and the potential at B. has been assumed to be 
J 
zero, V(B.) = 0. Consequently, the current flowing into B. across 
J J 
a resistor linking B. and its neighbour Bis equal from Ohm's law 
J 
to 
V(B)-V(B.) 
J 
r(B,B.) 
J 
= V(B) = G(A,B) 
Thus the total current inn flowing into B., being from 
J 
Kirchhoff's current law equal to the sum of the currents flowing 
into B. from all its neighbours B, is given by 
J 
L G (A, B) 
B t B. 
J 
We denote the current flowing in Q* into B by G(A,B). From 
Kirchhoff's current law G(A,B) is equal to the sum of all the currents 
flowing inn into the nodes B1 , ... ,Bt' that is 
G(A,B) = tL G(A,B) j=l B e B. 
J 
The above formula gives the current in Q* between A and B due 
to V(A) = 1 and V(B) = 0 expressed in terms of the discrete Green's 
function G of n. When it is written in full the above becomes 
(1.4) 
t 
G(A,B) = LL 
j=l B t B. 
J 
The stage (iv) is completed. 
s 
LL 
i=l A t A. 
l 
We proceed to the final stage (v). 
G(A,B) 
The required value of the joint resistance 1n n between the 
terminals A= {A1 , ... ,As} and B = {B 1 , ... ,Bt} is given by the 
formula 
(1.5) R(A,B) = G- 1(A,B) 
which completes the stage (v) and the whole derivation. 
To J.,LfuJ::,;tJw;te ~he above ~e,6uLt, we once again return to the 
simple network n of unit resistors 
A B C D E 
~
and calculate the joint resistance of n between the terminals 
A= {A} and B = {E} using the general result (1.5). 
Inn the only neighbour of the boundary node A 1s the node B, 
and of the boundary node Eis the node D. Consequently, in this 
case the formula (1.4) becomes 
G(A,B) = G(B,D) 
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and (1.5) gives 
R(A,B) = G- 1 (B,D) 
The values of the discrete Green's function G of Q have already 
been calculated in one of the previous examples, where we obtained 
that G(B,D) = ~- Thus, from the general formula (1.5) we get 
R(A,B) = 4 
which is immediately confirmed by the trivial electrical argument 
that R(A,B) is the resistance between A and E which is the effective 
resistance of four 1 Ohm resistors AB, BC, CD and DE connected in 
series. 
In general, the formula (1 . 4) simplifies considerably if each 
boundary node in Q has exactly one neighbour . Fon example, in the 
already considered 'cylindrical' network Q below 
the total current flowing into the earthed right hand side boundary 
nodes due to the potentials of 1 Volt imposed on the left hand 
side boundary nodes is equal to the current G(A,B) flowing into B 
due to V(A) = 1, V(B) = 0 in the network Q* below 
2 J n-2 n - 1 n 
A B 
and it is equal to 
m m 
G(A,B) = ~ ~ G(s,l;t,n) 
s=l t=l 
where G is the discrete Green's function of n. 
36 . 
Joint resistance of the networks liken above will be considered 
in detail in Part 3 of this Thesis, after determining in Part 2 the 
explicit formulae for their discrete Green's functions . Further 
electrical checks confirming all the obtained general formulae will 
be made . 
37. 
Chapter 1.3 Perturbed Resistive Networks 
In view of (1.5) the problem of finding joint resistance in a 
given resistive network reduces to calculating the network's discrete 
Green's function. 
Little can be said about the discrete Green's functions of 
networks different from G-networks. However, in the case 
of networks 'similar' to G-networks their discrete Green's functions can 
be approximated. 
In this Chapter we find joint resistance in a perturbed 
G-network,as defined in Paragraph 1.2 .1, by approximating its discrete 
Green's function, and then employing the formula (1.5). 
We start with the Paragraph 1.3.1 presenting a procedure which 
simulates any perturbation to the parent G-network through the 
application of suitable external currents. A similar method was used 
in Rennie[1979]. 
Then, using the results of Paragraph 1.3.1 the formulae are derived 
in Paragraph 1.3.2 for the discrete Green's function of perturbed 
G-networks in the presence of a single perturbation,and in Paragraph 
1.3.3 in the presence of multiple perturbations to the parent 
G-network. 
The obtained expressions for the discrete Green's functions of 
perturbed G-networks are then used to find joint resistance 
in perturbed networks. An explicit application to determining 
joint resistance in a network with multiple perturbations 
is given in Paragraph 1.3.4. 
As some of the obtained expressions are approximate, their 
accuracy is verified in Part 3 where some particular perturbed resistive 
networks of interest are examined. 
Here the perturbed resistive networks are of secondary interest 
and are considered only because they lead in the next Chapter 1.4 
to the analysis of random resistive networks. However, the analysis 
38 . 
of perturbed networks is in its own right an important area of 
investigations in the theory of electrical networks (Anderson [1973]; 
Saeks and Liberty [1977]). 
1.3.1 Simulating Perturbations 
To begin with, suppose that exactly one resistor QQ* is 
altered from a in the resistive network n to a+s in the perturbed 
resistive network n 1 • We fix two other arbitrary reference nodes 
A, Binn and in n 1 , and maintain throughout the argument some 
fixed potentials V(A) and V(B) at the reference nodes. Such 
potentials produce inn the potential difference U0 =U(Q,Q*) between 
Q and Q*, and also a current between A and B. 
Sch~ma.tica.,lty, n with the resulting current 1 between A and 
a 
B can be represented as 
l 
/ 
/--------_u 
V(B) / 
and n 1 with the resulting current 1 between A and B can be 
a+s 
represented as 
V(h) ) ntr { 
Q CJ· 
-------------
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The potential cunneJte.n.c.e between A and B 1n both St and St' is 
externally maintained to be the ~arne, so the netwo~fu St and St' will 
be in~t.inguL6hable between A and B if ~o the c.WUte~ between 
A and B in n and in St' we./i.e made equal . The current between A and 
Bin St is equal to i and in St ' is equal to 1 
a a+s 
If the current 
1 in St could be made equal to 1 without physically altering the 
a a+s 
resistor QQ* from a to a+s, then the effect between A and B would be 
as if QQ* had been repl aced from a to a+E. We would say that a 
c.hange of QQ* n~om a to a+s had been ~imul.a;ted . We simulate such 
a change by feeding into St, where QQ* physically remains a, some 
suitable external currents the effect of which is to change the 
current between A and B from i to 1 
a a+s Namely, we introduce a 
current C into St at Q* and take C from n at Q. We call C 
a+E a+s a+E 
the ~imu1.a.ting c.WUten..t. . 
Sc.hemat.ic.ally , following the application of such simulating 
currents St can be represented as 
The following argument shows that the unknown value of the 
simulating current depends on the magnitude of the perturbation and 
on the original potential difference, u0 = U(Q,Q*), in ~ between Q 
and Q* due to the assumed potentials at the reference nodes A and 
B, and that it is equal to 
(1. 6) ca+s[U(Q,Q*)] = U(Q,Q*) (a!s 
R 
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Indeed, let R0 be the resistance between the nodes Q and Q* 
of the whole network Q with the resistor QQ* removed, and let R 
a 
be the resistance between Q and Q* of the whole network Q including 
the resistor QQ* at a. The value of R 1s given by the following 
a 
equation obtained from the formula for the effective resistance 
of two resistors 1n parallel 
1 
R 
a 
1 
= - + 
a 
Schema-ti..ca.Lty, resistances 1n Q with QQ* deleted can be 
represented as 
RO 
')=' :J "-" /,~ Q Q* Q Q* 
and the rcsista.1ce i~ the whole Q 
CL 
1.>----() 
Q Q* 
For similarly defined R we have 1n Q ' the relationship 
a.+E 
Thus, 
1 
R 
a.+E: 
= 
between the 
1 
+ 
Cl.+E 
nodes Q and Q* the network Q can be reduced 
to a single resistor R 
a ' 
and the network Q ' to a single resitor R 
a.+E 
Let U be the potential difference of the external battery across 
E 
QQ* which causes in Q the required external simulating current 
C 
a.+E 
Then, the current between A and Bin Q with QQ* replaced from a. 
to a.+E, and the current between A and B in Q with the battery U applied 
E 
across QQ* at a , will be equal if 
uo uo + UE 
= R R 
a +E a 
S~hemat.,[~a.Lty, n between Q and Q* is represented as 
R 
/l 
0 -----<(J 
Q Q ... 
n with the additional external battery U is represented as 
E 
R 
a 
0 0 
Q Q" 
uo 
u 
£ 
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and n with the replacement of QQ* from a to a+E 1s represented as 
R 
a+£ 
0 0 
Q '.:!* 
uo 
With the aid of the established expressions for R and R 
a a+E 
the above condition yields 
U = U R (-1- - _!_) 
E O a a+E a 
Hence, the required value of the external current simulating the 
alteration of the resistor QQ* from a to a+E is equal to 
c = U /R 
a+E E a 
yielding (1.6). 
1.3.2 Discrete Green's Function of Single-Perturbation e t work 
Using the results from Paragraph 1.3.1, a formula is derived below 
for the discrete Greens ' function of a perturbed G-network with a 
single perturbation . 
We denote the considered single perturbation to the parent 
Q by d =-{QQ* ; E} , and the discrete Green's function of the resulting 
Q ' by G(I,P;d) . As the two reference nodes A and B from the previous 
Paragraph we respectively take any internal node P and any boundary 
node. As V(P) we take the potential at P resulting from feeding 
into Q with the earthed an a unit current at P, and the potential 
at the second reference node is zero. Then the potential difference 
u0 = U(Q,Q*) resulting between Q and Q* from the above reference potentials 
can be calculated from the definition (1.2) of the discrete Green's 
function G of Q as 
U(Q,Q*) = G(Q*,P) - G(Q,P) 
From (1.6) and the above we obtain that the value of the simulating 
current is equal to 
ca+E: [U(Q,Q*)] = [G(Q*,P)-G(Q,P)] (_l_ _ l) 
a +s a 
and the solution of the equation 
(1. 7) 
on r2 
L [V (I)] = 
+c [U(Q,Q*)] Cl +E 
-c fU(Q,Q*)] Cl +E:-
-1 
0 
for I= Q 
for I== Q* 
for I= P 
elsewhere 
with the earthed boundary gives the discrete Green's 
function of a perturbed G-network with a single perturbation d as 
(1.8) G(I,P;d) = G(I,P) + [G(Q* ,P) - G(Q,P)](a:E:-~)[G(Q*,I)-G(Q,I)] 
For more than one disturbance the above technique 
of external current simulation can be used again however the 
' ' 
question of the order of approximation needs to be clarified 
beforehand. 
1. 3. 3 Discrete Green's Function of Multiple-Perturbation 
Network 
.i 3 . 
In the presence of multiple perturbations to the parent network D 
the simulating current procedure from Pa~agraph 1 . 3 . 1 can be used 
repeatedly, but the character of the resulting approximation to the 
discrete Green's function of the perturbed G-network (obtained as in 
Paragraph 1 . 3 . 2) depends on the way in which the sequence of simulating 
currents has been applied,and so, it has to be discussed first. 
For the resistive network D the relationship between the node 
potentials and the boundary/driving conditions can be expressed in the 
matrix form as 
(1. 9) Cu= v 
with C being the matrix of branch conductances (reciprocals of 
branch resistances); u the vector of all node potentials; and v 
the vector of all boundary/driving conditions. For an arbitrary 
perturbed G-network the same relationship becomes 
(C+E)u' = v 
where E is the matrix of perturbations to branch conductances; 
u' is the vector of all node potentials in the perturbed network D'. 
' 
an v is the vector of all boundary/ riving conditions as in (1 .9 ) . 
If e denotes the vector of node potential perturbations 
due to the perturbations E applied to D which produces D' , then 
from the above and (1.9) we have that 
(1.10) u' = v + e 
= C + lr- -1 [(C+E) -l 
+ ... 
I.._ 
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In (1.10) the subsequent terms represent the zero, first, second and 
higher order effect terms of the perturbation E on the node 
potentials in n. 
The discrete Green's function is defined in (1.2) with v 
consisting of all zeros and a single -1 at a stipulated position, 
and so, 1n the presence of perturbations d. = {Q.Q~;s.} ,(i = 1, ... ,k), 
1 1 1 1 
the perturbed discrete Green's function, G(I,P;d1 , ... ,dk)' of n
1 
is seen from (1.10) also to be represented as the sum of the zero, 
first, etc. order effect terms of the perturbations 
(1.11) 
k 
G ( I , P ; d l , . . . , dk) = G + L G . s . + 
. 1 1 1 1= 
k 
L G .. S.S. 
. . 1 lJ 1 J 
1, J = 
+ ••• 
To discuss the order of approximation to the discrete Green's 
function in the presence of more than one perturbation, first suppose 
that there are exactly two perturbations 
to the parent network n. 
d. = { Q. Q~, s. } , ( i = 1 , 2) , 1 1 1 1 
By finding, as before, the external currents like (1.6) which 
simulate each of the two perturbations and setting up the equation 
+ca +s [U(Q1,Qi)J for I = Ql 1 1 
-ca +s [U(Q1,Qi)J for I = Q~ 
1 1 1 
+ca +s [U(Q2,Q2)] for I = Q2 
L[V(I)] 2 2 = 
-ca +s [U(Q2,Q2)] for I = Q* 
2 2 2 
-1 for I = p 
0 elsewhere 
we would obtain an approximation to G(I,P;d1 ,d2) containing the 
full zero and first order effect terms,but with incomplete second and 
higher order effect terms. In particular, in the second order effect 
term the cross-terms with would be missing . 
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Therefore , in order to obtain a better approximation which 
woul d include the f ull zero, first and second order eff ect terms (and 
incomplete higher order effect terms), we modify the construction of 
the s imulating external currents in the following way. 
We take, for example, the perturbation d2 and use (1.6) to 
simulate the a lt eration of from to St ' 
with the already simulated perturbation from to 
a 1+E1 . The preceding simulation of d1 is reflected in the value 
of the 'original' potential difference between Q
2 and Q* 2 which 
determines through (1.6) the current simulating d
2 
. The value of 
this 'original' potential difference is denoted u
1 
(Q
2
,Q2) and is 
equal to the difference of the solution (1.8) of the equation (1.7) 
calculated between I= Q* and I= Q 
2 2 in the presence of the 
perturbation d1 
+ [ G (Q*
1
, P) -G (Q
1
, P)] ( l - J_) 
a l+El al 
Thus, from (1.6) we have that the current simulating d
2 
in 
the presence of d1 is equal to 
(1.12) 
= [ [ G (Q1* , P) -G (Q 1 , P)] ( : - ! ) a l El a l 
With the expression for current ca +E [U1 (Q1 ,Qi)J analogous to 1 1 
(1.12),we -set up the equation 
(1.13) L[V(I)] = 
+c + [Ul(Ql,Ql*)] 
al El 
-1 
0 
on ~ with the earthed boundary. 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
I= Q* 1 
I = Q 2 
I= Q* 2 
I = p 
elsewhere 
-l-6 . 
The solution of (1.13) gives the approximation to the function 
G(I,P;d1 ,d2) with the full zero, first and second order effect terms 
(and incomplete higher order effect terms) as follows 
+ G ( Q *1 , P) -G ( Q l , P )] ( l - _!__) [ G ( Q 1* , I) - G ( Q l , I ) ] al+El a l 
+ [ [G (Qi' P) -G (Ql ,P)] (al :El - a\) [G (Q2 ,Qi) -G (Q2 ,Qi) -G (Q2 ,Ql) +G (Q2 ,Ql) J 
+ G ( Q 2 , P) -G ( Q 2 , P )] ( l - J_) [ G ( Q 2 , I) - G ( Q 2 , I) ] a2 +E2 a2 
In the presence of k perturbations,the same type of 
approximation to G(I,P;d1 , ... ,~) is obtained by solving the equation 
like (1.13) with the k 
(i=l, ... ,k), ihich form 
simulating currents c [U (Q Q*)] 
a. +E. 1 i ' i ' 
l l 
2k 11on -homogeneous terms. To 1,,,:eed out 
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the incomplete third and higher order effect terms we expand in E. ' s the 
l 
solution of such equation up to the quadratic terms,and obtain the 
approximation 
(1.14) 
k 
L E. + [G(Q~ ,P)-G(Q . .,P)] [G(Q~ .,I)-G(Q . .,I)](--~+ l l l i 2 
a. 
i 
X 
i 'j =l 
i<j 
[ [G(Q~ ,P)-G(Q . .,P)] [G(Q~ ,I)-G(Q. ,I)] J J i i 
+ [G(Q~ ,P)-G(Q. ,P)] [G(Q~ ,I)-G(Q. ,I)]] 
l i J J 
[ G(Q~ ,Q~)-G(Q~ .,Q.)-G(Q. ,Q~) + G(Q. ,Q.)J i J i J i J i J 
E.E. 
l J 
a. ~a.~ 
i J 
A computer check of the accuracy of the above approximation 
against the simulated exact values of the discrete Green's functions 
of disturbed networks is performed in Part 3,and the approximation 
errors we listed in the Appendix to Part 3. 
1.3.4 Resistance in Multiple-Perturbation Resistive Networks 
The formula (1.14) from the preceding Paragraph can be used in 
conjunction with (1 .5) to yield joint resistance in any perturbed 
G-network. 
Here, as an example, we find the joint resistance between the 
terminals A= {A1 , ... .,As} and B = {B1, ... ,Bt} in a perturbed 
G-network with just two perturbations d. = {Q. ; E .}, Q. = Q.Q~, (i=l,2), i l i l l i 
which is enough to consider the second order effects . Applying the 
formula (1.5) to (1.14) with such two perturbations we obtain after 
expanding in El and E 2 that 
(1.15 ) R (A,B) = G- 1 (A,B) 
2 
+ L G- 2 (A,B)G(~,A)G(~,B) [G-l (A,B)G(~,A)G(Qr,B) 
r=l 
-1] €: 
i~ 
a 
r 
18 . 
with the general notation from Paragraph 1.2.3; and with the function 
and Q which we call the r esistor 2' 
to re i tor infl uence f unct i on~given by the formula 
(1.16) 
and with the shorthand notation explained below (which is consistent 
with the general notation from Paragraph 1.2.3. in that it us es 
the script letters to indicate sets of nodes) 
s.. 
G(O ,A)='°"" [G(Q*,A.)-G(Q ,A.)] , 
-<--r L....J r i r i 
(1.17) i=l 
t 
G (0 , B) = ~ [G (Q*, B.) -G (Q , B.)] , 
-<--r L..J r J _r J 
f=l 
Thus, for example, the last expression in full becomes 
t 
G(Qr,B) =L L [G(Q;,B)-G(Qr,B)) 
j =l B t B. 
J 
r = 1,2 
with B_ bein g the set of neighbours in n of the t er minal node J 
B. • 
J 
The accura cy of the appr oximat i on (1.15 ) is veri f ied i n Part 3 
by a computer check against the simulat ed exact j oi nt resis t ances 
in specific networks, and approximati on errors are l is t ed i n the 
Appendix t o Part 3 . 
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Chapter 1.4 Random Resistive Networks 
The resistive network Q with terminals A and B is called 
a random resistive net-work if the resistance of all internal 
resistors in Q are random variables, and the boundary 
resistors are deterministic . 
The random counterpart of the discrete Green's function is 
introduced and its mean and variance is calculated in Paragraph 1 .4.1. 
This is equivalent to determining the mean and variance of random 
potentials at the nodes of a random resistive network due to prescribed 
deterministic driving conditions . 
Next, in Paragraph 1 . 4.2 the mean and variance are found of 
random joint resistance in random resistive networks . 
Computer calculations of the means and variances of random 
potentials and of random joint resistance are for specific random 
resistive networks carried out and discussed in Part 3, 
tabulated in the Appendix to Part 3 . 
1.4.1 Random Potentials 
and are 
Here we calculate the mean and variance of random potentials 
at the nodes of a random resistive network . 
Suppose that the resistances of all internal resistors in 
a random resistive network are independent no~mal ~andom va.JuabfU>. 
The resistance of an internal resistor X linking the nodes 
X and X* can be written as a+€ with E[a J = a , 
X X X X 
Var[a J = 0, E[€] = 0 and Var[ € J = o 2 • 
X X X X 
We consider the random resistive network Q with the normal random 
resistances characterized above. In Q for every realization of the 
values of random resistances, the value of the discrete Green's 
function G(I,P) can be calculated as in (1.2) giving a particular 
realization of its random counterpart which may be called the 
5 0 . 
The· approximation (1.14) to the discrete Green's function of a 
determinsistic resistive network with k perturbations can be used 
in the stochastic context if k is equal to the number of all 
internal resistors X and the corresponding perturbation parameters 
E are designed to be the random variables characterized above. 
X 
The variance of SG(I,P) is approximated by finding the variance 
of the approximation (1.14) with random E as above. 
X 
We find that 
o 2 2o 4 
Var[SG(I,P)]= L{G(X,P)G(X,I)}2c: + ---fl 
Xe St ax ax 
(1.18) 
. 0202 
+ L {G(Y,P)G(X,I)+G(X,P)G(Y,I)}2F2 (X,YJ : f 
X, Ye~ axay 
XIY 
The above follows from (1.14) because for the normal random variable 
with zero mean we have 
n E [E ] = { 0 
1·3· ... ·(n-l)an 
if n is odd 
if n is even 
and for independent random variables we have 
Var[E E J = Var[E J Var[E J 
X y X y 
E[E E] = E[E] E[E] 
X y X y 
and since we have assumed the normal random variables E and E 
X y 
both to be independent and to have the zero means, consequently, 
we have that 
Var( E J 
X 
2 
= a ' X 
2 Var[ E J = 
X 
2 2 Cov( E , E J = 0, Cov[ E , E E J = 0, Cov[ E , E E ] = 0 
X X X X y X X y 
-In (1.18), ~ denotes the set of internal resistors in ~ ' 
X = XX* and Y = YY* are two such resistors linking the nodes X 
with X* and Y with Y*. Also, the shorthand notation is used 
whereby 
(1.19) 
G(X,P) = G(X*,P) 
G(X,I) = G(X*,I) 
G(X.,P) 
G(X,I) 
with the analogous G(Y.,P) and G(Y,I). The resistor to resistor 
influence function F(X .,Y) is as in (1.16) 
(1.20) F(X,Y) = G(X,Y) - G(X,Y*) - G(X*,Y) + G(X*,Y*) 
51. 
The mean value of SG(I,P) is seen from (1.14) on using all the 
facts mentioned in the derivation of (1.18) to be equal to 
(1.21) 
1.4.2 
+ 
E[SG(I,P)] = G(I,P) 
2 
0 L G(X,P)G(X,I) : 
ax X t: n 
Random Resistance 
Below we calculate the mean and variance of random joint 
resistance between terminals 1n a random resistive network. 
We again consider a random resistive network of independent 
normal random resistors with the resistance of any internal resistor 
X linking the nodes X and X* being equal to a +E where 
X X 
2 E [a]= a , Var[E ] = 0 , E[E ] = 0 and Var[E ] = 0 
X X X X X X 
To obtain the variance of joint resistance we first find from 
(1 .14) an expression for joint resistance in the perturbed G-network 
Q' such that its parent G-network has the resistors X with 
resistances a , each of which has been perturbed by the small quantity 
X 
Ex treated as a parameter . Then we designate the parameters Ex as the 
random variables characterized above and calculate the variance of the 
whole expression. 
-We take (1.14) with all resistors X = XX* from the set Q of 
internal resistors distrubed from a to a +E , substitute it into 
X X X 
( 1 . 5) , and expanc_ in Ex' s . The result is as follows 
(1 . 22) 
+ 
+ 
+ 
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R(A,B) = G-l (A,B) 
L G- 2 (A,B)G(X,A)G(X,B) £x 
- a2 x f n x 2 
E ~ G- 2(A,B)G(X,A)G(X,B) [G-1(A,B)G(X,A)G(X,B)-l]~ ~ a4 
Xf s-2 X 
E E ~ G- 2 (A, B) F (X, Y) [ G (Y, A) G (X, B) +G (X, A) G ( Y, B)]-~-L....J a2a2 
X y 
with F(X,Y) as in (1.21) 
F(X,Y) = G(X,Y)-G(X,Y*)-G(X*,Y)+G(X*,Y*) 
with the notation from Paragraph 1.2.3 , and with the shorthand 
notation from the previous Paragraph 1.4.1 
s 
(1. 23) G(X,A) = '°"" [G(X* ,A.)-G(X,A.)] L.....J i l 
i=l 
t 
(1.24) G(X,B) = L [G(X* ,B .)-G(X,B.)] 
. 1· J J J= 
and with G(Y,A) and G(Y,B) defined analogously. For example, the 
expression (1.23) in full becomes 
s 
G(X,A) = L L [G (X* ,A)-G(X,A)] • 
i=l AE=A. 
l 
At this stage we consider the parameters E in (1.22) to be 
X 
independent normal random variable characterised above . 
From (1.22) we first observe that 
(1 . 25) E[R(A,B)] = G- 1(A,B) 2 
0 
G- 2(A,B)G(X,A)G(X,H) [G- 1(A,B)G(X,A)G(X,B)-1] : 
X C S1 
and then that 
Cl 
X 
(1. 26) 
02 
Var[R(A,B)JE4 [R(A,B)] = L {G(X,A)G(X,B)}2 a ~ 
- X X e rt 4 20 
+ 2 L{G(X,A)G(X,B)[G-1 (A,B)G(X,A}G(X,B}-l]} C<: 
X~ ~ X 
0202 
"{ }2 X y + ~ F(X,Y) [G(Y,A)G(X,B)+G(X,A)G(Y,B)] a4a4 
- xy 
X,Ye rt 
X/Y 
The expressions (1.25) and (1.26) are obtained from (1.22) 
exactly as (1.21) and (1.18) were obtained from (1.14) in the 
previous Paragraph. 
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All the formulae derived above for the general case are illustrated 
and discussed for some specific (random) resistive networks in 
Part 3 of this Thesis . 
The meaning of our compact notation , necessitated by otherwise 
unwieldy and long expressions , can also be re - traced and illustrated 
on specific examples in Part 3. 
All the obtained general formulae are checked;either by simple electrical 
arguments when possible, or by computer simulation; on the specific 
(random) resistive networks of interest considered in Part 3. 
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Chapter 1.5 Resistive Networks and Wang Algebra 
This Chapter is a brief appendage to Part 1 in which we sketch 
a possible Wang algebra approach to random resistive networks in 
relation to the results obtained so far in this Thesis by the 
proposed discrete Green's function approach. 
1. 5 .1 Resistance via Wang Algebra 
We recall briefly Wang's method of calculating joint resistance 
in resistive networks which was introduced in Wang[1934]. We follow 
the description and terminology from Duffin[1959] and Duffin[l978]. 
The Wang algebra is an algebra with the properties 
(1.28) X O X = 0 , x • x = 0 and x • y = y • x 
for all elements x, y and the operators 'O' and '•' called 
the Wang sum and the Wang product . The sum and the product in the 
u ual en e are referred to just as the sum and the product. 
In a resistive network we assign symbols to all the branches. 
A mesh is a set of branches which forms a simple closed circuit. 
A set of meshes is said to be a basis if they are independent and if 
any mesh can be expressed through the meshes of the basis. 
A mesh element of the Wang algebra is the sum of the symbols of 
the branches in a mesh. 
Let M denote the product of mesh elements of a basis, IT stands 
for the sum of any branches forming a path between the two nodes 
between whom the joint resistance is to be calculated, and M1 be 
the product of M and IT . 
According to Wang's method, M and M1 are expanded, next the 
sums and the products are replaced by the Wang sums and the Wang 
products, and then M and M1 are simplified according to the Wang 
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rules (1.28). Following that,the joint resistance R between the 
two nodes· joined by the path IT is equal to 
(1.29) 
with the symbols of the branches standing for the branch resistances, 
and the Wang sum and product changed back into the sum and product. 
We illustrate the above by calculating the joint resistance 
between A and B in the resistive networks ~ below 
A B 
with the symbols a,b,c .. . indicating the branch resistances. 
The reasons for taking the above resistive network as our example will 
become clear in Part 3 where this network will be recognized as the 
2 by 2 resistive cylinder, ~(2,2), belonging to a class of resistive 
networks for which,in the case of random resistors,the explicit 
formulae for the mean and variance of joint resistance between A and 
B will be derived. 
In ~ a basis of meshes is given by the meshes (a+b+c), (e+h+j), 
(c+f), (g+e) and (c+d+e+k) , and the path IT joining A and B 
can be for example (a+d+h) . We form the expressions 
M = (a+b+c) (e+h+j) (c+f) (g+e) (c+d+e+k) and M1 = l(a+d+h); expand them; 
change '+' into and I • I into I I , . ' apply (1.28); 
and write out the joint resistance between A and B from (1.29) 
with 'O: changed back into '+' and, '•' into '.' 
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1.5.2 Computer-Generated Algebraic Formulae for Resistance 
We mention a computer procedure developed here as an exercise 
which employs the Reduce 2 compiler on the UNIVAC 1100/82 system to 
generate the explicit algebraic formulae for joint resistances in 
resistive networks. It uses a symbolic language and operates on 
algebraic variables rather than on their specific numerical values 
as it is the case in conventional programming language. 
The procedure employs the Wang algebra method of treating the 
resistive networks and automatically carries out the operations 
described in the preceding paragraph. For example, in the case 
of the above resistive network ~(2,2) the result is the computer 
generated explicit algebraic formula (1.30) presented on the next page. 
Despite their obvious advant~ge of being explicit, the formulae 
like (1.30) appear cumbersome to use, which only underscores the 
usefulness of the discrete-Green's-function-based formula (1.5) 
in all situations when the discrete Green's function of a network, 
or even its approximation, is known explicitly. The validity of 
(1.30) can be checked from Kirchhoff's voltage law (the net potential 
difference around a mesh vanishes) but it is extremely tedious. 
A simple immediate check is to put all branch resistances at 1 and 
count the number of terms in M and M1 , which gives the correct 
R = 1.5. 
To realise how quickly the sheer size of the exact formula for 
joint resistance renders it impracticable to use outside the computer, 
we apply our computer procedure to the resistive network which 1s 
illustrated following the computer printout on the next page. 
~ 
( 1 • ~ 0) J O I N T R E S I S T A. t ~ C E = :~ 1 / ~~ == 
CK•J*H*G*F*C + K*J*H*G*F*B + K*J*H*G*F*A + K*J*H*G*C*B + K*J*H*G*C*A + K*J*~l*F*E*C + K*J*H*F*E*E + 
•J*H*F*E*A + K*J*H*E*C*8 + K*J*H*E*C*A + K*J*G*F*D*C + K*J*G*F*D*S + K*J*G*F*D*A + K*J*G*FjC*A + KA 
J•G*F*B*A + K*J*G*D*C*B + K*J*G*D*C*A + K*J*G*C*B*A + K*J*F*E*D*C + K*J*F*E*D*E + K*J*F*E*D*A + K*J 
*F*E*C*A + K*J*F*E*B*A + K*J*E*D*C*B + K*J*E*D*C*A + K*J*E*C*B*A + K*H*G*F*E*C + K*H*G*F*E*f + K*ll r. 
G*F*E*A + K*H*G*F*D*C + K*H*G*F*D*E + K*H*G*F*D*A + K*H*G*F*C*A + K*H*G*F*B*t, + K*H*G*E*C*o ~ K*H~G 
•E*C*A + K*H*G*D*C*B + K*H*G*D*C*A + K*H*G*C*B*A + K*H*F*E*D*C + K*H*F*E*D*8 + K*H*F*E*D*A + K*H* F* 
E*C*A + K*H*F*E*B*A + K*H*E*D*C*B + K*H*E*D*C*A + K*H*E*C*E*A + K*G*F*E*D*C + K*G*F*E*D*B + K*G*F*E 
*D*A + K*G*F*E*C*A + K*G*F*E*B*A + K*G*E*D*C*B + K*G*E*D*C*A. + K*G*E*C*8*A + J*H*G*F*E*C + J*H*G*F * 
E*B + J•H•G*F*E*A + J*H*G*F*D*C + J*H*G*F*D*8 + J*H*G*F*D*A + J*H*G*F*C* B + J*H*G*F*C*A + J*H*G*F*C 
*B + J*H*G*E*C*A + J*H*G*D*C*B + J*H*G*D*C*A + J*H*F*E*D*C + J*H*F*E*D* 5 + J*H*F*E*D*A + J*H*F*E*C * 
8 + J*H*F*E*C*A + J*H*E*D*C*B + J*H*E*D*C*A + J*G*F*E*D*C + J*G*F*E*D* E + J* G*F*E*D*A + J*G*F*EiC ~A 
+ J*G*F*E*B*A + J*G*F*D*C*E + J *G* F*D* B*A + J*G*F*C*B*A + J*G*E*D*C*B + J*G*E*D*C*A + J*G*E*C*B*A 
+ J•G*D*C*B*A + J*F*E*D*C*B + J*F*E*D*B*~. + J*F*E*C*B*.A. + J*E*D*C* B*A + H*C*F*E*C*B + H*G*F*E*S*A 
+ H*G*F*D*C*E + H*G*F*D*B*A + H*G*F*C*B*A + H*G*E*C*B*A + H*G*D*C*B*A + H*F*E*D*C*B + H*F*E*D*E:-AA 
+ H*F*E*C*B*A + H*E*D*C*B*A + G*F*E*D;~C*B + G*F*E*D*B*A + G*F*E*C*B*A + G*E*D*C*B*A)/(K*J*G*F*C + 
K*J*G*F*B + K*J*G*F*A + K*J*G*C*5 + K*J*G*C*A + K*J*F*E*C + K*J*F*E*E + K*J*F*E*A + K*J*E*C*G + K 
*J*E*C*A + K*H*G*F*C + K*H*G*F*B + K*H*G*F*A + K*H*G*C*B + K*H*G*C*A + K*H*F*E*C + K*H*F*E*B + K* 
H*F*E*A + K*H*E*C*B + K*H*E*C*A + K*G*F*E*C + K*G*F*E*B + K*G*F*E*A + K*G*E*C*B + K*G*E*C*A t J ,:G 
*F*E*C + J*G*F*E*B + J*G*F*E*A + J*G*F*D*C + J*G*F*D*B + J*G*F*D*A + J*G*F*C*B + J*G*F*C*A + J* G* 
E*C*B + J*G*E*C*A + J*G*D*C*B + J*G*D*C*A + J*F*E*D*C + J*F*E*D*B + J*F*E*D*A + J*F*E*C*S + J*F* E 
•C*A + J*E*D*C*B + J*E*D*C*A + H*G*F*E*C + H*G*F*E*B + H*G*F*E*A + H*G*F*D*C + H*G*F*D*P + H*G*F* 
D*A + H*G*F*C*B + H*G*F*C*A + H*G*E*C*B + H*G*E*C*A + H*G*D*C*B + H*G*D*C*A + H*F*E*D*C + H*F*E*D 
*B + H*F*E*D*A + H*F*E*C*B + H*F*E*C*A + H*E*D*C*B + H*E*D*C*A + G•F*E*D*C + G*F*E*D*B + G*F*E• D• 
A+ G*F*E*C*B + G*F*E*C*A + G*E*D*C*B + G*E*D*C*A) 
Ul 
A 
In the terminology of Part 3 the above resistive network is the 
2 by 3 resistive cylinder ~(2 ,3) . 
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The computer printout with the exact joint resistance R 
between the nodes A and B giving the explicit influence of all 
the resistors a,b,c in n(2,3) is displayed on several pages 
in the Appendix to this Part where for clarity's sake the algebraic 
forms of M1 and M from the formula (1.29) are listed separately . 
Naturally, even larger formulae of this sort can be easily 
handled by the computer, e.g. arbitrary substitutions to the values 
of the resistors a,b,c ... can be made. Substitutions can be either 
numerical, e .g. a= 1 Ohm, or functional, e.g. a= a(s) , where 
a(s) is a given resistance function of the parameter E • 
To illustrate the algebraic capability of the Reduce 2 compiler 
we may require that, for example, all the terminal resistors in 
n(2,2) be equal to 1 Ohm, a=b=h=j=l , and that all internal 
resistors be perturbed from the value of 1 Ohm by small amounts 
We recal 1 that a 
similar requirement was made in Chapter 1 .4 where it was found that, 
up to the second order effect terms, the joint resistance of such 
perturbed resistive network was given by the expression (1.22) 
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Here, for ~(2 ,2) the above mentioned substitutions give the exact 
computer ·generated formula for the joint resistance (1.32) on the 
next page in which all the pertubations c1 ,d1 ,k1 ,e1,f1 ,g1 enter 
explicitly. If we simplify the situation further by assuming that 
all the perturbations are equal, say, to x then by using the Reduce 2 
compiler we immediately obtain the formula (1.33) also on the next 
page. Naturally, setting in (1.33) all the perturbations to be 
zero gives R=l.5. 
1.5.3 Possible Wang Algebra Approach to Random Resistive 
Networks 
We briefly sketch a possible alternative approach to joint 
resistance in random resistive networks which involves the Wang 
algebra . This Paragraph is intended as a short diversion, and so, 
certain facts are only signalled without being discussed at any 
length. 
An elegant fact bridges the algebraic treatment of resistive 
networks through the Wang algebra approach and the graph 
theoretical approach. It was pointed out as early as in Kirchhoff 
[1847] , that each product term in the sum M consists of the 
product of branch resistances of branches forming a co-tree of the 
network's graph (a co-tree is a maximal subset of branches which when 
removed leaves no meshes) . 
We may attempt to approximate the variance of joint resistance 
from (1.29) by making use of an approximate formulae for the variance 
of ratio of two random variables like the one below (Johnson and 
Kotz[1970]) 
(1 .31) ::: [~[uJ1
2
[Var[u] + 
E[v]J E2[u] 2c [ J
/Var[u]Var[v] J orr u,v 
E[u]E[v] 
with u = M1, v = M and all the branch resistances being random 
variables. 
(1 . 32) i'!CC1 ,:>l, E11Fi 1Gl = 
\. l, I ,, ..., I 
" 1 
L I ,., , , 1 T .3 C. 1 , D ·, ,._ : 1 ,~ t ! r 1 
' ' 
~ 1 ,. l , '°' ~:, I _ i (.' 1 1 .. r, I 
- l I I 
.._ 1 ... v l 11 ~' J A F 1 + ; -> " 1 -A· L> I " < 1 /( l: 1 ~ 1 '..; .,, l i ,1. u l x , , l + 5 " L 1 :, lJ l :'<' L I x t- 1 .,. (, I + ...., "' C I ':". C• i .,.. :::. I -,.. i ·1 r ( * l 'j ~ ~' I .,.. i:. i ~.  (, ·1 -t 
(._1-rL1*D1Al:1 -r G+C1*D 1*F1* G1 + 12' *(1 7 l)1--F1 J_ 2 1 " C 1 * ) 1 * .: 1 -t 3 Lf :, C 1 ~ ) ·1 -t ,·,r1x •' 1 - \.... •' Ll .,.F~.,,c1 + C "j.,. I ·, 
;: 1 1< r 1 + S * C 1 * "' 1 * :: 1 * C 1 + 2 1 * C 1 * r< 1 :ts E 1 + ~ ;" C 1 " < 1 ;, F 1 '.\" C 1 + 1 3 7' l 1 ... < ·1 ;'( r 1 ~ , · r'" \'"1'' " T ( :-. . , . i, ~ \.: l t- ::, (-. ., C 'i ·l ; , J ,.. 
C 1 + c 1 "1< F 1 .,. ;:: 1 + 2 ·, r: C 1 7' ~ 1 t F 1 + 2 1 ;I; C 1 * E 1 }· G I + ~ 5 -.•· C 1 * ~ 1 + 2 1 x C 1 * 1 ·1 ,~ C 1 ., ,-, ~ 1 ·· 1 · ~ ..t('l 1 · .' .) j l . ' t· t- • " . * '- 7 - -.. ~ I 
+ :S * D 1 * t( ·1 * E 1 * F 1 * G 1 + 9*D 1*r~1*E 'ikF1 + J7-)1*r< 1*E1 *C,1 + 1:.i ;~D1A-~1*C1 + • I· ' '1 , ., 1 r 1 (.. 1 ~< 1 ' , ) I 't.. [·, X f' 'l'. '7 ,~ . .,.=·1 
... 
I 1' 
+ 1 S*D 1·f l( 1., G1 + 25*'.'> 1 *~1 ,..,,.. , - 1 · -1*- 1 + ?::,:..-[j *~ "t- •l:; + 21 * C1:1.·E1,.,.F1 + 1 =~*~' 1 *:::1 ~c,, L - J'\ 1 ,..,. rj ::/ :.., 7 ~ t . ~' L I -+ ( 1 '." 1 r 1 ;< C 1 
+ ~ L, * D 1 tr. F ·1 + 3 4 -;.- D 1 * G 1 + S '.> * ) 1 + q * K 1 r E 1 * F 1 * '-J 1 + 2 1 * ,~ 1 * E 1 ,i. F 1 + 1 3 * ~~ I * E 'I -A ( ·1 + ..,., !~ :' ,< 1 -J- ~ 1 - i .. ~1 ,·,1 
·A li 1 + 7 '·>-K 1 .) '-/ I F 1 + 3 l.t ~: ~ 1 * G 1 + S5*K1 + 21"'E1*F * G1 + 4.5*[1*FI + 77.;..t.,... 1 kr1 - ...) \) + l s· * := 1 + 4 j * F 1 +. C 'I ..L ( , 
+ ~ S, * G 1 + '1 lJ 5 ) / C C 1 * D 1 * c 1 * F 1 * G 1 + 3 * C 1 * D 1 * :: 1 * F 1 + 3 ... C "1 * D 1 ,r c 1 .,, G 1 + 9 * C 1 .,. D 1 ;<. :. 1 - ::. -~ C 1 ;.,- r ·1 ,1 F 1 , C. ·1 r 
*C 1*u11o. +- S*C1*u l *C 1 + 15*C1*D1 + C1'1..K1*E1*F1*·G1 + :S*C1,i,K'l *!:1A F1 -,, .. 1 ' 1., - 1 .,r- 1 Jr· r 1 ·· .) )', L 7' j :, 7 : _ i ,, \. .J ~ • -,. .._ ~ I , I 
~ 1 + =:i * C 1 * K 1 * F 1 * G 1 + 5 * C 1 * K 1 x F 1 + q * C 1 -A· K ·1 * G 1 + 1 5 * C 1 * K 1 + o * C 'i * E 1 * F 1 * C: 1 + 1 4- "" C 'I "k E 1 * F 'I -+ ·1 '1 -;. : . , , 
-= 1-..c.1 + 3U *C1*E .1 + 14 -,.;C1*F 1* C1 + 22*C17.F1 + 3U * C1*G1 -j Lf 6 * C 1 1 3 " D 1 * f 1 * F "1 1· C 1 1 C• 1', ~ 1 ~ ,. '1 -, I· ~ 
.)1,..~1*l1 + I ~x01 *E 1 -r '!*D l *F 1 *G 1 + 1 *D1-Af1 + 151, J l* Gl -1 25*D 1 + ~ "1( 1*:1 *1 1 .,.C:1 + (' 7' l' 1 •I :: j .; C 1 , I ' ~- I + 
.I ,,1• ... l~Gl + )-Jr,1AE 1 +· ~;i..t,1 -\F1 7(C 1 + 1 j I, I'.. ·1 j.; f 1 -+ 1 ~ .J. • 1 · (' 1 .) ,. : ' ..,... J + -:: r: I .) ;\ l: 'l 1 1 ..:. * ~ 1 ", f i "· (~ 1 ·t .! f .. # ~u Li'r, 
:. 1 ,,C'i + c * :: 1 + 3 '; .,. F 1 -;.- C 1 + <-t :., * F 1 + '1 6 , I G '1 + 7 L ) 
(1 . 33) K(X) = 
b ( >. 5 + 1b*X + 4 119*X + 3 <64*X + 543*X 
') 
(. 
+ 386*X 
5 
+ 105)/(2*CX 
4 
+ 15 *X 1 
3 2 
74*X + 142*X + 117 ~X + 35) 
°' 0 
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Assuming, as in Chapter 1.4, that the branch resistances are 
independent random variables of given mean and variance, the explicit 
form of (1.29) allows us to use the above approximation because all 
the variances and covariances from (1.31) can be specified by 
inspection. 
To see that, we note that the elements of the sums M1 and M 
are products of independent random variables with given, say, unit 
mean and specified variances. They do not repeat within a single 
product term . Also, we in fact need only E[MM1] , E[M~] and 
E[M2] 
' 
but the expected value of a product of two product terms from 
Ml or M will depend only on the number of common branch 
resistances in the two product terms . The number of common branch 
resistances in pairs of product terms from Ml and M can be found 
by inspection from (1.30) . 
However, when an explicit formula like (1.30) cannot be found 
even through computer generation, e.g . too large a network, the number of 
common branch resistances in pairs of product terms from M1 and M 
has to be found theoretically. 
Knowing the connection between the product terms and co-trees 
of the network we can phrase our objective in the graph theoretic 
terms which leads to an open problem : 
For a given graph find the number Ck of pairs 
of co-trees having exactly k branches in common, 
(k=l, ... ,N); N being the number of branches in a 
maximal co-tree of the graph . 
The possibility of the above alternative approach to investigating 
random resistive networks has only been signalled here and will be 
left at this point. 
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Chapter 1.6 Infinite Resistive Networks 
As in this Thesis we are concerned with finite resistive networks, 
in this Chapter the very interesting infinite resistive networks 
will be only briefly touched upon in order to put our investigation 
into perspective. 
The foundations of the theory of infinite resistive networks were 
laid in Flanders [1971]. 
Long before the above paper,and also in non-electrical contexts, 
the solution of the equation (1.2) in the specific case of the 
discrete Laplacian 
(1. 34) L[V(i,j)] =V(i+l,j) +V(i-1,j) +V(i,j+l) +V(i,j-1) - 4V(i,j) 
on infinite square grid lattice (and so, without any boundary 
conditions) was calculated by various authors (McCrea and Whipple[l940] · 
Stohr[1950]; Duffin[1956]; van der Pol[1959]; Duffin and Shaffer[l960]; 
Spitzer[l964]). 
One of the difficulties there was that on an infinite n the 
solution of the equation (1.2), which naturally has no boundary 
conditions, diverged. So, for example, McCrea and Whipple[l940] 
considered without saying so, in effect, the equation 
-1 for I= P 
(1.35) L[V(I)] = +l for I= Q 
0 elsewhere 
on the infinite square grid of integer points with the discrete 
Laplacian from (1.34). The solution of the equation (1.35) 
calculated for I= P was treated as a function K(P,Q) of a 
pair of variables P,Q . In actual fact, the derivations of K(P,Q) 
were quite obscured by technicalities, and it was obtained as 
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(1.36) 
where G was the limiting form of the discrete Green's function 
00 
of the finite m by n discrete rectangle when n-+ oo and m-+ oo • 
K(P,Q) was shown to converge despite the fact that both G (P, P) 
00 
and G (P,Q) diverged. No justification for the choice of (1.36) 
00 
apart from its convergence property was provided. 
For infinite networks where the solution of the equation (1.2) 
(which normally gives the discrete Green's function) diverges, the 
function K(P,Q) determined from the equation (1.35) serves a similar 
role to the discrete Green's function, and by analogy it can also 
be called here the discrete Green's function of infinite networks. 
Such discrete Green's function K(P,Q) of an infinite 
resistive network ~ has the following electrical interpretation 
immediately seen from (1.3):the value of K(P,Q) is equal to 
a half of the joint resistance in ~ between the nodes P and Q. 
For the infinite square grid of unit resistors the following 
equivalent formulae for the resistance R(p,q) between the nodes 
(0,0) and (p,q) are known in the literature (Flanders[1972]) 
00 
R (p, q) 
for q > 0 , where s = e2Tii/S 
R (p, q) = _ 1:_J;cosp8) { 2-cos 6) - [ (2 -cosS) 
2
-1] ! } J q J _l dB 
TI 2 -
0 [(2 - cos 8) -1] 2 
R (p' q) 1 !!TI 1 - cos (pa + qB) 
= 8TI 2 1 2 (cos a +c os b) dadS 
- TI 
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R (p 'q) 
R (p' q) 
1T 
= l_f 1 - e ~ I q I a cos p8 dS 
rr sinha 
0 
' 
where cos8 + cosha = 2 
Derivation of the above formula is by no means trivial, and no such 
formulae for resistance between nodes of other infinite resistive 
networks seem to be available from the literature. Therefore, 
although in this study we are concerned with finite resistive 
networks, it will be worth mentioning here that new formulae for 
resistances in infinite resistive cylinders can be written 
out from the discrete Green's functions obtained as an exercise in 
Part 2 of this Thesis . 
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APPENDIX TO PART 1 
COMPUTER GENERATED FORMULA FOR THE JOINT RESISTANCE R = M1/M 
BETWEEN A AND B IN THE RESISTIVE NETWORK BELOW WITH INDICATED 
BRANCH RESISTANCES 
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PART 2 
EXPLICIT FORMULAE FOR SOME DISCRETE 
GREEN'S FUNCTIONS 
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Chapter 2.1 Introductory Remarks 
In Part 2 of the present Thesis we determine ex p l icit a lgebr aic 
ex pr essions for some particular disc1"ete Gr een's f unctions . 
Random resistive networks were investigated in the preceding 
Part 1 with the aid of the discrete Green's functions the explicit 
functional forms of which were not used in deriving the general 
results . However, in order to be able to apply those general results to 
particular random resistive networks the explicit algebraic 
expressions must be found for the corresponding discrete Green's 
functions. 
The problem of finding explicit expressions for the Green's 
functions is,both in the classical continuous potential theory and 
the discrete potential theory,difficult and technically involved. 
The only discrete case which seems to be reported is the finite and 
infinite square lattices of integer points with symmetry (McCrea and 
Whipple[l940]), and with partial asymmetry (Barnett[1963]). 
Since the formalism of the discrete Green's functions goes 
beyond the context of resistive networks (Spitzer[1964]), in this 
Part we use general terminology and refer to the discrete Green's 
functions of networks rather than of resistive networks as it was 
the case in Part 1. 
In situations where explicit discrete Green's functions cannot 
be found we can still use the results from Part 1 in the numerica l 
treatment of small random resistive networks by simulating the 
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values of the required unknown discrete Green's functions. 
In this Part we find explicit analytic formulae for the discrete 
Green's functions simultaneously for a whole class of networks. 
We do not employ specific Fourier methods for individual networks 
(as was the case in the mentioned papers by McCrea and Whipple 
[1940]; and Barnett [1963]) but, instead, we derive a single 
expression for the discrete Green's function for the class of networks 
the graphs of which are the N-dimensional versions of the 
rectangular lattices,possibly with periodicity conditions. Then we 
specialize the obtained general expression to networks of particular 
interest . 
The obtained explicit formulae for some discrete Green's 
functions are listed in the Appendix to this Part . 
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Chapter 2 .. 2 Asymmetric Discrete Laplacian 
In Paragraph 2.2.1 we consider natural generalizations of the 
square grid network of identical resistors. This leads to a 
particular case of the discrete Laplacian (1.1) from Paragraph 1.2.2 
which nevertheless generalizes the (symmetric) discrete Laplacian 
investigated in the literature mentioned in Paragraph 1.2.2. It goes 
beyond the framework of resistive networks, and is in Paragraph 
2.2.4 also shown to afford different interpretations, among others, 
for the asymmetric spatially homogeneous random walks. 
Such generalization, the asyrrrmetric discrete Laplacian~ again 
corresponds to the N-dimensional version of the square grid of 
integer points (as was the case in the literature mentioned in 
Paragraph 1.2.2) but now the interpretation function does not assign 
only r(P,P) = 1 
n 
(as it did for the discrete Laplacian from the 
literature). Since we shall allow for periodicity conditions, in 
order to avoid confusion it will also be necessary to speak of the 
asymmetric discrete Laplacian of a network (discrete rectangle, 
N-rectangle, cylinder etc). 
2 . 2 . 1 Motivations for Generalization of Discrete Laplacian 
Suppose that the resistive network n from Paragraph 1.2.1 
forms a square grid of resistors each having the resistance r . 
0 
Then, the corresponding discrete Laplacian (1.1) becomes for arbitrary 
node P=(p 1 ,p2) in n the (symmetric) discrete Laplacian 
(2 . 1) L[V(P)] 
There are other naturally arising similar operators also deserving 
our attention, for example, the one belo\ 
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(2. 2) L[V(P)] 
which in the electrical context corresponds to the square grid 
resistive network D with all 'vertical' resistors being at r 1 and 
all 'horizontal' resistors at r 2 , with possibly r 1 f r 2 . 
In the next Paragraph we investigate a whole class of operators 
which includes the discrete Laplacian (2.1), operators like (2.2), 
and in addition also operators which have no electrical interpretation 
because it will be possible to have r(P,P) -/: r(P ,P) . 
n n 
2.2.2 Asymmetric Discrete Laplacian 
We consider a network (DN;a,b) where the graph DN is 
the -dimensional version of a finite square grid of integer 
points, and the interpretation function is for clarity represented as 
functions a and- b which associate the · values a >O and b >O k k to any 
branch in the k-th 'direction' in ~. The interior., intDN, of ~N 
forms an N-dimensionaZ discrete paYaZZeiepiped of sizes n1 by n2 
by ... by n , so that an interior node (i 1,i2 , ... ,iN) has the coordinates 
ik = 1,. . , nk, (k=l, ... , N) The boundary, 3DN , of ~ consists 
of all the integer points with some coordinates O or nk+l and 
the rest being ik=l, ... ,nk, (k=l, ... ,N). We note that above 
conforms with the general definition of the boundary from Paragraph 
1.2.1. 
In the following we use the convention of indicating 1n D 
the boundary nodes with the full circles and the interior nodes with 
the open circles. Below we illustrate a few particular cases of 
if N = 1 and 
below 
0 2 
if N = 2 n = 3 
' 1 
n = 8 1 
3 4 
and 
discrete square below 
0 1 2 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
if N = 3, n
1 
= 2, n
2 
= 2 
discrete cube below 
then 
5 
n = 3 2 
3 
and 
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521 forms the discrete interval 
6 7 
then 
4 
n = 2 
3 
8 9 
D2 becomes the 
then forms the 
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We also allow for the periodicity conditions in the above~ , 
1.e. for the requirements that for specified k, (k = 1, ... ,N), 
there is 
V(xl' ... ,xk-1' 1,xk+l' ... ,xN) =V(xl' ... ,xk-1 'nk +1,xk+l' ... ,xN) 
For example, the discrete square ~2 with n1=3, n2=3 produces 
with the periodicity condition 
the discrete cylinder below 
0 1 2 3 4 
schematically represented as 
0 l 2 3 4 
1 -Q:--
\ \ 
\ \ 
2 1- \ 
I 
I 
3 I . 
I 
t 
The discrete square ~2 with n1=3 and n2=3 in the presence of the 
two periodicity conditions 
becomes the discrete torus below 
( 1 , 3) 
( 2, J) ( I , 2) 
(3, l) 
Let · P = (p1 , ... ,pk, ... ,pN) t DN and denote 
(2. 3) 
+ 
pk = (p 1 ' ... 'pk+ l ' ... 'pN) t ~ 
We define the asymmetric discrete Laplacia:n as 
N 
L [ V ( P) ] = I: [ ak V ( P; ) +bk V ( P;) - 2 c V ( P) ] 
k=l 
with given ak > 0 , bk > 0 , c > 0 • 
The following particular cases of (2.3) need mentioning. 
If the interpretation functions a,b are such that 
(2. 4) 
and also 
(2. 5) 
N 
Lcak+bk)/2c = 1 
k=l 
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then L reduces to the (symmetric) discrete Laplacian known from the 
literature, while if only the condition (2.5) holds then we call L the 
asymmetric potential discrete Laplacian. 
We refer to the values ak,bk' (k=l, ... ,N), as the a ymmetry 
oe ffi cient in the k-th 'direction' . Such asymmetry coefficients 
in all N 'directions' together determine what may be loosely called 
the 'kind of asymmetry' of the asymmetric discrete Laplacian. For 
example the conditions (2.4) and (2.5) with N = 2 and 1 C = 2 
correspond to the symmetric case ( 1cCrea and Whipple[1940]); while 
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the single condition (2.5),again with N = 2 and c =},to the 
partia l asymmetric case (Barnett[1963]). 
An asymmetric discrete Laplacian can be associated with a 
resistive network only if the condition (2.5) is fulfilled, and if 
in addition for each 'direction' also the synunetry conditions 
(2 . 6) ak = bk , (k = 1 , . . . , N ) , 
hold . 
The above follows from symmetry of- the resistance between two nodes 
in a resistive network and the fact that the values ak and bk 
depend only on the k-th 'direction' in ~N . 
However, the general asymmetric discrete Laplacian not 
satisfying (2.6) can be useful in non-electrical contexts. 
For example, if only (2.5) holds, then the resulting asymmetric 
potential discrete Laplacian describes an asymmetric spatially 
homogeneous random walk on ~. This, along with some other 
interpretations is discussed in Paragraph 2.2.4. 
The discrete Green's function G(I,P) of the network 
(0'N;a,b) is naturally defined as the solution of the equation 
(2. 7) L [V (I)] = -cS (P, I) on ~ ; V = 0 on 8StN 
and will be referred to as the discrete Green's function of the 
asyrrorzetric discrete LapZacian . However, when periodicity conditions 
on ~ are allowed then also ~ will have to be mentioned explicitly. 
For example, subsequently we calculate the discrete Green's 
function of the asymmetric discrete Laplacian on the discrete 
cylinder. 
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2.2.3 Discrete Green's Function of Asymmetric Discrete Laplacian 
The discrete Green's function of the asymmetric discrete 
Laplacian was defined in the last Paragraph through the solution of 
equation (2.7) with L from (2.3). 
Below an equivalent definition is given through an equation 
which we call the asymmetric discr ete Poisson equation in recognition 
of the fact that it extends the usual (symmetric) discrete Poisson 
equation. Namely, for the asymmetric discrete Laplacian L and a 
prescribed function v on ~, the asymmetri c discrete Poisson 
equation and the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions form 
the discrete potential problem below 
(2. 8) L[VJ = v on ~; V = 0 on 8~ 
and the definition of the discrete Green's function of the 
asymmetric discrete Laplacian is as follows : 
(2. 9) 
The function G(P,Q) of a pair of nodes from 
~N such that it is independent of the function v 
and such that the solution of the asymmetric discrete 
Poisson equation (2.8) can be written as 
V(P) = L G(P,Q)v(Q) 
Qt;~ 
is called the discrete Green 's function of the asymmetric discrete 
Laplacian. 
A solution of (2.8) is called here the asymmetric discrete 
potential function . If in (2.8) the function v vanishes, i.e . 
v = 0, then the asymmetric discrete potential function becomes 
the asymmetric discrete harmonic function in parallel with the term 
'discrete harmonic function ' applied to solutions of the (symmetric) 
discrete Laplace equation wi th L being the (symmetric) discrete 
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Laplacian (Heilbronn[1949]). If v < 0 then the asymmetric discrete 
potential function is called the asymmetric discrete super-harmonic 
function~ and if v > 0 it is called the asummetric discrete 
.., 
sub-harmonic function. The last two terms are in keeping with analogous 
definitions from the classical continuous potential theory (Protter 
and Weinberger[1967]) . 
In the next Chapter we derive an explicit general formula giving 
the discrete Green's function corresponding to the asymmetric discrete 
Laplace operator on ~N discussed in the last Paragraph. 
Without any loss of generality we may divide (2.3) by 2c 
and then by N and proceed with the asymmetric discrete Laplacian 
in the form 
N 
(2.10) L[V(P)] = I: [akV(P;) + BkV(P~)] -V(P); 
k=l 
which, according to (2.4) and (2.5), becomes the (symmetric) discrete 
Laplacian if the two conditions below hold 
(2 . 11) 
and 
(2 .1 2) 
N 
)~ (ak +Bk) = 1 
k=l 
and the asymmetric potential discrete Laplacian if only the 
condition (2.12) holds. 
2.2.4 Physical and Probabilistic Interpretati0ns 
Subject to the conditions (2.5) and (2.6) the asymmetric discrete 
Laplacian L from (2.3) admits for resistive networks of the 
following interpretation. 
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The value of V(P) is the electrical potential at the node P 
of a resistive network ~ in which the resistor linking the 
neighbouring nodes p and + Pk has the resistance 1/ak, and the 
resistor linking P with Pk has the resistance 1/bk . The 
boundary nodes of nN are earthed. 
Then the discrete Green ' s function G(I,P) of the asymmetric 
discrete Laplacian (2.3) gives the value of the potential at the 
node I due to a unit current into ~ at the node p . 
Now, with the single condition (2.12) the asymmetric discrete 
Laplacian (2.10) may be viewed as follows . 
The value of V(P) is the expected number of visits (McCrea 
and Whipple(l940]) to the node P before finally emerging at an 
absorbing boundary node by a particle performing the random walk 
on ~ with the one step transition probabilities: ak from P 
+ to Pk' and Bk from P to Pk . It is possible that for some, 
or all k, (k=l, .. . ,N), there is ak # Bk (while in the electrical 
context the condition (2 . 6) had to hold) but since ak and Bk 
are fixed for each ' direction' k, we deal with possibly 
asymmetric yet spatially homogeneous random walk of a particle 
released in nN and absorbed at the boundary of nN . 
In the above setting the discrete Green's function G(I,P) of 
the asymmetric discrete Laplacian (2 . 10) gives the expected number of 
visits to the target node I before emerging at the absorbing 
boundary of the wandering particle which starts from the node P. 
The analogy between random walks and resistive networks was 
established in r ash-Williams (1959] and treated further in Kelly[l979]. 
Further applications of the concept of the discrete Green's function 
in the theory of random \alks are given in Spitzer(l964] . 
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In fact, other similar analogies (a ll governed by the asymmetric 
discrete Poisson equation (2.8)) may be found. They are derived 
in each case from a 'law of conservation' expressed through (2.5) 
or (2 .12). In the electrical case it was Kirchhoff's current law 
(the algebraic sum of all currents entering and leaving any node is 
zero), and in the random walk context it was the law of total 
probability . The former phenomenon was symmetric and hence the need 
for additional conditions (2.6) . 
To sum up, it may be observed that in various contexts the 
value of the discrete Green's function G(I,P) can be interpreted 
as the electrical potential, stress potential, expected number 
of visits, temperature, mass density etc . at the node I if a unit 
of electrical current, unit stress per unit of time, wandering 
particle, unit of heat per unit of time, unit of mass per unit of 
time etc. has been released at the node P into the network with 
the resistive, mechanical, ' random walk', heat conductive, diffusive 
etc. interpretation function of the branches and 'leaves' the network 
at the boundary. 
The analogy between the random walk and the dispersion of a 
'fluid' in a lattice was noticed in Courant et al[1928] and was 
later taken up in McCrea and Whipple[l940] . 
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Chapter 2.3 Explicit Formula for Discrete Green's Function 
of Asymmetric Discrete Laplacian 
This Chapter is of technical nature and could be viewed 
independently from the rest of Part 2. The objective is to find the 
explicit expression for the discrete Green's function of the 
asymmetric discrete Laplace operator on N-dimensional discrete 
parallelepiped ~ with periodicity conditions. 
In Paragraph 2.3.l the asymmetric discrete Laplacian is shown to 
possess an equivalent matrix operator, and in Paragraph 2.3.2 
we demonstrate that the corresponding discrete Green's function 
can be expressed through the inverting of this matrix operator 
equivalent. After finding in Paragraph 2.3.3 the eigenvalues, 
eigenvectors and inverses of the asymmetric tri-diagonal and 'tri-
diagonal circulant' matrices with the variable main diagonal (which 
make up the mentioned matrix operator equivalent through appropriate 
Kronecker products), we can apply the general formula from Paragraph 
2.3.2 to any case of interest. As an illustration we do so in 
Paragraph 2.3.4 to obtain the explicit expression for the discrete 
Green's function of the asymmetric potential discrete Laplacian 
on a discrete cylinder. In Paragraph 2.3.5 a note is made on how to 
apply the described methods of calculating the discrete Green's 
functions for finite networks to the case of infinite networks. As 
an example a new result for the infinite discrete cylinder is given. 
The explicit expressions for the discrete Green's functions for 
other cases of interest are listed in the Appendix to this Part . 
2 . 3.1 1atrix Operator Equivalent of symmetric Discrete Laplacian 
We start from the definition of the discrete Green's function 
given in the Paragraph 2 . 2 .3 involving the solution of the asymmetric 
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discrete Poisson equation (2.8). 
The -matrix equivalent of the (symmetric) discrete Laplace operator 
was introduced in Bickley and McNamee[1960] where the 2-dimensional 
discrete rectangle was considered. The N-dimensional version of such 
rectangle and the corresponding matrix equivalent (still for the 
(symmetric) discrete Laplace operator) was discussed in Lynch et al 
[1964], and periodicity conditions were considered in Buzbee et al 
[1970]. 
Here we extend the above to the case of the asymmetric discrete 
Laplace operator,and find its matrix operator equivalent. In one 
dimension (N = 1) the matrix equivalent of the (symmetric) discrete 
Laplace operator is a symmetric tri-diagonal matrix (Bickley and 
McNamee[1960]),which leads us to take an asymmetric tri-diagonal 
matrix with all the elements on the three diagonals equal for each 
diagonal as the matrix equivalent in the asymmetric case (still in 
one dimension). The N-dimensional (symmetric) case was constructed 
(Lynch et al[1964]) from None dimensional cases via the appropriate 
Kronecker products of matrices. We do the same for the N-dimensional 
asymmetric case but in addition we also include the asymmetric 
'tri-diagonal ci rculant' matrices corresponding to the periodicity 
conditions. Namely, our matrix operator equivalent of the 
asymmetric discrete Laplacian (2.10) is represented by the following 
'big matrix' 
N 
(2.13) B 
= L Inl * I * * A * * I n2 nk nN 
k=l 
N 
B n nk by n nk 
k=l k=l 
with the matrix replacing I for each k . 
nk nk 
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To keep track of the dimensionality of various matric es,bel ow 
we indicate the dimensions of all introduced matrices, for exampl e 
'A n by m' means that the matrix A has n rows and m columns. 
In (2.13) the matrix A depends on StN (Buzbee et a l[19 70 ] ) 
nk 
and in the absence of the periodicity condition on the k-th edge of 
StN it is tridiagonal with -1/N on the main diagonal, Sk on the 
subdiagonal and ak on the superdiagonal : 
,- -, 
1 I 
N ak 0 
f\ 
nk by nk (2 .14) 
ak 
0 I 1 I I I 
Bk N I j 
while in the presence of the periodicity condition it is 'tridiagonal 
circulant' with the three diagonals as before plus ak in the lower 
left 'corner' and Sk in the upper right 'corner' as illustrated below 
-I l I 1 i 
I 
ak Q -Bk I N ' 
I 
Bk , (2.15) nk by nk 
-CXk 
0 f3 ' 1 ak ' k N I I 
J 
Also, I is the identity matrix 
nk. 
-, 
1 
1 
L .....J 
and * denotes the Kronecker product (also called the direct 
or tensor) of matrices, i.e. for arbitrary matrices 
W = (w .. ) ; lJ U : m by n, W : r by s ; there is 
U * W = (u .. W) , lJ u * w mr by ns 
U = (u . . ) lJ 
The column vector X of all the lattice-point values of V 
on which B operates is given by 
(2 .16) N-1 X = vec T, 
N 
X n nk by 1 
k=l 
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and 
In (2 . 16) T denotes the N-dimensional matrix n 1 by n 2 by ... 
by nN with each entry being the unknown value of V in S"2N 
at the internal node with the same N coordinates as the index of such 
entry in the matrix T . 
The operation'vec'and its iterations are inductively defined 
for any N-dimensional matrix M as follows: 0 vec M = M, 
and the 
-k-1 dimensional matrix k+l vec M is obtained from the 
-k dimensional matrix k vec M by taking all its 'slices ' corresponding 
to the fixed values of the last in ex of its elements and forming 
the -k-1 dimensional matrix through putting all the 'slices' 
one on top the other in the descending order of the last index starting 
from the highest value of the last index. 
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For example in the case of a matrix T which is 3-dimensional 
of sizes · 3 by 3 by 3 the application of the operation vec gives 
0 vec T = T , 1 vec T is a 2-dimensional matrix 2 6 by 2, and vec T is 
a column matrix 12 by 1. This is schematically illustrated below 
vec
0T = T 
0 0 
. 
0 0 
e • 
• • 
0 0 
e 0 
0 
0 
• 
e, 
0 
0 
0 
• 
• 
0 
e, 
The column vector Z to which BX is equated to form a matrix 
equation equivalent to the potential problem (2e8) (the asymmetric 
discrete Poisson equation on ~N with zero boundary conditions) 
is given by 
N-1 Z = vec H 
' 
z 
N 
n nk by 1 
k=l 
where H is the N-dimensional matrix of the node values in ~ 
of the prescribed source function v, just like T was for V 
Then,as in Lynch et al[1964], we note that a single matrix 
equation below 
(2 .17) BX= Z 
is equivalent to the asymmetric discrete Poisson equation (2 . 8) 
on ~N together with zero boundary conditions. Thus, finding the 
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discrete Green's function requires solving (2.17 ) which, in turn, 
r equires inverting the 'big matrix' B . 
2.3.2 Discrete Green's Function of Asymmetric Discrete 
Laplacian as Inverse of Matrix Operator Equivalent 
The 'big matrix' B cannot be inverted directly even for the 
simplest case of 0u 2 being the discrete rectangle with symmetry 
ak = Bk= 1/4,(k=l,2). So, it is necessary to find a decomposition 
of B into smaller readily invertible matrices which would a t the 
same time lead to a matrix equation equivalent to (2.17). A 
decomposition of B is proposed which possesses all the required 
features and leads to the following equation which is equivaient to 
(2 .17) 
(2.18) 
where 
N-1 
x1 
N-2 
x1 n n by = vec T TIN 
' s 
s=l 
-1 
z1 
N-2 
z1 n n by = vec H nN 
' s 
s=l 
-1 
(2.19) Bl = L I * I )f- * A * * I . . . ' nl n2 n nN-1 
s=l s 
N-1 N- 1 
Bl n n by nn s s 
s=l s= l 
(2.20) 
In (2 .19 ) the matrix A r ep l a ces I fo r each s =l, ... , - 1 , 
n n 
s s 
and in (2 . 20) 
n 
can, obviously , be ei t her t ridiagonal (2 .14 ) 
or 'tridiagona l circul ant ' (2 . 15) depending on the periodicity 
condition on the 
-th edge of Sl 
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In Osborne[1965] it was shown that for the matrix equation 
A 
with the unknown matrix X : m by n, with given tridiagonal ma trices 
A A A 
A : m by m and B : n by n , and a given matrix C : m by n, if 
A AAA -1 A A 
A= SMS (S orthogonal, M = diag(n.)) then 
l 
co1. cX) = ;._ [; [B+n. rr1 col. cS) row. cs-1~co1 cc) J L.J W l rJ l l r 
r=l i=l 
where the operation col performed on any matrix gives the y -th y 
column of this matrix; 
and -1 ( ·) denotes the 
aB 
row is an analogous operation for rows; y 
(a,6)-th element of the inverse. 
Here, to calculate the explicit form of the required discrete 
Green's function we first take (2.18) and extend the above to the 
case of a 'Kronecker-compounded' matrix B1 and a 'simpl e' matrix 
B2 . We find that if for the matrix B1 we have 
(2 .21) 
then 
(2 . 22) 
N-1 N-1 
M n.n by n·n 
. s ~ s 
s=l s=l 
, diagonal 
N-1 N-1 
s n ns by n n ' orthogonal 
s=l s=l s 
x col 0 
l 
-1 (S) row <' (S ) col. (Z 1) 
-1 lN -1 J N 
A 
where l , J
1 
= l, ... ,n N ; the multi-index l 
-1 stands for the 
sequence ( i 1 , ... , i _ 1) of some values i =l, ... ,n, s =l, ... , -1; s s 
n<' is the diagonal element of 
l 
-1 
A M with the index i _1 ; 
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the operation col on any 'p-times Kronecker-compounded' 
Y1, ... ,yp 
matrix gives the column of this matrix which simultaneously lies in 
the y1-st member of the outermost 'crudest' system of column-bands, 
in the y2-nd member of the system of column-bands within y1 of 
the next 'finer' subdivision, and ... and in the innermost nested 
'finest' band it is the column number 
the operation row is defined in the like manner for the 
Y1 , ... ,yp 
rows of any 'p-time Kronecker-compounded' matrix. 
The formula (2.22) gives the 'column-wise' dependence of the 
solution of (2.18) on the source terms in z1 which again enter 
column by column. This suggests the appropriate application of 
the operations ' row ' and 'col' in order to extract the 'element-wise' 
dependence of the solution of (2.18) on the source terms in z1 
now entering element by element. 
Denoting the nodes P = (x , ... , X ) , 
P1 PN 
Q = (x , .•. ,x ) , 
ql qN 
and 
the multi-indices A PN-1 = (p1,·· .,pN-1 ) and 
(ps,qs=l, ... ,ns' s=l, ... , Ll), we obtain from (2.22) that for fixed 
P and variabl e Q 
V (P) 
-1 
x rowr. (col~ (S))col"' (row <' (S )) (-v(Q)) 
PN-1 1 -1 qN-1 1 N-l 
X row r. (col <- (S))col r. (row <- (S-
1)) ( -v(Q)) 
p -1 1 -1 q -1 1 -1 
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which in accordance with the definition of the discrete Green's 
function from (2.3) finally gives the general formula 
(2 . 23) G(P,Q) = ?lx:>-~J82 +niN_/nNJ::p 
1 N- 1 
-1 
x row/'\ (col-:' (S)col A (row -:- (S )) 
PN - 1 iN-1 qN - 1 iN - 1 
The above representation holds true for a 'Kronecker-compounded' 
matrix B1 with t he representation (2 . 21) and a ' simple' 
matrix B2 in the matrix equation equivalent (2 . 18) of the original 
problem (2 . 8) on ~ . The formula (2 . 23) will yield the general 
and explicit expression for the discrete Green 's function if all the 
quantities in it can be determined explic i tly . This is indeed the 
case because the representation (2 . 21) is found in the next 
paragraph for both the asymmetric tri-diagonal and the asymmetric 
'tri-diagonal circulant' matrices, and also the elements of the inverses 
of such matrices with variable value of the main diagonal are found 
there explicitly. 
2 . 3 . 3 Asymmetric Tri-diagonal and 'Tri-diagonal Circulant' 
Matrices 
The tri-diagonal matrices play in addition to their application 
to difference equations indicated in the last Paragraph an important role 
in other contexts; including the 'nearest neighbour' phenomena, 
orthogonal polynomials, continuing fractions, ladder networks etc. 
(Atkinson[1964].; Haley[1981]) . The 'tri-diagonal circulant' matrices 
have similar applications when some periodicity ( '\rapping - up ' ) 
conditions arise. 
Below we first consider the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and 
then the inverses of such matrices. 
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After some algebra we find that the eigenvalues µs and the 
eigenvectors 
(2 . 24) 
m 
-s 
of the asymmetric tri-diagonal matrix 
t I A 
B 
a 
' 0 
' 0 
a 
·s 
are for a = pe-¢ and B = pe¢ given by the formulae 
>.. + 2pcosh ( ~) > 
n+l 
(2 . 25) µs = if I 2"p I 
1 
STI 
>.. + 2pcos (-1) < 1 
(2 . 26) 
n+ 
_/2 . ( StTI) t ¢ 
ms =1 n+l sin n+l e 
s = l, ... ,n 
t = l, ... ,n 
Then we find that the eigenvalues K 
s 
and eigenvectors 
of the asymmetric 'tri-diagonal circulant' matrix 
I-
' 
' \ 0 B 1 I Is 
(2 . 27) 
a I I 0 I la 6 A j 
are for a= pe - ¢ and B = pe¢ given by the formulae 
(2 . 28) K = A+ 2pcosh[;=-1 2 Cs-l) n - ¢ ] 
s n 
k 
-s 
(2.29) k = 
s 
[ 
r,1 2 (s-1) (t-1) ] exp v-i TI 
n n 
(2 (s-1) (t-1) ] COS TI 
n n 
s = l, ... ,n 
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f 0 
if t=l, ... ,n 
= 0 
With the above formulae for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 
the asymmetric tri-diagonal and 'tri-diagonal circulant' matrices the 
general formulae (2.23) can be written out explicitly if also elements 
of the inverses of such matrices with arbitrary main diagonal are found 
explicitly . 
We begin with the asymmetric tri-diagonal matrix (2.24), and 
calculate the (s,t)-th element, ast' of its inverse . In the symmetric 
case, a= B = 1, ast was found in Rutherford(1952] and here we 
extend that argument to the asymmetric case. An alternative method 
yielding an equivalent result is given in Yamamoto and Ikebe[1979]. 
It may be relevant to note here that the determinant 
Dn = Dn(>i.) of (2.24) has a long history dating back to Wolstenholme 
[1874] since when it has been regularly re-introduced by various 
authors, most recently in Randall and Sharples[l980]. 
After evaluating the co-factor of the (s,t)-th element in 
(7 24) ast is found to be equal to 
a = 
st 
(-l)s+t D D Bt-s/D 
s-1 n-t n 
as above but s interchanged 
with t, and a with B 
The determinant D (A) satisfies the recurrence formula 
n 
for s < t 
for s > t 
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which is the same as the recurrence formulae governing (~ )nU (\ /2/aS ) 
n 
U being· the n-th modified Tchebyscheff polynomial of the second 
n 
kind (Klein[1950]) . 
From the above, by using the property of 
(2 . 30) U (-x) = (-l)nU (x) 
n n 
u 
n 
that 
and putting U (\/2p) 
n 
as u 
n 
we obtain the required (s,t)-th 
element of the inverse of (2 . 24) to be for s < t equal to 
(2 . 31) = "f \ i -2p 
with s interchanged with t, and ¢ with -¢ for s > t . 
< 0 
> 0 
Now, we calculate the (s,t) - th element, b, ,of the inverse 
s L. 
of the asymmetric 'tri-diagonal circulant' matrix (2.27) . 
The co-factor of the (s,t) - th element in (2.27) is determined 
to be equal for s < t to 
with s interchanged with t , and a with B if we have 
s > t . The determinant of the matrix (2.27) can be expressed as 
Consequently, it is found, after putting 
for s < t, b 
st is equal to 
U (\ /2p) as 
n 
U , that 
n 
(2. 32) b = 
st 
2 n n AUn-l - 2p Un_ 2 + (-1) 2p coshncj) 
if 
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A 
2p 
(-l) (s+t-n)e(t-s)cj)U U +(-l) (t-1) e(t-s-n) cp 0 
s-1 n-t t- s -1 
2 n n AUn-l - 2p Un_ 2 + (-1) 2p coshn cj) 
wi th s interchanged with t , and cp with - cj), ifs > t . 
We note a very useful representation for the positive x which 
can express the formulae for ast and bst in a workable 
trigonometric form (Rutherford[1947]; Erdelyi [1953]) 
sinh(n+l)8/sinh8 > 1 , x = cosh8 
(2. 33) U (x) = 
n 
n + 1 for x = 1 
sin(n+l)8/sin8 < 1 , x = cos8 
The above together with (2.30) yields another set of similar 
formulae for the negative x . 
2 . 3 .4 Application : Discrete Green's Function of Asymmetric 
Discrete Laplacian on Finite Discrete Cylinder 
Employing the explicit results from the preceding Paragraph 
we give an illustration of the application of the general formula 
(2.23) for the discrete Green's function of the asymmetric Laplacian 
and use it in the ca se of the discrete cylinder n . 
We take as n a discrete rectangle which is wrapped up to form 
the discrete cylinder below which we call the discrete n
1 
oy n
2 
< 0 
> 0 
100 . 
0 2 3 
. • . n 
1 
-2 
2 
3 
(2. 34) 
n2 - ~ 
-
l 
n2 - ! 
1 
n2 
Pe also consider the asyrr'.metric potential discrete Laplacian 
(2.35) 
2 
L (ak +Bk) = 1 . 
k=l 
The following representation of the asymmetry coefficients 
will be used 
(k=l, 2) . 
In the notation of the general formula (2.23) the results of the 
preceding Paragraph give in the considered case that : N = 2; B2 is 
the tri-diagonal matrix (2 .1 4) with the main diagonal -1/2; 
the multi-indices reduce to single indices 
i 1 ,p1 ,q1 = 1, ... ,n1 ; th e i 1-th eigenvalue of th e 'tri diagona l 
circulant' matr i x B1 (2 .15 ) wi th -1 /2 on the main diagona l is 
from (2 . 28) equal to 
from (2.29) we see that 
and 
-l rf1 2 (ql -1) (il -l)TI 
row (col. (S ))=\f~xp[-r-T- J; 
ql ll nl nl 
and from (2.31), (2.33) we have that 
sinh8 sinh(n2+1)8 
as above but interchanged with 
where the auxiliary angle 
equation 2p 2cosh8 = - ~ + n. ll 
under sinh 
is determined from the 
From the above and (2.23) we deduce the explicit formula 
for the discrete Green's function of the asymmetric discrete 
potential Laplacian of the discrete n 1 by n 2 cylinder: 
101 . 
if q2 > p 
- 2 
102. 
(2.36) = 
x [sinh8 sinh(n2+1)8]-l 
interchanged under 'sinh' 
For the case 8 = 0 we use the representation (2.33) and replace 
the affected terms by q2 (n2 -p2+1)/ (n 2+1) if q < p and by 2 - 2 ' 
if 
Hence, the discrete Green's function of the (symmetric) discrete 
potential Laplacian of the discrete n1 by n 2 cylinder (obtained 
from above by putting ¢1 = ¢2 = O; p 1 = p 2 = 1/4) 1s equal to 
(2.37) 
-1 
x [sinh8 sinh(n
2
+1)8] 
2 (il -l) TI 
cosh8 + cos[ ] = 2 
nl 
and interchanged if q2 > p2 , 
the case 8 = 0 handled as 1n (2 . 36). 
We note that the above formulae for the discrete Green's functions 
have been obtained for the Laplacian (2 .1 0) associated with the 
random walk interpretation. The discrete Green's functions for the 
10 3 . 
Laplacian (2.3) associated with the resistive network context are 
proportional by the factor l/2cN which simplified (2.3) to get 
(2 . 10) . 
The formula for the discrete Green's function of the 
asymmetric discrete Laplacian on the discrete cylinder, as well as, 
the explicit formulae in the symmetric, asymmetric potential and 
asymmetric cases for the discrete Green's functions of other 
networks nN covered by the general expression (2 . 23) can be 
calculated along the above lines . The results for some of them are 
listed in the Appendix to this Part where the formulae for the rectangle 
in the symmetric and in the potential asymmetric cases coincide with 
those reported in McCrea and Whipple[l940] and in Barnett[1963]. 
In the Appendix to this Part the following cases are considered: 
(i) Potential Partially Asymmetric Case 
N 
(ii) 
Lcak+Bk) = 1 ; and ak=Bk' (k=l, . . . ,N) . 
k=l 
N 
Potential Asymmetric Case Lcak+Bk) = 1 
k=l 
(iii) General Asymmetric Case no assumptions about ak,Bk > 0 
To fix attention the case (ii) can be thought of as corresponding to 
the asymmetric spatially homogeneous random walk, and the case (i) 
to the resistive network context. 
The parametric representation with 
real positive pk and non-negative ¢k , (k=l, ... , ), is used 
in all cases. In any expression in the ppcndix subject to an inequality 
condition on some two of its arguments, interchanging the two 
arguments inside the expression will give the value of the expression 
for the revers ed inequality conditions. The function id denotes 
104. 
the identify function, id(x)=x . 
Although the case (i) is obtained from the case (ii) by 
putting in the latter ¢k = 0 for all k , it is singled out because of 
its relevance to the resistive networks. 
The sizes of the edges of ~N are given in terms of the number 
of internal nodes on each edge. 
The values of the discrete Green's functions are given only 
for the internal nodes of ~N as they are equal to zero for the 
boundary nodes of ~N . 
2 . 3 . S Application : Discrete Green's Function of Asymmetric 
Discrete Laplacian on Infinite Discrete Cylinder 
Below we present a brief addition to the present Part 2 in which 
some possible applications of the explicit formula (2.23) for the 
discrete Green's functions of finite networks are indicated to the 
problem of finding the discrete Green's functions of infinite networks. 
This problem is of interest, however in this Thesis we investigate 
finite networks,and so, we do not discuss all the details and only 
present some results for infinite networks in order to put our finite 
case into a wider perspective . 
Naturally,the discrete Green's functions of infinite networks 
can be used in the study of such networks (for example infinite 
resistive networks already mentioned in Chapter 1 . 6) similarly to the 
finite case. 
Below,the discrete Green's function is found for the semi-
infinite and infinite discrete cylinders and the asymmetric potential 
Laplacian. 
In th literature the only infinite lattice for which the discrete 
Green's function is known seems to be the infinite square grid lattice. 
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For the asymmetric potential discrete Laplacian it was obtained 
in Barnett[1962] who followed the Fourier method used in McCrea 
and Whipple[1940] where the case of the (symmetric) discrete Laplacian 
was first considered . 
We denote by the discrete Green's function (2 .36) of the 
(finite) n 1 by n2 cylinder ~(n1 ,n2) and the asymmetric discrete 
potential Laplacian (2.35), and let in n -+ 00 2 • We find that 
the discrete Green's function of the resulting right semi- infinite 
discre&e cylinder with finite diameter n1 , ~(n1 , 00+) , is equal for 
with 
angle 
(2. 39) 
to 
and 
X 
q2 interchanged for q2~p 2 ; and with the auxiliary 
determined as in (2.36) from the condition 
1 
= 2 
Despite the fact that ~(n1 ,oo+) is a semi-infinite lattice the 
function (2 . 38) corresponding to the definition (2.7) of the discrete 
Green's function does not diverge . 
Thus, for the right semi-infinite cylinder ~(n
1
, oo+) the 
procedure from 1cCrea and Whipple[1940] described in Ch apt er 1.6 
does not apply . The situation is however different when we let in 
00 
' 
q -+ oo with p -q = s which amounts to 2 2 2 
extending it to infinity also 1n the left direction producing the 
infini te di re-ce cy l inder with f inite diameter n
1 
denot ed by 
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The corresponding limiting value obtained from 
(2.38) is equal to 
(2. 40) 
n 
l 2(i1-l)TI 
x ~ exp[l=T (p 1-q1)Jexp[-lsj8]/sinh8 . L.J nl 
i =l 1 
with 8 from (2.39) . Since (2.40) may diverge we use the procedure 
from McCrea and Whipple[1940] described in Chapter 1.6, and take as 
the discrete Green's function of the infinite discrete cylinder the 
fol lov'ing function 
(2.41) 
which yields 
(2. 42) 
with 8 from (2.39) . 
The value of (2.42) for a pair of nodes and 
depends on the 'diameter coordinates' p1 ,q1 and only on the 
relative position with respect to each other of the coordinates 
p2 ,q2 in the infinite direction of the cylinder expressed through 
their difference 
The discrete Green's function of the infinite di ' crete 
cylinder with infinite diameter-(in which also the diameter has been 
blown out in both directions)is obtained from (2 . 42) by letting 
107. 
TI 
(2.43) 
= exp[s¢2]11-exp[-jsjµ]exp[l:f'\ r] A 
2np 2 sinhµ 0 • 
depends only on the relative positions of the corresponding 
coordinates, which 1s expressed through the differences p1-q1=r , 
Convergence or divergence of the solution of (2.7), 
or (1.2), has a deeper significance. In the theory of random walks 
it is shown (Spitzer[1964]) that the random walk on ~ and with the 
transition probabilities assigment r 1s recurrent (eventually 
returns with probability one to the starting point P) if the 
value of the discrete Green's function G(P,P) of the network (~,r) is 
infinite . This conforms with the probabilistic interpretation of the 
discrete Green's function G(P,Q) from Chapter 1.2 as the expected 
number of visits to P starting from Q before emerging at the 
absorbing boundary. Indeed, if the number of such visits was finite 
then after the last visit the particle would wander off. 
In the above light the explicit formulae for the discrete Green's 
functions of the asymmetric discrete Laplacian obtained in this Part 
may be used to studying the recurrence properties of asymmetric 
random walks on finite or infinite lattices with various ' kinds of 
asymmetry' expressed through specific assignments of the transition 
probabilities ak,Sk . Being only a diversion to the ' electrical' 
mainstream of this Thesis, the random walk context will not be 
discussed any further . 
APPENDIX TO PART 2 
LIST OF EXPLICIT FORMULAE FOR SOME 
DISCRETE GREEN'S FUNCTIONS 
108 . 
Dis crete Rectangle 
Potential Partially Asymmetric Case 
Resistive network with all 'horizontal' resistors having 
the resistance l/4p 1 and the 'vertical' resistors the 
resistance l/4P2 . 
2 
ql il TI 
sin ---
n +l 1 
109 
Discrete Rectangl e n1 by n 2 
k = 1,2; 
Potential Asymmetric Case 
Spatially homogeneous asymmetric 
boundary and with 
<1\ 
p1 e - 'right', 
the transition 
-¢2 
p2e - 'up' ' 
11 0 . 
random walk with the absorbing 
probabilities : 
¢2 
p2e - 'down' 
-¢1 
p1e -'left', 
sin 
Discrete Rectangle n 1 by n 2 
k = 1,2; 
General Asymmetric Case 
1JJ = 
cs1 
_ \ cosh 
-1 cos 
cs 2 (sn2) = 
xL 
i =l 1 
sn2q21JJ sn 2 (n 2-p2+1)1j} 
sn21j} sn 2 (n 2 + l) lj} 
< 
if 2pl 1 2 
> 
cash (sinh) ( < 
cos (sin) if 2p2 > 
cos (id) = 
111. 
ll 1T 
l -1+2 plcsl [n +l] I 
1 
112. 
N-dimensional Discrete Parallelepiped n 1 by n2 by . . . by nN 
pk ' q k = 1 ' · · · 'nk ; 
Potential Partially Asymmetric Case 
Resistive network with all the resistors in the k-th 'direction' 
having the same resistance l/2NpN . 
~ = ~- . 
il' ... 'iN -1 
n N-1 t 
xLL sinhqN~ sinh(nN-pN+l)~ sinh~ sinh(nN+l) ~ 
t=l i =l 
t 
N-1 
. . 
xn 
s=l 
2 p itn q itn . s . s 
n +l sin n +l sin _n_+_l_ 
s s s 
N-1 i 'TT 
+ ) : p cos 5 l = ~ s n + 
s=l · s 
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-dimensional Discrete Parall e lepiped n 1 by n 2 by . . . by nN 
k=l, ... ,N; 
Potential Asymmetric Case 
Spatially homogeneous asymmetric random 
probabilities in the k-th 'direction' 
¢k 
walk with the transition 
-¢k 
: pk e - ' one way ' , 
pke - 'the other way' from any node , 
N 
G[pl, ... ,pN;ql, ... ,qN] = p;lexpl~¢k(pk-qk)l 
k=l 
N-1 
xn 2 
p i 'TT 
. s t 
n +l sin n +l sin 
s s 
s=l 
N-1 
lJJ = lJJ . . 
i l' ... 'iN -1 
i . 'TT 
pNcoshlJJ + } : p cos _s_ = ! 
s n +l 
s=l s 
-dimensional Discrete Parallelepiped 
pk , q k = 1 , . . . , nk ; k = 1 , . . . , N ; 
General Asymmetric Case 
N 
G[p1, ···,pN;q1,···,qN] = p~lexpJL<Pk(pk-qk)l 
k=l 
l/J = 
cs = 
s 
cash 
cos 
cs (snN) = 
if 
cash 
cos 
cos 
2p 
s 
(sinh) 
(sin) 
(id) 
N-1 
xn 
s=l 
< 
> 
if 
1 
N 
\ < 
2pn 1 : 
..-1 
1-1 + L 
s=l 
114. 
l 'TT 
2pscss[n \1] I 
s 
115 . 
Discrete Cylinder circumference length n 2 
Pk ' q k = 1 ' · · · 'nk ; -k = 1,2; 
Potential Partially Asymmetric Case 
Resistive network with the resistance of the resistors along the 
circumference equal to l/4p1 , and along the length l/4p2 
1jJ = 1jJ 1 
i =l 1 
116. 
Discrete Cylinder circumference length 
Pk q k = 1 ' · · · 'nk ; k = 1,2; 
Potential Asymmetric Case 
Spatially homogeneous asymmetric random walk with the transition 
- cp 
probabilities along any circumference: p1e 
1 
- 'upwards' and 
cpl 
p1 e - 'dmmwards' ; and the transition 
-¢2 
the length: p2e - to the 'right' and 
probabilities along 
¢2 
p2e - to the 'left' 
117 . 
Discrete Cylinder circumference length n2 
k = 1,2; 
General Asymmetric Case 
cash (sinh) ( < 
(sn 2) (sin) if 
2 (il -l) TI 
- ct> J I cs 2 = cos 2p2 > l -1+2 p cosh[r-T 1 n 1 1 
cos (id) = 
118 . 
Di s cret e Torus smaller circumference 
bigger circumference n2 
k=l 2· 
' ' 
Potential Partially Asymmetric Case 
Resistive network with the resistance of the resistors along 
the smaller circumference is equal to l/4p1 , and along the 
bigger circumference to l/4p2 
1 
~ = 
x [sinhq2~ sinh(n2-p2+1) ~ 
sinh2~ 
- 1 
- 2 
Discrete Torus smaller circumference n1 , 
bigger circumference n 2 
General Asymmetric Case 
1 
(p2-q2)cp2 
x [-e sn2¢ s:2 (n2-p2+1)¢ 
(sn 2iJ;) 
q2 (p2-q2-n2)cp2 
+ (-1) e sn2 (p2-q2)iJJJ 
sn2iµ 
2 (il -l)TI 
iµ = iµ. : p
2
cs 2iµ + p cosh [ r-f. - ¢1·] = 1 1 1 1 n 1 
cosh 
cos 
cosh (sinh) 
< 
> 
1 
2 
< 
119 . 
cs 2 (sn 2) = cos (sin) if 2p2 
ll TI 
> 1-1+2 0 cs[ ] I 1 n + 1 1 
cos (id) = 
, 
N-dimensional Discrete Torus 
General Asymmetric Case 
G [ p 1 ' ..• 'PN ; q 1 ' ... ' qN J 
N-1 n 
t 
1 
2p 
120. 
circumferences n1 ,n2 , ... ,n 
xLL N-1 n n1 2 (i -1),r exp [ 1-1- s (p -q ) J n s s 
t=l i =l 
t 
s=l s 
ljJ = ljJ . . 
1 1'···, 1 N-l 
cosh (sinh) 
CSN (sn ) = cos (sin) 
cos (id) 
if 
s 
qN (pN-qN-nN)¢N 
(-1) e sn 2 (pN-qN)ljJ] 
sn2 l)J 
N-1 
- 2(i -1),r ~ p cosh[r-f s -L...J s n 1 = 2 
s=l s 
< 
-1 2(i -1) 
2p > 1-1+ I:2ps cosh [ r-T s - ¢ J I n s 
s=l s 
= 
, 
PART 3 
APPLICATIONS : 
RESISTIVE, PERTURBEV ANV 
RANVOM RESISTIVE CYLINDERS 
121. 
122 . 
Chapter 3 .. 1 Introductory Remarks 
In Part 3 of the present Thesis we apply the general results from 
Part 1 to a particular network using its discrete Green's function 
found explicitly in Part 2. 
Namely, we examine the resistive cylinder~ the perturbed resistive 
cylinder and the random resistive cylinder,thus,illustrating in each 
of those representative cases the relevant general formulae from Part 1. 
In doing so we also verify the accuracy of those formulae from Part 1 
which are approximate by comparing their values with the exact computer-
simulated values . The numerical results are discussed,and various 
tables of approximation errors are included in the Appendix to this 
Part . 
The main new analytical result of this Part 3 is the explicit 
expression for the variance of the random joint resistance of the 
random resistive cylinder . It is also tabulated in the Appendix to 
this Part . No similar explicit results either for the random resistive 
cylinder,or other specific random resistive networks, seem to be 
reported in the literature. 
Other random resistive networks can be examined along the same 
lines and the corresponding new analytic formulae for the variance 
of joint resistance may be found, the limiting factors being the 
knowledge of the explicit form of their discrete Green's functions, 
and then the ability to obtain simple workable expressions. 
Chapter 3·. 2 Resistive Cylinder 
In this Chapter we describe the resistive network referred 
hereafter as the resistive cylinder~ write out its discrete Green's 
function from Part 2, and calcu l ate its joint resistance . 
~e consider the resistive network Q(m , n) given by (2 . 34) , p . 100, 
\vi~h n 1=n and n 2=rn . In Q(m , n) we choose the two terminals to forr:1 
tnc network Q*(n,n) cepicted below 
2 3 n-2 n-1 n 
8 
Namely, in Q(m,n) we take the terminals : 
A= {(l,0) , (2 , 0) , ... , (m , O)} and B = {(1 , n+l) , (2 , n+l), . .. ,(m,n+l)} 
and form Q*(m , n) , as described in Part 1 , by collecting all the nodes in 
the first terminal into a single node A, and the nodes from the second 
terminal into B. 
For the purpose of calculating the joint resistance R(A,ITT the 
distinction between Q (m,n) and Q*(m,n) is artificial, and so, from now on 
we do not formally distinguish between them, and call either of them 
;the_ m by n fl.Ui/.:,l,,i,ve_ c_ylindell.. 
In every 'horizontal' direction Q (m,n) has n inte rnal nodes (indicated 
by the open circles), n-1 internal resistors, 2 boundary node s (indicate d by 
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full circles) and 2 boundary resistors; while along every 
I f t • h circum erence it as m internal nodes, m internal resistors and 
no boundary nodes or resistors. 
With the above assignment of terminals the joint resistance 
R(A,B) of the (whole) cylinder ncm,n) is naturally defined as the 
resistance between the nodes A and B. 
From the formula (2.37) in Paragraph 2.3.4 it is seen that the 
resistive cylinder ncm,n) is a G-network because its discrete Green's 
function is known explicitly(for example when the resistances of all 
the resistors are identical and equal to, say, 1 Ohm). We take this 
simplest case of identical unit resistors without any loss of generality 
only for convenience in our subsequent analytic treatment of n(m,n) . 
The discrete Green's function of such resistive cylinder n(m,n) 
1 1 is given up to the factor of ~- = from the formula (2.37). For 2cN 4 
I= (i,j) and P = (p,q),(i,p = l, ... ,m; j,q = 0,1, ... ,n+l), on 
multiplying (2.37) by the mentioned factor of 1/4 we get 
(3.1) G(i,j;p,q) = 
where 
H (i ,p) 
r 
= 
and 
= 
m 
'"°" V (j ,q)H (i,p) L...i r r 
r=l 
m 
~ V (q,j)H (i,p) L..J r r 
r=l 
.!cos [2(r-l) n (i-p)] 
m m 
q(n-j+l) 
n+l 
sinhq8 sinh (n-j+l )S 
r r 
sinh8 s inh (n +l )S 
r r 
for J > q 
for J < q 
for r=l, ... , m 
for r=l 
f or r=2 , ... , m 
e cosh8 + cos [2 (r -l )n] = 2 
r r m 
We note that the function Vr (j ,q) has f rom (2 . 33) a singl e 
representation through the modified Tchcbycheff polynomials of the 
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second kind 
V (j , q) = U 1u . /U r q- n-J n 
To find the joint resistance R(A,B) of n(m,n) we note that 
all the boundary resistors linking to A and 1!, are of unit 
resistance. So, we can use the formulae (1.4) and (1.5) from 
Paragraph 1.2.3. The formula (1.4) becomes 
m m 
(3.2) G(A,B) = LL G(s,l ·t,n) 
s=l t=l 
Hence, from (3.1) we obtain 
G (A, B) 
m m m 
=LLL 
s=l t=l r=l 
V (n,l)H (s,t) 
r r 
m m [ 
= L L v 1 (n,l)H1 (s,t) 
s=l t=l 
+ f vr(n,lJH/s,t)J 
r=2 
m 
- n:l + I:vr(n,l) {O} 
= 
m 
n+l 
r=2 
which from (1.5) gives the joint resistance R(A,B) of n(m,n) 
as 
(3.3) R(A,B) = n+l 
m 
The formula (3.3) is immediately confirmed by an electrical 
argument in ,hich n(m,n) lS treated as m resistors in parallel 
each of which has resistance n+l. Then, the formula for 
resistance of resistors in parallel yields 
m 
L 
s =l 
which agrees with (3 . 3). 
1 
n+l 
126. 
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Chapter 3.3 Perturbed Resistive Cylinder 
In this Chapter we take the resistive cylinder introduced in 
the preceding Chapter and perturb some of its resistors to obtain 
the perturbed resistive cylinder. 
The formulae from Part 1 for the discrete Green's function and 
joint resistance of perturbed resistive networks are applied to such 
perturbed resistive cylinder. Their accuracy 1s numerically checked 
against the computer-simulated exact values,and the errors are 
tabulated in the Appendix to this Part. 
The perturbed resistive networks in this Thesis (and the 
perturbed resistive cylinder from this Chapter in particular) are 
investigated only in so far as they facilitate the study of the random 
resistive networks (and the random resistive cylinder in particular), 
but in electrical engineering they form an important area of investigations 
1n their own right (Anderson[l973]; Saeks and Liberty[1977]l 
In this light the treatment of the perturbed resistive cylinder 
1n this Chapter can be viewed as an example of perturbation results for 
a specific resistive network. So far in the literature specific 
resistive networks have been considered ·in such setting only in the 
case of the ladder resistive networks (Katz et al[l979]). 
3.3.1 Discrete Green's Function of Perturbed Resistive Cylinder 
We consider the general approximation (1.14) from Paragraph 1.3.3 
to the discrete Green's function of any perturbed G-network and 
verify it for the case of the m by n resistive cylinder n(m,n) . 
We take all resistors in n(m ,n) to be at 1 Ohm with the 
exception of two of them ,hich are perturbed from this base value by 
a small amount . T,o perturbed resistors suffice to check the accuracy 
of the second order effect approximation (1.14). The approximation 
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(1.14) becomes in this case as follows 
(3.4) 
2 
+ ~ [G(Q~ ,P)-G(Q. ,P)] [G(Q~ ,I)-G(Q. ,I)](-€ .+€ ~) L...J i i i i i i 
i=l 
with d. = {Q.Q~; E: .} , (i=l,2) , denoting the two perturbations of the 
l i i i 
resistors linking the nodes Q. 
i 
and Q~ 
i 
from the original value of 
1 Ohm to the value 1+€. Ohms, and G(I,P) being the discrete Green's 
i 
function of ncm,n) from (3.1). 
The numerical results obtained from the approximation (3.4) 
are compared with the exact values of the discrete Green's function 
of the perturbed ncm,n) which are simulated for specific 
perturbations d., (i=l,2), and sizes m and n . 
i 
We choose the following three magnitudes of perturbation to the 
base resistance of 1 Ohm as representative : 1%, 10% and 100%; 
and take the following two sizes of the resistive cylinder n(m ,n) 
(i) the 'small' cylinder n(3,3) 
1 2 3 
1 
2 
3 
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and 
(ii) the 'big ' cylinder ~(7 ,7) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 
2 
3 
4 
A 
5 
6 
7 
The first group of results tabulated in the Appendix to this 
Part is obtained by fixing the positions of the two perturbed 
resistors, and of one node I in the two arguments (nodes) 
of the discrete Green's function G(I,P). With the variable second 
node P in the discrete Green's function the relative percentage 
error of approximation (3.4) is calculated for each position of 
this node in the cylinder. 
In the second group of results, also tabulated in the Appendix 
to this Part, the positions of both the nodes in the discrete Green's 
function as well as that of one of the perturbed resistors are fixed . 
With the other perturbed resistor going through the positions of all 
the other resistors in the cylinder, the relative percentage error 
of approximation (3 .4) is calculated for each such position taken by 
the variable perturbed resistor . 
All the Tables subsequently referred to are included 1n the 
Appendix to this Part . 
The first group of results comprises Table 1. 
Table lA considers the perturbations of the order of 1% 1n two 
cases: 
(i) the 'small' cylinder ~(3,3) 
(ii) 
one fixed perturbed resistor: between (2,1) and 
(2,2) at 1.01 Ohms 
the other fixed perturbed resistor: between 
(2,3) and (3,3) at 1.011 Ohms 
fixed node: (2,3) 
the 'big' cylinder ~(7,7) 
one fixed perturbed resistor: between (2,1) and 
(2,2) at 1.01 Ohms 
the other fixed perturbed resistor: between 
(2,3) and (3,3) at 1.011 Ohms 
fixed node: (2,3) 
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and gives the relative percentage errors of the approximation (3.4) 
to the value of G(2,3;k,£) 1n the (k, t )-th position of the arrays 
corresponding to (i) and (ii). 
Tables lB and lC do the same for the perturbations of the order 
10% (one fixed perturbed resistor at 1.1, the other at 1.11), and 
of the order 100% (one fixed perturbed resistor at 1.9, the other at 
1.99) with all the other parameters as in Table lA. 
On examining Tables lA, lB, IC it is concluded that the 
approximation (3.4) is excellent, as even in the case of perturbing 
resistors by 100% the error of this approximation is only in the order 
of 10%, similarly, 10% perturbations give errors in the order of . 01 %, 
while 1% perturbations yield negligible errors of the order of .0001 %. 
The second group of results is exhibited in Table 2 . Table 2A 
considers the perturbations of the order of 1% in two cases : 
(i) the 'small ' cylinder n(3,3) 
one fixed node: (3,2) 
the other fixed node: (2,3) 
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fixed perturbed resistor: between (3,2) and (3,3) 
at 1.01 Ohms 
variable perturbed resistor: at 1.011 Ohms 
(ii) the 'big' cylinder n(7,7) 
one fixed node: (3,2) 
the other fixed node: (2,3) 
fixed perturbed resistor: between (3,2) and (3,3) 
at 1.01 Ohms 
variable perturbed resistor: at 1.011 Ohms 
and includes each relative percentage error of approximation (3.4) 
to the value of G(3,2;2,3) in the position of the 'cylinder like' 
arrays of errors (i) and (ii) which corresponds to the position taken 
by such variable perturbed resistor in the cylinder. 
Tables 2B and 2C do the same for the perturbations of the order 
of 10% (fixed perturbed resistor at 1.1, variable perturbed resistor 
at 1.11), and of 100 % (fixed perturbed resistor at 1.9, variable 
perturbed resistor at 1.99),with all the other parameters as in Table 
2A . The convention is again used of tabulating in the 'cylinder 
like' arrays (i) and (ii) of the approximation errors in the positions 
taken by the corresponding variable perturbed resistor in the 
cylinder. 
In Tables 2A, 2B, 2C the orders of approximation errors are as 
small as in the respective Tables lA, lB, lC but in addition the 
former show no appreciable effect of the relative positions of 
perturbed resistors within the cylinder . 
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3.3.2 Joint Resistance of Perturbed Resistive Cylinder 
We take the approximation (1.15) from Paragraph 1.3.4 to the 
joint resistance of any disturbed G-network and verify it for the 
case of the m by n resistive cylinder ncm,n). 
In the formula (1.15) we put a = 1, (r = 1,2), and the discrete 
r 
Green's function G(I,P) from (3.1). 
For specific perturbations d ,Cr= 1,2) , in the resistive 
r 
cylinder ncm,n) of given sizes m and n we find the joint 
resistance of ncm,n) using the approximation (1.15), and then 
compare it with the simulated exact value by calculating its relative 
percentage error. 
We again consider the 'smalll cylinder n(3,3) , the 'big' 
cylinder n(7,7), and 1%, 10% and 100% perturbations of the unit 
resistors in the two cylinders, with the results tabulated in Table 3 
of the Appendix to this Part . 
To start with, we fix the position of one of the perturbed resistors 
and vary the position of the other perturbed resistor over all resistors 
in the cylinder, each time calculating the corresponding joint 
resistance of the cylinder . 
Table 3A considers the perturbations of the order of 1% in two 
cases : 
(i) the 'small' cylinder n(3,3) 
fixed perturbed resistor: between (2,1) and (2,2) 
at 1 . 01 Ohms 
variable perturbed resistor: at 1.011 Ohms 
(ii) the 'big' cylind er n (7, 7) 
fixed perturbed resistor: between (2,1) and (2 ,2) 
at 1 . 01 Ohms 
ariable perturbed resistor: at 1.011 Ohms 
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and continue with the already used convention of including the 
relative percentage error of approximation (3 .15 ) to the joint 
resistance of the cylinder in the position of the 'cylinder-like' 
arrays of errors (i) and (ii) which corresponds to the position 
taken by such variable perturbed resistor in the cylinder. 
Tables 3B and 3C do the same for the perturbations of the order 
of 10% (fixed perturbed resistor at 1.1, variable perturbed resistor 
at 1.11),and of 100% (fixed perturbed resistor at 1.9, variable 
perturbed resistor at 1.99),with all the other parameters as in 
Table 3A. 
Examining Tables 3A, 3B and 3C we conclude that the approximation 
(3 .15 ) to the joint resistance of resistive cylinder is again very 
good . In the worst case of perturbations of 100% and the 'small' 
cylinder,the errors are in the order of 10%, which improves to the 
order of 1% for the 'b ig ' cylinder. With 10% perturbations the 
errors are in the order of .1 % for the 'big' cylinder, and 1% for 
the 'small' cylinder. Finally, for 1% perturbations the errors in 
the 'big ' cylinder are .01 %, and in the 'small' cylinder .1 % . 
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Chapter 3.4 Random Resistive Cylinder 
If the resistances of some resistors in the resistive cylinder 
from the last Chapter are taken to be random variables, then we call 
it the random resistive cylinder . 
In this Chapter for the random resistive cylinder we first obtain 
the mean and variance of the random counterpart of the discrete 
Green 's function (which is equivalent to finding the mean and variance 
of random node potentials), and then we derive explicit analytic 
formulae for the mean and variance of the joint resistance. No such 
formulae seem to be available from the literature. Specific values 
are tabulated in the Appendix to this Part. 
3 . 4 .1 Random Resistors 
In the resistive cylinder D(m,n) described in Paragraph 3.2.1 
we take the resistance of any internal resistor X from the set 
D of all internal resistors in ~ which links the nodes x and 
X* to be a random variable with the given mean and variance. 
The resistance of any boundary resistor has a given mean and the zero 
variance, that is, the boundary resistors are assumed deterministic. 
The assumption of the deterministic _boundary resistors in 
D(m,n) corresponds to the plausible situation of the random resistive 
' pipe' with very accurate, and so 'deterministic', measuring devices 
attached to its both edges. Naturally, the values of the deterministic 
boundary resistors do not influence the variances, so they can be taken 
to be all equal, say, to 1 Ohm . 
We write the resistance of any resistor X linking the nodes 
X and X* as a + E with E[a ] = a Var [ax ] = 0 E[s ] = 0 X X X X ' X ' 
~d Var[ s J = 0 2 #0 for an interna l resistor, and with 02 = 0 X X X 
for a boundary resistor. 
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Since i n the following we shall employ the general f ormul ae 
from Part 1 her e we also assume that the above random r esist ances 
of the inxeAnal. Jr.e./:,J.A .toM aAe independenx noJUnal. Mndom vaJLiabl<.::..l . 
The resistive cylinder n (m,n) with the above assumptions 
about its resistors will be called them by n Jr.a.ndom ll.e-6i.A;tf__ve_ 
c.ylindell. n (m,n) . 
3 .4.2 Random Potentials in Random Resistive Cylinder 
Here for the case of the random resistive cylinder we give an 
illustration of applications of the formula (1.18) from Paragraph 
1. 4 .1 to the probl em of finding the variance of the random counterpart 
of the discrete Green's function G(I,P) which we call the ~.toc.ha.;.,;ti__c. 
~~c.Jr.e.te Gll.een'h 6unc.;ti__on and which we denote by SG(I,P). This amounts 
to calculating the variance of node potentials in the random resistive 
cylinder. Such variance can be found explicitly because the form 
of the discrete Green's function of the resistive cylinder n (m,n) 
was given explicitly in Chapter 3.2 by the formula (3.1). 
For simplicity we assume that in the random resistive cylinder 
n (m,n) the means of all the resistors are equal to 1 Ohm and that 
in the set n of all internal resistors they all have the common 
. 2 2 
variance ax = a . 
(3.5 ) 
Fr om (1.18) we obta in tha t 
Va r [SG ( I, P)] ~ (o 2 +2o 4 ) 2' { G (X, P) G (X, I) f 
X t rt 
+ 0
4 2 :JG(Y ,P)G(X,I)+G(X,P) G(y ,r )}F 2 (X, Y) 
X. Y e D 
X! Y 
with a l l t he conventions from (1 . 18) and the explicit form of the 
di s cret e Green' s f un cti on G(I , P) from (3 . 1) . 
The f ormula (3 .5 ) can be used to calculate t he variance of 
SG(I , P) fo r some repr esentat ive values of the resistor variance 
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and sizes of Q(m,n). This is done in Table 4 of the Appendix 
to this Part. We consider there the following three indicative 
values of the common variance of the resistors 
.001, .01 and .1, and the following two cases : the 'small' 
cylinder Q(3 ,3) and the 'big' cylinder Q(7,7). 
Fixing the first node I in SG(I,P) we calculate the variance 
(3.5) for the variable second node P ranging over all the nodes 
in the cylinder. 
Table 4A considers the resistor variance equal to .001 in two 
cases : 
(i) the 'small' random resistive cylinder Q(3,3) 
fixed node: ( 2, 2) 
(ii) the 'big' random resistive cylinder Q(7,7) 
fixed node: (2,2) 
and gives the value of Var SG(2,2;k,l) in the (k,l)-th position 
in the arrays of result (i) and (ii). 
Tables 4B and 4C do the same for the resistor variance equal 
to .01 and to .1, and with the other parameters as in Table 4A. 
The conclusion drawn from examing the above Tables is 
that the stochastic discrete Green's functions, or equivalently 
random node potentials in the random resistive cylinder, are very 
robust and statistically 'stable' with very small variances of random node 
potentials even for big resistor variances. 
3.4.3 Random Joint Resistance of Random Resistive Cylinder 
We derive an analytic formula for the variance of the joint 
resistance R(A,B) of random resistive cylinder. Such a result is 
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important in that it solves analytically a new problem and at the 
same time illustrates the application of the general formulae from 
Paragraph 1.4.2. 
The variance of the joint resistance R(A,B) of the random 
resistive n by m cylinder Q(rn,n) can be analytically written out 
from the general formula (1.26) in Paragraph 1.4.2 if the 
quantities G(A,B), G(X,A), G(X,B), G(Y,A) and G(X,B) from that 
formula can be explicitly evaluated. 
To start with, G(A,B) is already given in (3.2). As for the 
rest, after some algebra we obtain that for the resistor X 
(3.6) 
m 
G(X,A) = L [ G(xi,x2;i,l) - G(x 1 ,x2 ;i,l)J i=l 
= 
-1 
n+l if resistor X 1s 'hori zontal', 
0 if resistor X 1s 'vertical' 
(3. 7) 
m 
G(X,B) =~ [ G(xi,x2;j,n) - G(x 1 ,x2;j,n8 
j =l 
1 if resistor X 'horizontal' n+l is 
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= i.e . (xi,x2)=(x1 ,x2+1) 
0 if resistor X is 'vertical' 
i.e. Cxi,x2)=(x1+1,x2) 
and that G(Y,A) and G(X,B) are given also by the formulae (3.6) 
and (3 .7) but with the corresponding values now depending on whether 
the resistor Y linking the nodes Y = (y1 ,y2) and Y* = (yi,Y2) 
is 'horizontal' or 'vertical' . 
The above formulae are all derived similarly, and for example 
(3.6) is found as follows 
m 
) : [GCxi,xz;i,l) - G(x1 ,x 2 ;i,l)J 
i=l 
m m 
=LL [vr cxz,l)Hr(xi ,i) -Vr(xz,l)Hr(xl,i)J 
i=l r=l 
= ~m~ [[v1 cxz,l)Hl Cxi,i)-Vl Cxz,l)Hl (xl,i)J 
i=l 
m 
+ ~ [v/x2,l)Hr(xi .i)-Vr(x2 ,l)Hr(x1 ,i)J] 
= 
-1 if x*=x: +l 
n+l 2 2 m 
= + I: [vrcxz,1){0}-V/x 2 ,l){O}J 0 if x2=x2 r=2 
-1 if x* x2+1 X 'hori zontal' = i.e. is n+l 2 
= 
0 if x* = 2 x* 2 i.e. X is ' vertical' 
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The formulae (3.6) and (3.7) can be checked by the foll owing 
electrical argument. For example, (3.6) should give the value of the 
potential difference between the end-points of a resistor in n(m ,n) , 
either 'horizontal' or 'vertical', due to the potentials V(A) = 1 
and V(B) = 0 • With all the resistors equal to 1 Ohm, n (m,n) can be 
broken up into m separate lines of resistors each containing n+l 
unit resistors. By symmetry, the corresponding nodes on such lines 
have the same potentials, and so, the potential difference between the 
end-points of any 'vertical' resistor is zero which agrees with (3.6). 
Also, the potential difference between any node and its predecessor 
on the same line is equal to 
on any line has the potential 
-1 
n+l because the j-th node, (j=O, ... ,n,n+l) 
n-j +l 
n+l (j=O gives the potential 1, 
and j=n+l the potential O in agreement with the requirements V(A)=l 
and V(B)=O) which confirms the obtained expression for (3.6). 
The variance of the joint resistance R(A,B) of the random 
resistive cylinder n(m,n) is determined from the general formula 
(1.26) in Paragraph 1.4.2 with 
(3.6) and (3.7) from above . 
Cl =l 
X ' 
0 2 =0 2 , and using (3.3), 
X 
Performing the summation in (1.26) over all internal 
random resistors in n(m, n) , of which m(n-1) are horizontal 
giving non- zero values of (3.6) and (3.7) , we obtain 
1--1-0 . 
(3.8) Var[R(A,B)] 
2 
+ [n:lr 2m(n-l) (n-.\ n!~[[n:1r( n-.\ n!1)- 1] CJ 4 
m n-1 2 
+ rn:J LL 
i,p=l j,q=l 
( i, j) ,f (p, q) 
F(i,j ;p,q)[~!l n!1)+ (n-+\ n!~ 0 4 
with the 
n-1 2 
= -- 0 
3 
m 
+ 
2 
2- + 1 0 n-1 l 1 f 4 
m3 m(n+l) 
m n-1 
4 LL F2(" . ) 4 + l,J ;p,q 0 mi+ 
i,p=l j ,q=l 
(i,j)f (p,q) 
resistor to resistor influence function F(i,j ;p,q) 
for the case of two horizontal resistors with the left end-points 
(i,j) and (p,q) given from (1.21) and (3.1) as 
m 
(3.9) F(i,j ;p,q) ="'"""' H (i,p) [ ~ (j ,q) - V (j+l,q) L...J r r r 
r=l 
- V (j,q+l)+V (j+l,q+l)J 
r r 
1 l 1. 
The variance of joint resistance for them by n random 
resistiv·e cylinder is tabulated for the following cylinder sizes: 
m=l, .... ,10; n=2, ... ,10 and following three values of the resistor 
variance: .001, .01 and .1, respectively in Tables SA, SB and SC 
of the Appendix to this Part . 
Unlike the random node potentials in Paragraph 3.3.2, the 
random joint resistance of the random resistive cylinder is seen from 
the Tables to be not so robust, and its variance can be appreciably 
influenced by the resistor variance as well as by the sizes of the 
cylinder o The variance of the joint resistance increases roughly 
linearly with the length n of the cylinder, and decreases roughly 
cubically with the circumference m, the other parameters fixed. 
( i) 
(ii) 
APPENDIX TO PART 3 
TABLES FOR 11IE PERTURBED RESISTIVE CYLINDERS AND THE 
RANDOM RESISTIVE CYLINDERS: 
THE 'SMALL' CYLINDER ~ (3,3 ) 
1 2 3 
1 
2 
3 
THE 'BIG ' CYLINDER ~ (7,7) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 
2 
3 
4 
A 
5 
I 
6 t 
I 
7 I 
V 
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Table 1 
For the perturbed resistive cylinders 
(i) 
(ii) 
r2( 3,3) 
r2(7,7) 
the 'small' cylinder 
the 'big' cylinder 
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with two fixed resistors perturbed from the common unit resistance; 
the first one between the nodes (2,1) - (2,2) and the second one 
between (2,3) - (3,3); the absolute percentage error of the 
approximation (3 .4) to the value of the discrete Green's func tion 
G ( 3 , 2 ; i , j ) , ( i = 1 , 2 , 3 ; j = 1 , 2 , 3 ; and i = 1 , . . . , 7 ; j = 1 , . . . , 7) , i s 
presented in the (i,j)-th position of the following tables : 
Table lA 
Table lB 
Table lC 
(1% perturbations) 
first perturbed resistor 1.01 
second perturbed resistor 1.011 
(10% perturbations) 
first perturbed resistor 1.1 
second perturbed resistor 1.11 
(100 % perturbations) 
first perturbed resistor 1.9 
second perturbed resistor 1.99 
Table lA 
(i) 
l J 1 2 3 
1 .00012488 .00024266 .00027282 
2 .00080899 .00056774 
.00018603 
3 .00007617 .00017365 
.00067437 
(ii) 
J 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
l 
1 .00027804 .00029188 .00003363 .00013039 .00019982 .00023875 .00025591 
2 .00111129 .00068335 .00030179 .00012073 .00023869 .00027418 .00028463 
3 .00000101 .00024916 .00086042 .00053853 .00041350 .00037083 .00034842 
4 . 00018558 . 00030925 .00053886 .00048161 .00041765 .00038307 .00036177 
s .00024662 . 00031553 .00039740 .00039801 .00037003 .00035279 .00033899 
6 .00019869 .00026890 .00028802 .00029849 .00030148 .00030335 .00029837 
f-' 
7 . 00004278 . 00020870 .00016826 .00020132 
.p. 
.00023162 .00025488 .00026431 .p. 
Table J B 
(i) 
1 J 1 2 3 
1 
.01178544 .06225002 .02968757 
2 
.84222242 .06033605 . 01817501 
3 .03713317 .01847514 .07120013 
(ii) 
J ] 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 
1 .02615642 .03263214 .00719403 .01743234 .02531447 .02957386 .03156784 
2 
.11501001 .07275841 .02770883 .01614935 .02882525 .03293606 .03435861 
3 
.00111 201 .02607621 .09058457 .05797521 .04590050 .04146325 .03980418 
4 
.0 20890 16 .03355384 .05797717 .05317342 .04729732 .04362940 .04179476 
5 
.02765744 .03496604 .04438769 .04452638 .04263780 .04101275 .04006487 
6 .02428019 .03074026 .03364528 .03504577 .03574756 .03609683 .03626239 
1---' 
~ 7 
.028827 02 .02574763 .02214614 .02544520 .02901101 .03139239 .03265313 (Jl 
Tab l e I C 
(i) 
J 1 2 3 
l 
1 1.21083410 2.61158016 2.94446784 
2 9.23934877 5.81846672 1.78980401 
3 0.73164110 1.85029373 6.91650552 
(ii) 
J 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 
1 2.60575855 3.23200122 0.83882903 1.79026219 2.52215564 2.91606475 3.09993422 
2 12.56755114 6.90231097 2.50432333 1.66861267 2.84705529 3.22678772 3.35761577 
3 0 . 9327913 2 .5358 2031 8.43264163 5.51552707 4.41625348 4.00920779 3.85734597 
4 2 . 03165156 3.24184477 5.50613177 5.07497275 4.54133373 4.20687878 4.03952020 
5 2 .6900 9164 3.38338867 4.26536238 4.28393632 4.11382550 3.96615304 3.88008535 
6 2 .3860996 1 3.00469220 3.28158599 3.41507995 3.48181355 3.51522177 3.55079683 
I--' 7 2 . 9122708 1 2 .56082338 2.22655451 2.53217 191 2.86776525 3.08289781 3.199422 15 .t:,. Q\ 
Table 2 
For the perturbed resistive cylinders 
(i) 
(ii) 
~(3,3) 
~(7,7) 
the 'small' cylinder 
the 'big' cylinder 
with two resistors perturbed from the common unit resistance; 
the first one fixed between the nodes (3,2) - (3,3) and the 
second one variable with the position going over all the other 
resistors; the absolute percentage error of the approximation 
1~ 7 . 
(3.4) to the discrete Green's function G(3,2;2,3) is for each 
position of the variable perturbed resistor entered at the 
corresponding position of the following 'cylinder-like' arrays 
of (i) and (ii): 
Table 2A (1 % perturbations) 
fixed perturbed resistor 1.01 
variable perturbed resistor 1.011 
Table 2B (10% perturbations) 
fixed perturbed resistor 1.1 
variable perturbed resistor 1.11 
Table 2C (100 % perturbations) 
fixed perturbed resistor 1.9 
variable perturbed resistor 1.99 
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Table 3 
For the perturbed resistive cylinders 
(i) 
(ii) 
s-2(3,3) 
s-2(7, 7) 
the 'small' cylinder 
the 'big' cylinder 
with -two resistors perturbed from the common unit resistance; 
151 . 
the first one fixed between the nodes (2,1) - (2,2) and the 
second one variable with the position going over all the other 
resistors; the absolute percentage error of the approximation 
(1.15) to the joint resistance of the cylinder for each position 
of the variable perturbed resistor is entered at the corresponding 
position of the following 'cylinder-like' arrays of (i) and (ii): 
Table 3A 
Table 3B 
Table 3C 
(1% perturbations) 
fixed perturbed resistor 1.01 
variable perturbed resistor 1.011 
(10% perturbations) 
fixed perturbed resistor· 1 .1 
variable perturbed resistor 1.11 
(100% perturbations) 
fixed perturbed resistor 1.9 
variable perturbed resistor 1.99 
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Table 4 
For the random resistive cylinders 
(i) 
(ii) 
St(3,3) 
St(7,7) 
the 'small' cylinder 
the 'big' cylinder 
with the resistor mean 1 and a given var&ance ; 
the variance of the stochastic discrete Green's function 
155. 
SG ( 2 , 2 ; i , j ) , ( i = 1 , 2 , 3 ; j = 1 , 2 , 3 ; and i = 1 , ... , 7 ; j = 1 , .. . , 7) , is 
calculated from the formula (3.5) as the (i,j)-th entry in 
the following tables : 
Table 4A resistor variance . 001 
Table 4B resistor variance .01 
Table 4C resistor variance .1 
.A 
Table 4A 
(i) 
J 1 2 3 
l 
1 .00000130 .00000631 .00000130 
2 .00000439 .00001783 .00000434 
3 .00000130 .00000631 .00000130 
(ii) 
J 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
l 
1 . 00000111 .00000718 .00000304 .00000178 .00000106 .00000057 .00000013 
2 .00000396 .00001784 .00000756 .00000287 .00000133 .00000064 .00000014 
3 .00000111 .00000718 .00000304 .00000178 .00000106 .00000057 .00000013 
4 .00000048 .00000220 .00000151 .00000109 .00000078 .00000047 .00000011 
5 .00000023 .00000091 .00000089 .00000079 .00000063 .00006041 .00000010 
6 .00000023 . 00000091 .00000089 .00000079 .00000063 .00000041 .00000010 
,........ 
Ul 
7 .00000048 .00000220 .00000151 .00000109 .00000078 .0000004 7 .00000011 (J\ 
J 1 
1 
1 .00001134 
') 
. 00004037 
3 .00001135 
4 . 00000486 
5 . 00000231 
6 .00000230 
7 .00000485 
I. 
2 
l 
1 
2 
3 
J 
.00007308 
. 00018163 
. 00007309 
.00002236 
.00000925 
. 00000925 
.00002236 
1 
. 00001320 
. 00004469 
. 00001320 
3 
. 00003045 
. 00007695 
. 00003095 
. 00001537 
. 00000905 
. 00000905 
. 00001537 
Table 4B 
(i) 
2 
. 00006424 
. 00018160 
. 00006424 
(ii) 
4 
. 00001816 
. 00002925 
. 00001816 
. 00001114 
. 00000800 
. 00000800 
.00001114 
3 
. 00001320 
. 00004469 
. 00001320 
5 
. 00001083 
. 00001356 
.00001083 
. 00000791 
. 00000639 
. 00000639 
.00000791 
6 7 
. 00000579 . 00000135 
. 00000650 . 00000147 
. 00000580 . 00000135 
. 00000476 . 00000115 
.00000413 . 00000102 
. 00000413 . 00000102 f-' 
Ul 
-...J 
. 00000476 .00000115 
Table 4-C 
(i) 
J 1 2 3 
1 
1 .00015640 .00075927 .00015649 
2 .00052728 .00214231 .00052728 
3 .00015649 .00075927 .00015640 
(ii) 
J 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 
1 . 00013448 .00086196 .00036624 .00021493 .00012811 .00006857 .00001599 
2 . 00047690 .00 21425 1 .00090864 .00034613 
.00016059 .00007 701 .00010 743 
3 . 00013513 .000 86239 .00036620 .00021496 .00012916 .00006862 .00001602 
4 . 00005805 .00026484 .00018192 .00013183 .00009368 .00005630 .00001366 
5 .00002760 .00010976 .000 10718 .00009468 .00007562 .0000488 7 .00001 213 
I--' 6 .0000 274 0 .00010952 .00010 717 .00009470 .00007563 .00004887 .00001 213 u, OJ 
7 . 00005736 .0 0026389 . 00018176 .00013177 .00009363 .000056 25 .00001362 
~ -
159. 
Table 5 
The var&ance of the joint resistance of the random resistive 
cylinder St(m,n), (m=l, ... ,10, n=2, ... ,10), with the resistor 
mean 1 and a given variance is calculated from the formula (3 . 8) 
and presented as the (m,n)-th entry of the following tables 
Table SA resistor variance .001 
Table SB resistor variance .01 
Table SC resistor variance . 1 
n 2 3 4 5 
m 
1 .00100356 .00 200637 .00300888 .0040112 2 
2 .0001 2534 .00025066 .0 0037595 .00050124 
3 . 00003713 . 00007425 .00011137 .00014849 
4 .00001 566 . 00003132 .000 04698 .00006 264 
5 . 00000802 .0000 1604 .00002405 .00003207 
6 . 00000467 .00000928 .00001392 .00001856 
7 . 00000292 .00000584 .00000877 .00001169 
8 . 00000196 .00000391 .00000587 .00000 783 
9 .0 0000137 .0000027 5 .00000412 .00000550 
10 . 00000100 .00000200 . 00000301 .00000401 
T0-ble SA 
6 7 
.00501347 .006015 66 
.00062652 .00075180 
' 
.00018561 .00027273 
.00007830 .00009396 
.00004009 .00004811 
.00002320 .0000 2784 
.00001461 .00001753 
.00000974 .00001174 
.00000687 .00000825 
.00000501 .00000601 
8 
. 00701780 
.0008 7707 
.00025985 
.00010962 
.00005612 
.00003248 
.00002045 
.000013 70 
.00000962 
.00000701 
9 
. 00801992 
.00100235 
.00029696 
.0001 2528 
.0000641 4 
.0000371 2 
. 00002337 
.00001566 
.00001100 
.0000080 2 
10 
. 00902202 
.0011 2762 
. 00033408 
. 00014093 
.0000 7216 
.00004176 
.0000 2630 
.00001 762 
.00001 23 7 
. 00000902 
I-' 
Q\ 
0 
n 2 3 4 
rn 
1 . 01035556 .0 2063750 .03088800 
2 . 00128448 . 00256558 .00384506 
3 .00037961 . 00075866 .00113740 
4 . 00015995 . 00031975 .0 0047946 
5 .00008185 . 00016362 .000 24537 
6 . 00004734 .00009465 .00014195 
7 . 00002980 .00005959 .00008938 
8 . 00001996 . 00003992 .00005987 
9 .00001401 .00002803 .00004 204 
10 .00001022 . 00002043 .0 0003065 
Table SB 
5 6 7 
.041122 22 .05134694 .06156562 
.00512369 .00640180 .00767959 
.00151599 .00189448 .00 227290 
.0 0063911 .00079874 .00095835 
.00032710 .00040881 .00049052 
.00018924 .00023653 .00028381 
.00011915 .00014893 .00017870 
.0000 7981 .00009976 .00011970 
.00005605 .00007006 .00008406 
. 00004086 .00005107 .000061 28 
8 9 
.071 78024 .08199200 
.00895716 .010 23457 
.00 265129 .00 302964 
.00111 794 .00127752 
.0005 7222 .0006539 2 
.00033109 .0003 7836 
.000 20847 .000 23824 
.00013965 .0001 5959 
.0000980 7 .00011 208 
.0000 7149 .00008170 
10 
. 09220165 
.011 51186 
. 00340 797 
. 00143 710 
. 00073561 
.00042564 
.0 0026861 
.00017953 
.00012608 
.00009191 
~ 
Q\ 
~ 
n 2 3 4 5 
rn 
1 .13555555 .26374999 .38879998 .51222219 
2 .01594813 .03155772 .04700616 .06236872 
3 .00462734 .00919887 .01374032 .018 26554 
4 . 00193231 .00384988 .00575812 .00766130 
5 .00098348 .00196209 .00293690 .00390964 
6 .00056694 .00113210 .00169544 .00225776 
7 .00035605 .00071145 .00106587 .00141973 
8 .00023804 .00047588 .00071315 .00095009 
9 . 00016692 .00033383 .00050039 .00066673 
10 .00012153 .00024314 .00036451 .00048574 
Table SC 
6 7 
.63469383 .75656246 
.07768031 
.09295919 
.02278107 .02729037 
.00956145 .01145965 
.00488115 .00585186 
.00281949 .00338083 
.00177326 .00212659 
.00118684 .00142346 
.00083296 .00099910 
.00060688 .00072798 
8 9 
.87802466 
.99919994 
.10821586 
.123456 75 
.031795 42 
.03629744 
.01335651 
.015 25243 
.00682 202 
.007791 80 
.00394191 .00450281 
.00247978 
.00283287 
.00166000 
.0018964 7 
.00116518 .001331 23 
.00084903 .0009 7006 
10 
1.12016521 
.13868605 
. 04079724 
.01 714765 
.00876129 
.00506356 
.00318588 
.00 213291 
. 00149725 
. 00109107 
I-' 
Q'\ 
N 
PART 4 
FURTHER PROPERTIES ANV APPLICATIONS 
OF THE DISCRETE GREEN'S FUNCTIONS 
OF NETWORKS ANV RESISTIVE NETWORKS 
163. 
164 . 
Chapter 4.1 Introductory Remarks 
We recall that in Part 1 of this Thesis the joint resistence of 
general resistive networks was expressed in terms of their discrete 
Green 's functions; that later, in Part 2 we explicitly calculated 
the discrete Green's functions of some networks; and that then in 
Part 3 we used those expressions to obtain explicit formulae for 
joint resistance of a specific class of resistive networks. 
Here, we return to the general resistive networks from Part 1, 
but now we go further than expressing joint resistence through the 
discrete Green's functions. Namely, in this Part we investigate 
some properties of joint resistance through properties of the discrete 
Green's functions. 
First, we derive the required properties of the discrete Green's 
functions in the general network context (the main result being the 
introduction of a ne-twork distance function constructed through the 
network's discrete Green's function and different in character from 
other network distance functions reported on the literature ) . 
Then, we apply the above results to the case of the resistive 
networks (the main observation being that our network distance 
function becomes in this case the joint resistance) . Thus, we 
demonstrate that resistance can be viewed as a distance . 
The required properties of the discrete Green's functions of 
networks are derived from the properties of the di c~ete 
potential functions of ne-tworks introduced here. 
The concept of the distance on ne-tworks plays a fundamental 
role in the class of discrete optimization problems known as locat i on 
of facilitie on ne-tworks . A typical problem there is as follows: 
given a set of nodes in a (say , transportation) network find a node 
minimising a network cost function for those fixed nodes (say, 
minimising the distance travelled to those fixed nodes ) . 
165 . 
Such network cost functions involve various network distances which 
customarily include the Euclidean distance L2 between the nodes, 
the rectilinear (also known as taxi or Manhattan) distance L
1
, 
and the na.tural distance given by the shortest path between 
nodes in the network (Francis and White[l974] ,[1978]; Handler and 
Mirchandani[1979J) . It is hoped that the network distance function 
proposed in this Part could become useful in this general context, 
and also, in some specialized networks, for example, in the resistive 
networks where it becomes simply the electrical resistance. 
The fact that electrical resistance is a metric function in 
finite resistive networks is apparently a new observation. Indeed, 
a more general result must hold that electrical resistance &Sa 
-distance also in infinite resistive net?.Jorks as well as in continuous 
r esistive materials~ which as it seems may be shown by suitable 
limiting processes applied to the finite resistive networks but being 
outside the scope of this Thesis will not be pursued here. 
166. 
Chapter 4.2 Discrete Potential Functions of Networks 
We take a network (s-2,r) which fulfills all the asswrrptions 
from Paragraphsl.2.1 and 1 . 2.2, and below in Paragraph 4.2.1 we 
introduce the discrete potential function of (s-2,r) . Its general 
properties are derived in Paragraph 4.2 . 2 to be used later in the 
next Chapter to obtain the required properties of the discrete Green's 
function of (s-2,r) . 
4.2.1 Definitions and Interpretations 
Here we take up the discrete Laplacian of the network (s-2,r) 
defined in Paragraph 1 . 2. 3 as 
( 4 . 1) 
~V(P )-V(P) 
L[V(P)] = ~ r(; ,P) 
p E' p n 
The simplest case of (4.1), the (symmetric) discrete Laplacian, was 
investigated in the literature mentioned in Paragraph 1.2.2, 
while a more general sub-case of (4 . 1), the asymmetric discrete 
Laplacian, was used in the preceding Part 2 to calculate some 
corresponding discrete Green's functions. 
We consider the discrete Poisson equation which together with the 
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition forms the following 
discrete potential problem: 
( 4. 2) L[V(P)]=v on St; V = 0 on cls-2 
\here L is the discrete Laplacian of (~,r) from (4.1); V is an 
unknown function on the nodes in St . 
' 
V is a given source function 
on the nodes in St ; c)[2 is the boundary of St defined as in 
Paragraph 1.2.2; the stipulated values V=O on cls-2 form the 
boundary conditions; while the prescribed values of the source 
function · v on n form the source terms . 
16 7. 
A solution of (4.2) is called here the discrete potential 
function of the ne-twork (n~r ) . If the source function v vanishes, 
i.e. v = 0, then the discrete potential function of (n,r) becomes 
the discrete harmonic function of (n~r); if we have v < 0 then it 
is called the discrete super-harmonic function of (n~r); and if 
we have v > 0 then it is called the discrete sub -harmonic function 
of (n~r) . 
From the above definitions it follows that any discrete potential 
function of (n,r) is a sum of the discrete super-harmonic and 
sub-harmonic functions of (n,r) . 
We also note that the discrete Green's function G(P,Q) of the 
network (n,r) defined as in Paragraph 1.2.3 through the solution 
of the equation 
( 4. 3) L[V(P)] = -o(P,Q) on n; V=O on an 
is itself an example of the discrete super-harmonic function of 
the network (n,r) . Thus, the aim of studying the discrete 
Green's functions can be achieved by studying some properties 
of the discrete super-harmonic functions. 
The discrete potential function of the network (n,r) can be 
visualized as the deformed shape of an initially planar elastic 
net (original shape given by n; branch elasticity by r) glued 
around its 'extremeties' to the co-planar nodes in an , and with 
magnetic and mass loads at stipulated source nodes, which is 
subjected to the gravitational and the magnetic fields perpendicular 
to the plane of an and acting from the opposite sides. The ma gn etic 
loads are pulled upwards and the masses are pulled downwards; 
the net becomes deformed due to such up\ard and/or downward 
displacements; V(P) is the resulting height above or be l o\ th e init ia l 
168 . 
position of the node P; v gives the prescribed pull on the source 
nodes; the homogeneous boundary conditions are reflected by the 
co-planarness of all the nodes in an. 
The sub-harmonic discrete functions of (Q,r) correspond to the 
shape of the net resulting from a purely downward pull, and the 
super-harmonic functions to a purely upward pull. The discrete 
Green's function of (Q,r) corresponds to the shape of the net due 
to a specified unit upward pull, and its value G(P,Q) gives the 
height of the node Q if a unit upward pull was applied at the node P. 
The shape of the net 1n the absence of any pull represents the 
discrete harmonic function of the network (Q,r). 
4.2.2 Properties of Discrete Potential Function 
Here we introduce some new properties of th- discrete potential 
function of the network (Q,r). One of them, the Sign Maximum 
(Minimum) Principle, is a natural extension of a result known 
for the symmetric discrete super-harmonic (sub-harmonic) functions 
on square grid lattices (Forsythe and Wasow[l960]). 
We recall that a function Von Q is said to have a local 
maximum (resp. a local minimum) at a node P if the value V(P) 1s 
not less (resp. is not more) than any of the values V(P ), 
n 
(P P), of the function Vat the neighbours P of P. A global 
n n 
maximum (resp. the global minimum) of Von a finite Q is 
attained at a node at which V attains the value of the greatest 
(resp . the smallest) of all the local maxima (resp. the local 
minima). 
The first of the introduced properties of the discrete potential 
functions of the network (Q ,r) is as follows : 
169. 
Tail Maximum (Minimum) Principle 
A discrete potential function V of the network (D,r) cannot 
attain a non-zero local maximum (a non-zero local minimum) at a node 
outside the minimal connected sub-graph n
5 
of D containing all 
the nodes where the source function v is non-zero. 
We begin by demonstrating the Tail Maximum Principle. The node 
at which V attains a non-zero local maximum cannot lie at the 
boundary 3D of D because all boundary values of V are assumed 
zero in (4.2) 
Suppose that V has a non-zero local maximum at an internal 
node in D-D . Then, s because n is finite, V attains the greatest 
non-zero local maximum in D-D 
' 
say, at the node p 
o' s 
p (: intD , v(P ) = 0, V(P )!O. 0 0 0 
We note that the discrete Poisson equation (4.2) can be for an 
arbitrary node P and the set of its neighbours 
as 
(4 . 4) 
with 
s 
and 
'°' a(P ,P )V(P ) - V(P) = L.-J n n Sv(P) 
p (: p 
n 1 
= [ L1/r(P,Pn)r , 
p t: p 
n 
a (P, P ) 
n 
P t P re-written 
n 
= S/r(P,P) > 0 
n 
Putting in (4 .4) P = P , P being the assumed node of the greatest 0 0 
local maximum with v(P) = 0, we infer that the values of V at all 
0 
its neighbours Pon' (Pon' P
0
), are the same and equal to V(P
0
). 
All the neighbours of P which are in 
0 D-D s 
where the value of greatest local maximum of V on 
are the nodes 
D-D s is attained , 
and so, they are the nodes of local maxima of V. For each such 
neighbour of p 
0 it is seen from ( .4) that all its neighbours again 
have the value V (P ) 
0 
again local maxima. 
and those of them which are in 
Continuing as above for the nodes in 
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are 
St - St s 
eventually a boundary node Q is reached. This gives a contradiction 
because on the one hand V(Q) = V(P) f O, while on the other 
0 
V(Q) = 0, and so, the proof of the Tail Maximum Principle is completed. 
The proof of the Tail Minimum Principle is similar. 
In the elastic net interpretation from the last Paragraph the 
Tail Maximum and Minimum Principles assert that apart from the 'hills' 
and 'valleys' in the smallest 'whole' part of the net containing all the 
magnetic and mass loads pulled upwards and downwards there are no 
other 'hills' or 'valleys'. 
Now we state and proye the following 
Sign Maximum U~inimum) Principle 
A non-constant discrete sub-harmonic (super-harmonic) function 
of the network (D,r) cannot attain a non-negative global maximum 
(a non-positive global minimum) at an internal node of D. 
We start by proving the Sign Maximum Principle. We consider a 
sub-harmonic function V of (D,r), i.e. such that L[V] > 0 on 
St • Suppose that at an internal node P the function V does 
0 
attain a non-negative global maximum, i.e. that V(P) > 0 
0 -
value V(P ) is not less than any value· of V in D • In 
0 
and the 
particular V(P) is not less than any of the value of V at any 0 
of the neighbours P (P f P ) of the node P . 
on' on on' o 
From (4 . 4) it follows that 
L a(P,P )V(P) - V(P)>O 
' 
L a(P,Pn)=l , a (P, P ) > 0 n n 
- n 
p € p p € p 
n n 
which implies for P=P that all the neighbours p of p 
o' 0 on 
(P f P ), have the same value V(P ) or that the value of at l eas t on o o 
one such neighbour of p 
0 
exceeds V(P). 
0 
The latter violates the 
ma xi.mum assun,p tion and leads to immediate contradi tion. If the 
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former was the case then by continuation we would have that V has 
the constant value V(P) throughout D which contradicts the 
0 
assumed non-constancy of V and proves the Sign Maximum Principle. 
The proof of the Sign Minimum Principle is analogous. 
In the elastic net interpretation the Sign Maximum Principle 
states that in the absence of the upward pull the whole net either 
hangs down suspended on the nodes in 8D , or is stretched flat on 
them according as the downward pull is exerted or not. The Sign 
Minimum Principle can be interpreted in the same way but in the 
absence of the downward pull. 
Strong Maximum (Minimum) Principle 
A non-constant discrete potential function of the network 
(D,r) can attain the global maximum (the global minimum) only at a 
non-zero source node or at a boundary node. 
To prove the above suppose that V attains the . global maximum 
(the global minimum) at a node p 
0 
such that v(P) = 0 
0 
and P
O 
\ 8~ . 
Then for P=P the formula (4.4) gives that at all the neighbours 
0 
P (P f P ), the function V has the same value V(P) because on' on o o 
being the global maximum (the global minimum) in D at p 
0 
implies being not less (or more) than the values at all the neighbours 
p 
on We repeat the above for all the neighbours P , which are on 
necessarily the nodes of the global maximum (the global minimum), 
and by continuation have a contradiction with the non-constancy 
of V. This demonstrates the Strong Maximum (Minimum) Principle . 
In the elastic net interpretation the Strong Maximum and 
1inimum Principles state that the highest and the lowest node must 
correspond to a magnetic and a mass load, or lie at the boundary 
(for example when there are only magnetic or only mass loads). 
Now we present an interesting consequence of the Tail Iaximum 
( Iinimum) Principle. Both in the statement and the proof below we 
use terminology defined in Paragraphs 1.2.1 and 1.2.2. 
---
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Tail Climbing (Sliding) Principl e 
On a path in D leading away from the set of all non-zero 
source nodes of the function v the discrete potential function V 
of the network (D,r) is strictly increasing (strictly decreasing) 
if and only if the values of V on such a path are in the interior 
of D strictly negative (strictly positive). 
To prove the above we take a discrete potential function V of 
the network (D,r) ( i.e. a solution of the discrete potential 
problem (4.2)) and note that from the definition of the boundary 8D 
of D from Paragraph 1.2.2 it follows that any path leading away 
from the set S = {s1 , ... ,Sk} of nodes where the source function v 
is non-zero lies outside the minimal connected sub-graph D 
s 
containing all the nodes in S and can be extended to terminate at 
a boundary node. Therefore, it is sufficient to carry out the proof 
for the paths leading away from S and terminating at 8D . 
rr , .•. , rr l f in tD; 1 t- (r,s=l, ... ,t); 
d err. 1 , s. ) >d err . , s. ) , J + l J l ( i = 1 , ... , k and j = 1 , ... , t-1 ) 
First we demonstrate the Tail Climbing Principle. Let V be 
strictly negative on rr and suppose that V is not strictly 
increasing on rr, i.e. that there exists a node rr p such that 
Since 
v err ) > v err 1 ) . p p+ 
rr t: 8D and 
t V is zero on 
rrq ,(q>p)' such that 
v c rr 1 ) > v err ) < v err 1 ) q- - q - q+ 
there also exists a node 
i.e. the already negative values of V on IT after further decreasing 
at, and possibly following, IT p+l must eventually increase at 
IT in order to reach the value zero at the end rrt of the q+l 
path IT. 
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If in addition to not exceeding the values at two neighbours 
and V(IT 1) q+ in IT, the value v err ) q also does not 
exceed the values of any of its other neighbours in n, then IT q 
is a node where a strictly negative (and so non-zero) local minimum 
is attained outside n , which contradicts the Tail Minimum Principle. 
s 
If not, then we take a neighbour 
for which 
V (II q) ;;, V (II~) 
IT i 
1 in of the node II q 
and consider the path IT 1 = {rr ,rrt,II~, . .. ,rr 1 } starting from IT 
q tl q 
and leading away from s . Repeating the argument applied above to 
the path II we find that there exists a node 
such that 
II 1 
r 
from the path II 1 
If IT 1 is a node at which a local minimum of V is attained 
r 
then we again have a contradiction with the Tail Minimum Principle. 
If not, then as before we take another path rr 2 - {rr1 rr2 II2 1 
- r' 1,···, t
2
· 
leading away from S and continue with .the described process. 
As in a finite n there is a finite number of paths leading away 
from S, eventually (after possibly further decreasing the values of 
V a finite number of times) a strictly negative (and so non-zero) 
local minimum of V must be attained in the interior of ~ and 
outside n before V increases in order to reach the stipulated s 
value zero at a boundary node. This contradicts the Tail Minimum Principle . 
ow to show the reverse , let V be strictly increasing on IT 
and suppose that at least one value of V on II is non-negative . 
This gives an immediate contradiction with the fact that IT ends at 
8~ where V is zero. The Tail Climbing Principle has been 
demonstrated. 
The argument for the Tail Sliding Principle 1s carried out 
analogously. 
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In the elastic net interpretation the Tail Climbing and Sliding 
Principles state that in the presence of both the upward and downward 
pull when one is moving away simultaneously from all the 'hill tops' 
and 'valley bottoms' then one can 'slide down' or 'climb up' to 8~ 
if and only if one is above or below the plane of 8~ . 
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Chapter 4.3 Properties of Discrete Green's Functions of Networks 
Using the properties of the discrete potential functions from 
the last Chapter we formulate and prove in Paragraph 4.3.1 below a 
number of properties of the discrete Green's functions. Then in 
Paragraph 4.3.2 we note that some of those properties introduce a 
network distance function peculiar to each network and different in 
character from other network distance functions reported in the 
literature. 
4 .3.1 Results 
The Properties below refer to the discrete Green's function 
of a network (Q,r) satisfying all the assumptions from Paragraphs 
1.2.1 and 1.2.2. 
Property 1 is known (Forsythe and Wasow[1960]) for the discrete 
Green's function on the square grid finite lattice forming a discrete 
rectangle. For the infinite square grid lattice a result similar 
to Property 2 was obtained in Duffin[1956] but the finite case(even 
for the finite square grid rectangle)is apparently unreported. 
The remaining Properties 3 - 7 seem to be also unreported in the 
literature. 
Property 1 
The discrete Green's function is non-negative: 
> 
G(P,Q) 
= 
0 I. P ,Q € intQ iff 
( P • dQ or 
To demonstrat 0 the above we fir ~t fix the node Q and treat 
the node P as variable. The discrete Green's function G(P,Q) 
is a discrete super-harmonic function, and so, from the Sign 
Minimum Principle we see that it cannot attain a non-positive 
minimum for P t ints-2 Thus G(P,Q) > O; P,Q t ints-2; because 
1 6 . 
if it did have at least one non-positive value in the interior of n 
then it would have attained a non-positive minimum in the interior of 
n . 
Now, if at least one of the nodes P or Q lies at an then 
G(P,Q) = 0 from the definition (4 . 3) . If G(P,Q) = 0 then at 
least one of the nodes P or Q must lie at an because zero is the 
minimum value of G(P,Q) and from the Strong Minimum Principle such 
minimum can be attained only at an or at P=Q but G(P,Q) f 0 
from the definition (4 . 3) . 
The argument is the same for the fixed P and variable Q. 
Hence, Property 1 has been demonstrated . 
Property 2 
The discrete Green's function G(P,Q) is strictly decreasing 
when Q is moving away from P: 
> 
< 
= 
0 
> 
< 
= 
We fix the node P. To demonstrate the first inequality we 
note that the set of the non-zero source nodes in the definition (4.3) 
of the discrete Green's function G(P,Q) consists of a single node P. 
From Property 1 the function G(P,Q) is strictly positive in intn , 
and so, the postulated first inequality follows from the Tail Sliding 
Principle. 
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The second inequality follows exactly in the same way because 
G(P,Q) which is strictly decreasing for Q's on every path leading 
away from P must be strictly increasing for Q's on every path 
leading towards P . 
The equality part,being the complementary statement to the two 
demonstrated inequalities, follows immediately closing the proof 
of Property 2. 
Property 3 
The function R(P,Q) defined as 
( 4. 5) R (P, Q) = G (P, P) - G (P, Q) - G (Q, P) + G (Q, Q) 
is non-negative: 
> 
R (P, Q) 0 if£ . 
' 
P e in tD or Q t intD 
= P=Q 
To prove the above, first we express (4.5) as the sum of t wo 
expressions G(Q,Q) - G(Q,P) and G(P,P) - G(P,Q). 
Then from Property 2 after a formal change of variables 
Q; Q1 into Q; and Q2 into P; we have that 
> PfQ 
G(Q,Q)-G(Q,P) 0 iff 
= P=Q 
since 
> PfQ 
d (Q , P) d(Q,Q) = 0 iff . 
' 
= P=Q 
r into 
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and after the change of variables 
also have that 
Q1 into P; and Q2 into Q we 
> P;tQ 
G(P,P)-G(P,Q) 0 iff 
= ( P=Q 
since 
> P;tO 
'-
d(P,Q) d(P,P)=O iff 
= P=Q 
which demonstrates Property 3 • 
Property 4 
We define the function 
variable T as follows : 
for fixed P and Q and 
C 4. 6) KPQ(T) = G(P,T) - G(Q,T) 
Then 
min KPQ(T) = KPQ (Q) < 0; p f r2 Q t intr2 
' T t: St 
(i) 
max KPQ (T) = KPQ(P) > 0. P € in t r2 , Q € r2 
' T € r2 
(ii) P t ints-2 , Q t intr2 
We begin demonstrating the above by noting that KPQ(T) 
discrete potential function because it is the solution of the 
discrete potential problem 
iff P;tQ 
iff P=Q 
lS a 
-1 for I=P 
L[V(I)] = +l for I=Q ' V=O on an 
0 elsewhere 
calculated for I=T. 
From the Strong Maximum (Minimum) Principle the maximum 
(minimum) of the function KPQ(T) can be obtained at 
KPQ(T)=O) , at T=P (where from Property 2 exactly as in the 
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(where 
proof of Property 3 : KPQ (P) >O iff PfQ , and KPQ (P) =0 iff P=Q), 
or at T=Q (where again from Property 2: KPQ(Q) <O iff P!Q, and 
KPQ(Q)=O iff P=Q) . Property 4 follows from the above. 
Property 5 
The function F(P,Q,S) defined below 
( 4. 7) F(P,Q,S) = G(P,S)-G(Q,S)-G(P,Q)+G(Q,Q) 
is non-negative for P,Q,Stn. 
From Property 4 and Property 1 it follows for any P ,Q,S t n 
that 
We note that 
Therefore we have 
min F(P,Q,S) = 0 
St n 
which shows Property 5. 
Property 6 
We define the function U(P,Q,T,S) as 
( 4. 8 ) U(P,Q,T,S) = G(P,S) - G(Q,S) - G(P,T) + G(Q,T) 
Th en th e followin g inequalities hold for P ,Q, T ,Sf St 
-R(P,Q) < -F(P,Q,T) < U(P,Q,T,S) < F(Q,P,T) < R(P,Q) 
with the function R(P,Q) from Property 3, and the function 
F(P,Q,T) from Property 5 . 
We prove Property 6 by using Property 4 after noting that 
We find aft er calculating the maxima and minima over St that 
min U(P,Q,T,S) = U(P,Q,T,Q) = -F(P,Q,T) 
s 
max U(P,Q,T,S) = U(P,Q,T,P) = F(Q,P,T) 
s 
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mi n U(P,Q,T,S) = min(-F(P,Q,T)) = -F(P,Q,P) = -R(P,Q) 
T,S T 
max U(P,Q,T,S) = max F(P,Q,S) = F (P,Q, P) = R(P,Q) 
T, S s 
and the postulat ed inequaliti es follow. 
4 .3. 2 ctwork ' s Distance Function via etwork ' s Discrete 
Crcen ' s Function 
BclO\ h·c J rnonstrate that the function R(P ,Q) defined by 
(4 . 5) i n Proper t y 3 satisfies the postulates of a distance function . 
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Property . 7 
The function 
R(P,Q) = G(P,P) - G(P,Q) - G(Q,P) + G(Q,Q) 
is a distance function on ints-2, i.e. for all nodes P,Q,T e ints-2 
the following postulates of a metric function are fulfilled : 
(i) R(P,Q) > 0 
(ii) R(P,Q) = 0 iff p = Q 
( 4. 9) 
(iii) R (P, Q) = R (Q, P) 
(iv) R(P,Q) + R(Q,T) > R(P,T) 
The proofs of the above conditions follow thus : (i) and (ii) 
from Property 3; (iii) from the definition (4.5) of R(P,Q); and 
the required triangle inequality (iv) 
[G(P,P)-G(P,Q)-G(Q,P)+G(Q,Q)] + [G(Q,Q)-G(Q,T)-G(T,Q)+G(T,T)] 
> [G(P,P)-G(P,T)-G(T,P)+G(T,T)] 
reduces to the inequality 
[G(Q,Q)-G(P,Q)-G(Q,T)+G(P,T)] + [G(Q,Q)-G(Q,P)-G(T,Q)+G(T,P)] > 0 
in which both expressions in the square brackets are non-negative 
by Property 5 . 
The Property 7 has been demonstrated. 
In fact R(P,Q) is a distance function not only on ints-2 but 
also on intr2U{L} where L is a node obtained by lumping all the 
boundary nodes from ar;i into a single node. However distinct 
boundary nodes from ar;i cannot be considered because for them the 
condition (ii) above is not fulfilled since R(P ,Q) = 0 for 
different boundary nodes P,Q. 
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The above network distance is different in character from any 
of the network distances reported in the literature (Francis and 
White[l974], [1978]; Handler and Mirchandani[1979]). 
For any network (n,r) its discrete Green's function simultaneously 
reflects both its topological structure n and the assignment of 
the values of the interpretation function r. Consequently, also 
R(P,Q) which is constructed from the discrete Green's function 
of (n,r) reflects both its topology and interpretation . When giving 
the distance between two nodes P,Q in the network (n ,r), the whole graph 
n and all the values of r are 'taken into account' by R(P,Q) and any 
alteration to Q or the values of r may result in a different 
distance between those nodes because the discrete Green's function 
of the altered cn,r) may be different . 
This contrasts with the network distance functions known from 
the literature which are 'fixed' for all networks and 'ignore' some 
parts of the network; for example, the natural distance (the 
shortest path) between a pair of nodes is unaffected by any change 
to the topological structure of n or the values of r for branches 
outside the shortest path linking those nodes . 
For the above reasons the network distance function R(P,Q) 
is called here the intrinsic distance function of the network (n~r) 
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Chapter 4.4 Electrical Analogues : Re~istance as Distance 
Here we give an example of application of the results from the 
last Chapter to particular classes of networks. Namely, we illustrate 
the introduced properties of the discrete Green's functions of the 
network cn,r) for the case of resistive networks. 
From Paragraph 1.2.2 we recall that for a resistive network the 
value of its discrete Green's function G(P,Q) is equal to the value 
of the potential of the node Q due to a unit current injected into 
n at the node P and taken away at the boundary an. 
We list the electrical analogues of the results from the last 
Chapter. 
Property 1 states that the node potential at Q due to a unit 
current into n at P is strictly positive if and only if P and 
Q are interior nodes; and that it can be zero if and only if Q is a 
boundary node (since the boundary nodes are assumed to have zero 
potentials), or if P is a boundary node (the external unit current 
is 'drained' straight at the boundary without entering the interior). 
Property 2 demonstrates that the node potentials keep dropping 
at nodes away from the node P of the current source into the network, 
until they reach the zero potential at the boundary of the network . 
Property 3 asserts in the light of (1 . 3) that the joint resistance 
between a pair of nodes P and Q is zero if and only if P=Q 
and otherwise it is strictly positive. 
Property 4 proves that the node potentials in the network due to 
a unit current into the network at the node P and out of the network 
from the node Q attain the negative minimum at the node Q and the 
positive maximum at the node P, or equivalently, that the potential 
difference between the nodes P and Q due to a unit current 
into the network at a node T and out of the network from the 
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boundary attains its negative minimum when T=Q and its positive 
maximum when T=P. 
Property 5 says that the potential difference between the 
nodes Q and S due to a unit current into the network at the node 
P and out of the network from the node Q is non-negative. 
Property 6 asserts that the magnitude of the potential difference 
between the nodes T and S due to a unit current into the network 
at the node P and out of the network from the node Q is bounded by 
the joint resistance between the nodes P and Q . 
Property 7 postulates that joint resistance is a distance 
function. 
The Properties 4 - 7 are 'electrically' non-trivial. In 
particular, the above metric interpretation of the electrical 
resistance is a new observation which might be further utilized 
in a number of ways. 
It might be illuminating to look at the standard theorems 
from the theory of resistive networks and consider their geometrical 
significance; geometrical insight might be gained to the non-
el ectrical phenomena posses s ing electrical analogues (flows in 
networks, random walks etc); perhaps other electrical quantities 
admit of similar geometrical interpretation? 
The metric property of electrical resistance can form a basis of 
a new 'electrical' line of attack on various network optimi zation 
probl ems . Such e l ectri cal approach ha s r ecentl y been sugges t ed in 
Smoll eck and Chen[ l 981] but wi thout a ny ment ion of the underl ying 
metric propert y of e l ec t r ica l r es i stance . 
Another non-standard analogue of electrical resistance wa s 
po i nted out in Duffinf1962] wher e the follo, ing function of a 
resist ive n et \ork was cons idered 
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2 n 
EL = max min [~r . w. ] / ""r . W~ 
IT L..JJ J L.JJ J W II 1 
with r. being the resistance of the j-th branch among the n 
J 
branches of the network; the minimum taken over all paths IT Joining 
two arbitrarily fixed nodes A and B ; and then the maximum found 
as the parameters W. 
J 
vary over non-negative values. 
EL was shown to be the joint resistance between A and B 
and at the same time to form the discrete equivalent of the concept 
of the ex t r emal length of a set used in the theory of Riemann 
surfaces (Ahlfors and Sario[1960]). In the network context EL was 
called in Duffin[1962] the extremal length of a netuJork to reflect 
the fact that in the Riemann surfaces context external length is a 
global concept applied to whole sets, and so, its discrete analogue 
has a similar global meaning for A and B at the 'extremities ' 
of the network. 
In this light the results from Part 1 applied in Part 3 to the 
random resistive cylinder can be viewed as equivalent to 
calculating the mean and variance of a quantity which for the lack of 
a better term may be called here the random ex t r emal lengt h of random 
cylinder . 
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